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Abstract
Enhanced basal melt rates have been observed at many ice shelves around Antarc-
tica in the last decade, which has mostly been attributed to an increased transport
of Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) onto the continental shelf. One of the largest
ice shelves, namely the Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS), is located in the south-
ern Weddell Sea and plays a key role in the production of Weddell Sea Deep
Water (WSDW) due to ocean-ice shelf interaction. While today the large conti-
nental shelf in front of FRIS is covered with cold and dense water, model studies
have suggested the potential for an increased flow of Modified Warm Deep Water
(MWDW) toward and into the FRIS cavity, via the Filchner Trough, causing a
substantial increase in basal melt rates by the end of this century. To gain a better
understanding of the relevant processes, this thesis investigates the seasonality of
the hydrography along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough with focus on the
MWDW inflow, using ship-based in-situ measurements and mooring time series
as well as numerical simulations.
Hydrographic data obtained during two RV Polarstern cruises show that the
Filchner Trough is filled by a thick doming layer of super-cooled Ice Shelf Water
(ISW) emerging from the FRIS cavity. The thickness of this layer increases from
the Filchner Sill (∼ 300m) toward the ice shelf front (∼ 1000m). Based on
hydrographic sections along 76◦S, MWDW enters the continental shelf along the
shallower eastern flank of the trough above the 400m isobath. Temperature,
salinity and velocity time series at 76◦S from 2014 to 2016 reveal a distinct seasonal
cycle in hydrography. Southward flow of MWDW with maximum temperatures
of −1◦C is observed from summer to autumn. Lighter warm water appear first at
mid-depth, followed by a denser warm inflow along the bottom about 2months
later. The seasonal inflow is related to the seasonal heaving of the Antarctic Slope
Front (ASF) along the continental shelf break, which is suppressed below the shelf
break depth of ∼ 400m during winter. A weakly stratified water column is found
in winter with temperatures at the surface freezing point (θ = −1.9◦C), suggesting
shelf convection reaching deeper than 400m. From spring through to summer,
the ISW layer in the trough is found to extend onto the adjacent, shallower shelf
further east associated with northward flow. Only when this layer retreats, does is
warm inflow observed along the bottom toward the end of summer. The timing of
the onset of the MWDW inflow at the shelf break and the strength of the winter
convection may determine whether the warm water can reach the ice shelf front.
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With the aim to further analyse the seasonal and interannual variability of
the MWDW flow toward FRIS, a global configuration of the Finite Element Sea
ice-Ocean Model (FESOM) is applied on a newly developed mesh. The mean
resolution is set to 3 km over the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf and de-
creases to 15 km in the northeastern Weddell Gyre. An assessment of the modelled
Weddell Gyre reveals deficiencies in the used configuration, in particular in the
eastern part of the gyre. The results highlight the importance of the inflow along
the gyre’s eastern boundary for the properties of water masses found above the
continental slope circulating around the Weddell Sea. Additionally, high resolu-
tion, in the order of the first baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation, is required
to maintain a realistic ASF structure in the model. Both are crucial components
that impact the MWDW flow onto the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf.
In order to achieve a realistic hydrography associated with the ASF upstream
of the Filchner Trough, a new FESOM configuration is developed, where the 3-D
temperature and salinity field above the continental slope between Kapp Norvegia
and the Brunt Ice Shelf is restored to a climatology, recently compiled from ship-
based and seal-tag data. This approach leads to an improved representation of the
ASF and, ultimately, the MWDW flow onto the continental shelf. The seasonal
southward flow of MWDW along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough is repro-
duced in the model. Shelf convection in winter impedes the southward flow, even
though the restored hydrography includes only summer data and does not capture
the observed seasonal heaving of the ASF. This results in MWDW being present
above the shelf break depth all year around. It is shown that higher densities in
the trough and on the adjacent shelf area can lead to a thicker layer of MWDW
inflow at mid-depth, by lifting the isopycnals at the shelf break, while lower den-
sities lead to a concentrated inflow along the bottom of the Eastern Shelf. The
model results suggest that at present-day conditions, with ISW filling the Filchner
Trough, there is no direct pathway along the Eastern Shelf for MWDW to enter
the FRIS cavity. This is likely due to the narrowing of the continental shelf toward
the south. As a conclusion, FRIS may, unlike other ice shelves around Antarctica,
be protected from warm intrusion as long as dense water in the trough forces the
MWDW inflow to isobaths shallower than 500m on the Eastern Shelf.
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Zusammenfassung
An vielen Schelfeisen in der Antarktis wurden u¨ber das letzte Jahrzehnt erho¨hte
basale Schmelzraten beobachtet, was hauptsa¨chlich auf einen zunehmenden Trans-
port von warmem zirkumpolarem Wasser auf das Kontinentalschelf zuru¨ckgefu¨hrt
wurde. Eines der gro¨ßten Schelfeise in der Antarktis, namentlich das Filchner-
Ronne-Schelfeis (FRIS), befindet sich im Su¨den des Weddellmeeres und spielt eine
bedeutende Rolle fu¨r die Produktion von Tiefenwasser im Weddellmeer (WSDW)
durch Ozean-Schelfeis-Wechselwirkung. Bislang wird auf einem großen Teil des
vorgelagerten Kontinentalschelfs kaltes und dichtes Meerwasser produziert. Je-
doch deuten Modellstudien auf ein Potential fu¨r einen in Zukunft versta¨rkten
Einstrom von modifiertem warmem Tiefenwasser (MWDW) in Richtung FRIS
hin. Dieser wu¨rde zu einem betra¨chtlichen Anstieg der basalen Schmelzraten
bis zum Ende diesen Jahrhunderts fu¨hren. Mit dem Ziel dahingehend relevante
Prozesse besser zu verstehen, untersucht diese Arbeit die saisonale Hydrographie
entlang der o¨stlichen Flanke des Filchnergrabens, mit Fokus auf den MWDW-
Einstrom. Dazu werden schiffsbasierende in-situ Daten und Verankerungsdaten,
sowie numerische Simulationen verwendet.
Hydrographische Daten von zwei RV Polarstern Expeditionen zeigen, dass der
Filchnergraben mit einer dicken, gewo¨lbten Schicht aus supergeku¨hltem Schelfeis-
wasser (ISW) gefu¨llt ist, welches in FRIS Kaverne entsteht. Die Dicke dieser
Schickt nimmt von der Filchnerschwelle (∼ 300m) in Richtung Schelfeiskante zu
(∼ 1000m). Basierend auf hydrographischen Schnitten entlang 76◦S, sieht man,
dass MWDW u¨ber der 400m Isobathe entlang der o¨stlichen Flanke des Filchn-
ergrabens auf das Kontinentalschelf fließt. Verankerungszeitserien, aufgenommen
zwischen 2014 und 2016 bei 76◦S, offenbaren einen deutlichen saisonalen Zyklus
der Hydrographie. Ein su¨dwa¨rtiger Strom des MWDWs mit maximalen Temper-
aturen von 1◦C ist von Sommer bis Herbst beobachtet. Das warme Wasser tritt
zuna¨chst mit geringerer Dichte in mittlerer Wassertiefe auf, gefolgt von einem
dichteren Einstrom entlang des Bodens etwa zwei Monate spa¨ter. Der saisonale
Einstrom kann mit der saisonalen Auf- und Abwa¨rtsbewegung der Front am an-
tarktischen Kontinentalhang (ASF), welche imWinter unterhalb der Schelfkanten-
tiefe von etwa 400m liegt, in Zusammenhang gebracht werden. Eine Wassersa¨ule
mit geringer Schichtung im Winter und Temperaturen um den Oberfla¨chengefrier-
punkt (θ = −1.9◦C), weisen auf Konvektion auf dem Schelf hin, welche tiefer als
400m reicht. Vom Fru¨hling bis zum Sommer, erstreckt sich die ISW-Schicht im
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Filchnergraben bis auf das anliegende, flacherere Schelf im Osten, in Verbindung
mit einer nordwa¨rtigen Stro¨mung. Wenn sich diese Schicht gegen Ende des Som-
mers zuru¨ckzieht, beginnt der warme Einstrom entlang des Bodens. Der Startzeit-
punkt des warmen Einstroms an der Schelfkante und die Sta¨rke der Winterkonvek-
tion auf dem Schelf ko¨nnte bestimmen, ob das MWDW die Schelfeiskante erreicht
oder nicht.
Mit dem Ziel die Analyse der saisonalen und interannualen Variabilita¨t des
MWDW-Einstroms in Richtung FRIS zu vertiefen, wird eine globale Konfigura-
tion des Finite Elemente Meereis-Ozean Model (FESOM) auf einem neu erstellten
Gitter verwendet. Diese hat eine mittlere Auflo¨sung von 3 km auf dem Konti-
nentalschelf im su¨dlichen Weddellmeer welche sich auf 15 km im nordo¨stlichen
Weddellwirbel verringert. Eine Untersuchung des modellierten Weddellwirbels
zeigt Defizite in der angewendeten Konfiguration auf, welche besonders stark im
o¨stlichen Teil des Wirbels ausgepra¨gt sind. Die Ergebnisse heben die Relevanz
des warmen Einstroms entlang des o¨stlichen Randes des Weddellwirbels fu¨r die
Wassermasseneigenschaften entlang des Kontinentalhangs vor, welche im Wed-
dellmeer rezirkulieren. Des Weiteren ist eine hohe Auflo¨sung, in der Gro¨ßenord-
nung des ersten baroklinen Rossbyradius, von No¨ten, um eine realistische Struktur
der ASF im Model aufrechtzuerhalten. Beide Komponeten haben großen Einfluss
auf den MWDW-Einstrom am Kontinentalschelf im su¨dlichen Weddellmeer.
Um eine realisitsche Hydrography entlang des Kontinentalhangs stromaufwa¨rts
des Filchnergrabens zu erreichen, wird eine neue FESOM Konfiguration entwick-
elt, in welcher das 3-D Temperatur- und Salzfeld u¨ber dem Kontinentalhang
zwischen Kapp Norvegia und dem Brunt Schelfeis auf eine ku¨rzlich entwick-
elte Klimatologie zuru¨ckgesetzt wird, welche schiffsbasierende Beobachtungen und
Robbendaten zusammenfu¨hrt. Dieser Ansatz fu¨hrt zu einer verbesserten Darstel-
lung der ASF im Modell und, daraus resultierend, einem realistischerem Ein-
strom von MWDW auf den Kontinentalhang im su¨dlichen Weddellmeer. Der
saisonale su¨dwa¨rtige MWDW-Einstrom entlang der o¨stlichen Flank des Filchn-
ergrabens wird im Model reproduziert. Schelf-Konvektion im Winter vehindert
die su¨dwa¨rtige Ausbreitung von MWDW, obwohl die verwendete Klimatolgie nur
auf Sommerdaten basiert, und somit die ASF im Winter nicht unter die Konti-
nentalrandtiefe gedru¨ck wird, was einen ganzja¨hrigen warmen Einstrom erlauben
wu¨rde. Es wird gezeigt, dass ho¨here Dichten im Filchnergraben und dem an-
liegenden o¨stlichen Kontitnentalschelf zu einen warmen Einstrom u¨ber eine breit-
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ere Schicht in der mittleren Wassertiefe fu¨hren ko¨nnen, indem die Isopyknen am
Kontinentalrand angehoben werden. Im Gegensatz dazu fu¨hren geringere Dichten
zu einem versta¨rkten warmen Signal entlang des Bodens, welches sich jedoch u¨ber
eine geringere Wassertiefe erstreckt. Die Modellresultate deuten an, dass unter
gegenwa¨rtigen Bedingungen, in denen der Filchnergraben mit dichtem ISW gefu¨llt
ist, kein direkter Pfad fu¨r das MWDW besteht, um u¨ber das Schelf o¨stlich des
Grabens in die FRIS-Kaverne zu gelangen, da das flache Kontinentalschelf in Rich-
tung Schelfeiskante schmal wird und nicht bis in die Kaverne reicht. Folglich ist es
naheliegend, dass FRIS, im Vergleich zu anderen Schelfeisen in der Antarktis, vor
dem Eindringen warmen Wassers geschu¨tzt ist, solange dichtes Wasser im Graben
den warmen Einstrom auf das flachere, o¨stliche Kontinentalschelf zwingt.
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1. Introduction
The Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC), driven by the atmospheric winds
and thermohaline processes, plays a major role in Earth’s climate and climate
variability. The ocean stores and transports heat, fresh water and carbon around
our planet, thus acting as a climate regulator. Large ocean - atmosphere fluxes of
heat and fresh water occur in localized regions in the high latitudes, such as the
North Atlantic and different sites around the Antarctic continent. Here, the ocean
loses heat, hence buoyancy, to the atmosphere and dense waters are formed that
sink to form the lower branch of the overturning circulation. The densest water
in the global ocean is formed around Antarctica (Foster and Carmack , 1976),
namely the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), which covers large parts of the
abyssal ocean in all three major ocean basins(Mantyla and Reid , 1983; Orsi et al.,
2001). The lighter Northern Hemisphere counterpart, the North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW), sinks to mid-depth, where it flows southward until it is brought
to the surface again as part of the the upwelling branch in the Southern Ocean
(Sverdrup, 1933; Marshall and Speer , 2012).
While the deep water formation is mainly driven by buoyancy, strong zonal
winds supply the necessary energy for the upwelling. Westerlies over the Southern
Ocean drive a northward Ekman transport, creating a divergence in the surface
flow south of the wind maximum. Furthermore, easterlies near the Antarctic
continent induce Ekman transport toward the coast, thus enhancing the horizontal
divergence of Ekman transport. Consequently, the Southern Ocean plays a key
role by closing the meridional overturning circulation (Marshall and Speer , 2012).
Additionally, dense waters in the interior ocean are lifted by vertical mixing,
induced by internal processes such as breaking internal waves (Mashayek et al.,
2017).
The ocean takes up heat at the surface, therefore, the largest amount of heat
is stored in the upper ocean. In regions of deep water formation heat and carbon
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.1: (a) Areal mean warming rates in ◦C per decade with 5 to 95%
confidence intervals (shading). (b) Mean warming rates below 4000m in ◦C per
decade at 95% confidence interval (except stippled patches). Figure is taken from
the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (Data from Purkey and Johnson (2010)).
can be transported into the deep ocean and will be stored there for a long time;
thus at the present state, the ocean reduces the rate of climate change. However,
the ocean starts to warm up not only at the surface but first studies report on a
warming of deep waters since the 1980s (Purkey and Johnson, 2010). Figure 1.1a,
from the 5th IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report, shows
areal mean warming rates per decade versus depth for the global and the Southern
Ocean.
While in the global ocean the warming is mostly limited to the surface, the
Southern Ocean experiences a strong warming throughout the whole water column
with maxima at the surface and below 4000m depth, indicating a deep ocean heat
uptake. This is further illustrated by the mean warming rate below 4000m (Fig-
ure 1.1b). A poleward migration of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC),
which transports warm water, called Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) at mid-
depth, could partly be responsible for a warming in the upper layer. A southward
shift of the ACC can also influence the bottom water properties by an increased
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entrainment of CDW as dense water plumes, formed on the continental shelf of
Antarctica, flow down the continental slope to ultimately contribute to AABW
formation (Couldrey et al., 2013).
The ocean warming has important implications for future sea level rise. The
largest contribution comes from thermal expansion (thermosteric) but also fresh
water/ mass input from glacial discharge was shown to cause rapid sea level rise
along the Antarctic margins (Rye et al., 2014). The latter, together with fresh
water input by increased sea ice melting, can additionally impact the deep water
formation locally; fresh surface water increases the stability of the water column,
hence impeding deep convection. This in turn can lead indirectly to a warming
of the bottom waters as the ’supply’ of cold, dense water decreases. A freshening
of AABW has been observed in the Ross Sea and off Ade´lie Land (i.e. Aoki et al.
(2005); Rintoul (2007)), potentially linked to a freshening of the shelf waters
(Jacobs et al., 2002, 2010) resulting from enhanced basal melting of ice shelves
along the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (Pritchard et al., 2012; Nakayama et al., 2014).
Ice shelves are the floating extensions of an ice sheet and have a stabilising
effect by buttressing, i.e. their weight creates friction at the sea floor and bordering
land masses. Submarine melting and iceberg calving are natural processes to
balance the mass gain of an ice sheet via snow accumulation, however, ice shelf
thinning and decreased buttressing will lead to an enhanced ice discharge(Dupont
and Alley , 2005). Not only does the ocean impact the ice shelves, the ice shelves
also have a large effect on the ocean. The glacial melt water significantly influences
the ocean circulation on the shelf and contributes to water mass transformations
(Nicholls et al., 2009) and ultimately to AABW formation in some regions, thus
leaving a global footprint.
The Antarctic ice sheet holds roughly 27 Mio km3 of ice which is equivalent
to 58m sea level (Fretwell et al., 2013). Over the last two decades, the loss of
Antarctic ice shelf volume and grounded ice have increased significantly (Paolo
et al. (2015)), due to enhanced basal melt rates around Antarctica (Rignot et al.
(2013), see Figure 1.2). As a result, the present day mass balance is negative (Rig-
not et al., 2011). Most dramatic ice discharge occurrs along the West Antarctic Ice
Sheet, in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (Rignot et al., 2008; Pritchard
et al., 2012; Nakayama et al., 2013; Wouters et al., 2015). Here, the ACC hugs
the continental slope and intrusions of warm mid-depth CDW onto the continen-
tal shelf are observed, creating a strong heat flux toward the ice shelves. Several
3
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Figure 1.2: Figure from Rignot et al. (2013) (Their Fig. 1): Color coded from
<-5 m/year (freezing) to >+5 m/year (melting) and overlaid on a 2009 Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer mosaic of Antarctica. Ice-shelf perimeters
in 2007 and 2008, excluding ice rises and ice islands, are thin black lines. Each
circle graph is proportional in area to the mass loss from each shelf, in Gt/year,
partitioned between iceberg calving (hatch fill) and basal melting (black fill).
studies show that this warm water enters the ice shelf cavities along the bottom,
driving rapid basal melting (Jacobs et al., 2011, 2013; Dutrieux et al., 2014).
In these regions of Antarctica the atmospheric forcing in winter is not strong
enough to erode the warm water from above, allowing a warm deep layer to persist,
while a shallower winter mixed layer develops above. Other parts of Antarctica,
such as the southern Weddell Sea, are governed by harsher atmospheric conditions
in winter and convection to the bottom occurs in large coastal polynyas, due to
enhanced sea ice production Petty et al. (2013, 2014). Here, warm water entering
the continental shelf will be eroded or strongly modified during winter leading to
lower ice shelf basal melt rates (Rignot et al., 2013).
Today, the contributions to sea level rise from thermal expansion and melting
continental ice in Greenland and Antarctica are roughly equal (Church et al.,
2013), however, if the mass loss from the ice sheets continues to accelerate, it will
4
1.1. GENERAL CIRCULATION AND HYDROGRAPHY OF THE WEDDELL SEA
be the main contributor of sea level rise in the future (Rignot et al., 2011). The
ocean will play the key role in determining the rate of retreat of the Antarctic Ice
Sheet (Golledge et al., 2017). Hence, it is essential to further study ocean-ice shelf
interactions and the processes transporting warm water onto the continental shelf
around Antarctica, ultimately posing a big threat to ice shelves.
This study will focus on the warm water transport onto the southern Weddell
Sea continental shelf, where the Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS), one of the
largest ice shelves in Antarctica is located. Therefore, I will give a more detailed
introduction to the Weddell Sea hydrography and circulation, relevant processes
and FRIS in the following sections.
1.1 General circulation and hydrography of the
Weddell Sea
The Weddell Sea (Figure 1.3) has long been regarded as the major source and
export region of AABW (Orsi et al., 1999; Jullion et al., 2010)(Carmack1977,
Orsi2002) followed by the Ross Sea, Ade´lie Land and Cape Darnely (Meredith,
2013). Even though the actual net production of AABW is under debate (Couldrey
et al., 2013; Jullion et al., 2014), it is indisputable that the Weddell Sea plays a key
role in the densification of water masses and in the closure of the lower limb of the
meridional overturing circulation. The region undergoes a very strong seasonal
cycle in sea ice, being almost fully covered in winter (≈ 6 · 106 km2), followed by
a significant retreat in summer (≈ 1 · 106 km2)1.
The circulation in the Weddell Sea is dominated by a cyclonic subpolar gyre,
with a suggested double-cell structure (Orsi et al., 1993; Beckmann et al., 1999).
The gyre is thought to be mainly driven by the strong westerlies over the Southern
Ocean and easterlies close to the Antarctic continent, as results of the strong high
pressure system over the continent. A baroclinic flow, induced by density gradi-
ents between the dense centre of the gyre and, in many areas, fresh continental
shelf further enhances the general circulation (Graham et al., 2013). The gyre
boundaries are determined by the Antarctic continent in the south and the west
and by topography in the north, where the South Scotia Ridge and the Southwest
Indian Ridge are located, acting as a dynamical barrier, inducing strong oceanic
1Sea ice areas for summer and winter in the Weddell Sea taken from https://nsidc.org/
data/pm/weddell
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Figure 1.3: Bathymetric map of the Atlantic sector in the Southern Ocean, with
focus on the Weddell Sea. Arrows represent a schematic of the Weddell Gyre cir-
culation and pathways of present water masses. Relevant bathymetric features are
labeled in black. Important Abbreviations have the following meaning: WSDW =
Weddell Sea Deep Water, WSBW = Weddell Sea Bottom Water, WDW = Warm
Deep Water, CDW = CDW, ACC = Antarctic Circumpolar Current, FRIS =
Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf
fronts (Orsi et al., 1995).
The eastern margin is less defined as no physical barrier is present. It is a
highly dynamic region where an intense exchange between the ACC and the Wed-
dell Gyre occurs and warm, saline CDW enters the gyre at around 30◦E (Gouretski
and Danilov , 1993; Schro¨der and Fahrbach, 1999; Park et al., 2001). Ryan et al.
(2016) suggest that the inflow occurs via two routes; one eddy-driven, shorter and
one advective, longer pathway, both carrying CDW of different origin within the
ACC. The mixture of these two will determine the properties of the warm wa-
ter that eventually circulates within the gyre, which is called Warm Deep Water
(WDW) within the Weddell Gyre. While the WDW flows westward along the
6
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continental slope, it gradually cools and freshens. Thus, the continental shelf in
the Weddell Sea, does not come into direct contact with warm ACC waters, in
contrast to the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula. The fresher and cooler
WDW recirculates within the gyre and forms the so called cold regime (Gordon
and Huber , 1984; Schro¨der and Fahrbach, 1999) as the northern branch of the gyre,
which then mixes with the new CDW entering the gyre east of the prime meridian.
In the southwestern and western Weddell Sea, dense waters are produced on the
broad continental shelf via strong sea ice formation in the coastal polynyas and ac-
tive interaction with ice shelves (Orsi et al., 1999). These waters ultimately form
AABW when they cascade down the continental slope (Gill , 1973; Foster and Car-
mack , 1976; Foldvik , 2004). Within the Weddell Sea one differentiates between
two different dense water masses; the Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) com-
prises the coldest and densest water, which is primarily produced on the southern
Weddell Sea continental shelf where FRIS is located (see Figure 1.3). Weddell Sea
Deep Water (WSDW) is warmer and lighter due to either entrainment of WDW
into the cascading dense shelf waters or direct mixing of WDW with WSBW be-
low (Gordon et al., 2001). The continental shelf in front of the Larsen Ice Shelves
on the eastern side of the peninsula is the second main production region. Waters
originating from here have a distinct signature and are fresher/lighter than the
equivalent from the southern shelf (Fahrbach et al., 1995; Huhn et al., 2008; Gor-
don et al., 2010; van Caspel et al., 2015). The production rates off LIS are smaller,
however, the lighter WSDW likely contributes more to the global AABW as it
can more easily exit the basin through shallower passages in the north, such as
the Orkney Passage (Naveira Garabato et al., 2002; Schodlok et al., 2002), while
the densest WSBW is trapped in the deep basin.
1.2 Antarctic slope front and cross-shelf exchanges
The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) separates the offshore Circumpolar Deep Water
(or the Weddell Sea equivalent WDW) from the colder and mostly fresher shelf
waters and is a nearly persistent feature around the Antarctic continent (Hey-
wood et al., 2004). The front is of climatic importance, by controlling warm water
transport onto the continental shelf and, ultimately, toward ice shelves around
Antarctic. Onshore Ekman transport around the Antarctic margins deepens the
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coastal isopycnals Sverdrup (1954); Gill (1973) and creates horizontal density gra-
dients, that in turn drive the westward flowing Antarctic Slope Current (ASC),
which accounts for roughly 50% of the total Weddell Gyre transport in the south-
eastern Weddell Sea (Heywood et al., 1998). The ASC transport shows a seasonal
cycle (Graham et al., 2013), which is suggested to be controlled by the Ekman
drift induced by the local wind field (Nu´n˜ez-Riboni and Fahrbach, 2009; Math-
iot et al., 2011). In areas where the continental shelf is very narrow, the ASC
merges with the Antarctic Coastal Current (ACoC), which is generally found over
the continental shelf (Heywood et al., 1998). For simplicity, there will be no dis-
tinction between the ACoC and the ASC in this study, and the current will be
referred to as ASC solely. Due to the sloping isopycnals, the WDW core in the
Weddell Sea is located deeper near the continental slope compared to the open
ocean (Fahrbach et al., 1994). In regions of dense water formation on the con-
tinental shelf, the ASF depicts a characteristic v-shape structure, as isopycnals
from denser mid-depth water off-shelf connect to the dense isopycnals on the shelf
(Gill , 1973; Jacobs , 1991).
Nøst et al. (2011) suggest that the wind-driven Ekman overturning in the
upper layer is balanced by a deeper counteracting eddy-driven overturning circu-
lation, which acts to flatten the isopycnals (see also Zhou et al. (2014)). Vertically
diverted isopycnals create available potential energy (APE) and baroclinic insta-
bilities arise along the front. Eddies transfer this APE to eddy-kinetic energy
(EKE) and generate a less energetic state of the water mass. The importance of
eddies for on-shore transport of WDW was pointed out by Stewart and Thompson
(2015). The described processes induce mixing along the pycnocline and a slightly
cooler and fresher version of WDW is formed, called Modified Warm Deep Wa-
ter (MWDW). It is this water mass that eventually enters the continental shelf.
Hattermann et al. (2014) showed that eddy-resolving simulations are needed in
order to properly represent frontal dynamics, which is crucial to correctly model
the on-shelf transport of WDW and, ultimately, assessing the influence on the ice
shelf.
Topographic features, such as cross-shelf cutting troughs, can additionally cre-
ate an on-shelf flow of warm water and channel it toward ice shelves (Klinck and
Dinniman, 2010; St-Laurent et al., 2013). In the Weddell Sea such a trough is
found on the southern continental shelf, which extends all the way from the shelf
break to the grounding line of FRIS. The broad continental shelf in front of FRIS
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of warm water (e.g. Amundsen Sea) and cold water (e.g.
Weddell Sea) continental shelf from Schmidtko et al. (2014) (their Fig. 4). The
Weddell Sea equivalent of Circumpolar Deep Water is called Warm Deep Water
(WDW).
is governed by strong winter convection, indicated by deep modelled mixed layer
depths (Petty et al., 2013, 2014) and dense water production due to ocean-ice shelf
interaction. Both processes, up to now, protect the ice shelf from a permanent
warm inflow. While a change to strong warm inflow along the Filchner Trough is
suggested to be possible in a future warming climate (Hellmer et al., 2012, 2017;
Timmermann and Hellmer , 2013), there are regions around Antarctica, where
observations show, already today, a direct flow of CDW on the continental shelf
reaching the ice shelves (e.g. Moffat et al. (2009); Nakayama et al. (2013)).
While coastal troughs can regionally play an important role in the on-shelf
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transport of warm water, it was shown by Schmidtko et al. (2014) that, gener-
ally, regions, where warm intrusions are observed, are governed by weaker easterly
winds above the shelf break, which allows a shoaling is the isopycnals (see Fig-
ure 1.4a). In contrast, stronger easterly winds suppress the warm water at the shelf
break, therefore, limiting warm water intrusions (see Figure 1.4b), as observed in
the Ross and Weddell Sea.
Another important difference between the polar gyres (Ross andWeddell Gyre)
and, e.g., the western side of the Antarctic peninsula is, that CDW, with temper-
atures above 1.5◦C, is significantly warmer than its modified derivatives within
the gyres (WDW in Weddell Gyre), which typically range between 0◦C and 1.5◦C.
In the southern Weddell Sea, it is again a modified version (MWDW) with tem-
peratures around −1◦C, which enters the shelf. Therefore, the potential heat that
can be transported to ice shelves is lower within the polar gyres.
Nevertheless, the interest in the southern Weddell Sea has widened in recent
years from the focus being mainly on the cold outflow from beneath FRIS, to the
warm inflow along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough.
1.3 The Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf
FRIS is, by volume, the largest ice shelf in Antarctica and comprises an area of
450, 000 km2 (Fox et al., 1994), which is only exceeded by the Ross Shelf. Fig-
ure 1.5 shows a map of the region and the main circulation, as assumed presently.
The Filchner Ice Shelf (FIS) in the east and Ronne Ice Shelf (RIS) in the west are
separated by Berkner Island but are connected via a passage south of the island.
FRIS is located on a wide continental shelf that has a shelf break of roughly 400m
depth and deepens towards the grounding line. Prominent bathymetric features
are the Filchner and Ronne Trough, where the major water mass exchange across
the ice shelf front occurs. The Filchner Trough runs from the shelf break all the
way to the grounding line of FIS, thus creating a direct connection of the open-
ocean with the cavity. It has a sill depth of 600m and deepens toward the cavity
to roughly 1500m depth.
2
2The following part of 1.3 is part of a publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research
with the title Seasonal cycle of hydrography on the eastern shelf of the Filchner Trough, Weddell
Sea, Antarctica (Ryan et al., 2017).
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Figure 1.5: Circulation underneath FRIS after Nicholls et al. (2009). Circulation
in Filchner Trough adjusted to results from Darelius et al. (2014a). Dashed grey
arrows indicate flow of MWDW onto shelf. Blue and red represent ISW from
different origin. Figure modified from Ryan et al. (2017). Bathymetry contours
(thin grey) are given in 500m intervals using RTopo2 (Schaffer et al., 2016).
The role of the Filchner Trough for the FRIS region is twofold. Firstly, it is the
only area where water with potential temperatures below the surface freezing point
(θ < −1.9◦C), known as Ice Shelf Water (ISW, Foldvik and Gammelsrød (1988)),
can leave the shelf area and contribute to the deep water formation. Secondly,
with the sill being deeper than the actual shelf break the trough can act as a
conduit for MWDW, flowing along the continental slope, southward towards the
ice shelf due to the conservation of potential vorticity.
The ISW outflow along the Filchner Trough has long been of interest (Foster
and Carmack , 1976; Foldvik , 2004; Nicholls et al., 2009). ISW originates from
High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW), which is formed on the continental shelf west
of the trough during winter when the water column becomes increasingly dense
from surface cooling and brine release during sea ice formation. Being the densest
water mass on the shelf it enters the sub-ice shelf cavity mainly via the Ronne
11
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Trough (Nicholls et al., 2003). Even though HSSW has potential temperatures
around the surface freezing point (θ ∼ −1.9◦C), it can melt ice under increased
pressure. Hence, it interacts with the ice shelf base (Gade, 1979) and forms ISW,
which leaves the FRIS cavity and the continental shelf via the Filchner Trough
(see Figure 1.5). Once the ISW crosses the sill, it enters the open ocean, where it
contributes to the dense water formation (Foldvik et al., 1985a; Foldvik , 2004).
Darelius et al. (2014a) show from hydrographic observations and ocean model
results that ISW flows towards the sill on the eastern slope of the trough, which
had been hypothesized to be concentrated along the western flank (Nicholls et al.,
2009). At the sill the ISW flows westward where it then leaves the depression
and descends the continental slope. The outflow is geostrophically balanced and
analytical (Kida, 2011) and numerical (Wang et al., 2012) models suggest that
its strength is determined by the density difference between the dense outflow
and the off-shelf density. However, velocity time series at the sill do not show a
seasonal cycle in the outflow velocity (Darelius et al., 2014b).
The bottom circulation in the trough was suggested to be cyclonic (Carmack
and Foster , 1975) and comprises waters that are too dense to cross the sill. These
can be dense ISW but also admixtures of HSSW, formed during winter on the
Berkner Bank, that can enter the trough along the bottom on the western side.
This can cause seasonal and interannual hydrographic variability within the trough
(Nøst and Østerhus , 1998; Darelius et al., 2014b).
While the dense outflow remains an important process, the inflow of MWDW
has become a focus of interest in recent years. Hellmer et al. (2012) and Timmer-
mann and Hellmer (2013) suggest from model results that in a future warming
climate MWDW may enter the Filchner trough via a redirected coastal current,
which eventually fills the trough and reaches into the ice shelf cavity, causing very
high basal melt rates below FRIS, similar to warm inflow currently observed in
the Amundsen Sea (Arneborg et al., 2012).
Darelius et al. (2016) for the first time observed MWDW near the Filchner Ice
Front during a one-year long mooring deployment in 2013. They suggest a strong
correlation between the inflow and easterly winds in the region. Long-term weak
easterly winds will lift the thermocline at the shelf break, enabling the MWDW
to cross the sill, while local storm events will set up a strong coastal current to
transport the warm water close to the ice shelf front. However, they find no
evidence of the warm water entering the ice shelf cavity as the observed signal at
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the mooring is flowing to the north along the eastern flank of the trough (Darelius
et al., 2016).
At the Filchner Sill Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) data from tagged
Weddell seals show the inflow of warm water onto the shelf along the 400m isobath
during summer (Foldvik et al., 1985b; A˚rthun et al., 2012). Additionally, A˚rthun
et al. (2012) use mooring data from 2007-2009 located at the eastern side of the
sill. The results show interannual variability regarding the start and the duration
of the inflow, which they suggest to be connected to the surface wind stress and
a related up-/downward movement of the WDW core along the continental slope.
Modelling studies show the importance of meso-scale eddies for the transport of
MWDW onto the continental shelf across the ASF (Nøst et al., 2011; Stewart and
Thompson, 2016) or via coastal troughs, such as the Filchner Trough (St-Laurent
et al., 2013; Daae et al., 2017).
3
1.4 Sea ice in the Weddell Sea
Sea ice plays an important role in high-latitudes by modulating the ocean-atmosphere
interaction, such as air-sea heat fluxes and momentum exchange. Sea ice forma-
tion and melting influence the upper ocean stratification (Martinson and Iannuzzi ,
1998). It was shown that seasonal and interannual variability of sea ice can impact
water mass properties significantly in the Weddell and Ross Sea (Thorsten et al.,
1998; Jacobs and Comiso, 1989; Jacobs et al., 2002; Petty et al., 2013).
The Weddell Sea undergoes a strong seasonal cycle in sea ice. Figure 1.6 shows
mean sea ice concentration maps from 2000 to 2017 for February (minimum) and
September (maximum). Furthermore, time series of the areal mean concentration
for the whole Weddell Gyre and the Filchner region are plotted (c). In winter the
Weddell Sea is almost completely covered by sea ice with a mean concentration
over 80%; open water is only found in few coastal polynyas, e.g. in front of the
Fimbul and Ronne Ice Shelves. Highest concentrations (> 98%) are found in the
southwestern Weddell Sea and along the Antarctic Peninsula. This region remains
almost fully ice covered during summer, while the northeastern corner of the gyre
is completely ice free.
The continental shelf in front of FRIS is governed by heavy sea ice all year
3The part of publication (Ryan et al., 2017) finishes here.
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Figure 1.6: Multi-year mean (2000-2017) summer (a) and winter (b) sea ice
concentration in the Weddell Sea. c) Time series of areal mean sea ice con-
centration. Data available at ftp://ftp-icdc.cen.uni-hamburg.de/asi_ssmi_
iceconc/ant/.
around, however, large polynyas can open up in front of Ronne and near the
Brunt Ice Shelf. Mean summer ice coverage reveals a narrow band of thick ice
cover north of Berkner Island, along the western flank of the Filchner Trough.
This band is caused by a giant grounded ice berg (A23-A, see Figure 1.5), which
is the remainder of three icebergs (A22, A23, and A24) that separated from the
FIS front in 1986 (Ferrigno and Gould , 1987). Hence, the westward sea ice drift in
the region is blocked by the ice berg, resulting in a dense ice field, which prohibited
oceanographic measurements on the western side of the Filchner Trough in the
14
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last decade.
While in the Weddell Sea the maximum sea ice concentration is rather con-
stant, the minimum concentration seems to have an interannual cycle with a period
of 5 to 7 years, e.g. year 2006, 2011 and 2016 show a minimum concentration.
Antarctic sea ice is suggested to be influenced by large scale climate modes, such
as El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), where less sea ice in the Pacific sector
and more sea ice in the Weddell Sea are associated to El Nin˜o and vice versa
during La Nin˜a (Rind et al., 2001; Yuan, 2004). The Filchner region also shows
strong interannual variability in the minimum concentration. In some years, as
for example in 2001 and 2013 the mean ice coverage is very low. In other years,
such as 2002 and 2007, the concentration remains almost 100% in summer. The
effect of sea ice variability on the cross-shelf exchange in the southern Weddell Sea
is not understood but could play an important role. For example, sea ice coverage
was very low in 2013, when Darelius et al. (2016) observed a strong warm inflow
event along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough.
1.5 Objectives and Contents
The southern Weddell Sea remains a heavily undersampled region due to its re-
moteness, heavy sea ice cover and hazardous atmospheric conditions, which leaves
several research questions open and requires continuous field measurements and,
at the same time, improvement of ocean models. This thesis has the following
objectives:
• Observations at the shelf break show a seasonal flow of MWDW onto the
continental shelf at the eastern side of the Filchner Sill (A˚rthun et al., 2012)
and warm pulses have been observed for the first time close to the FIS front
in 2013 (Darelius et al., 2016). However, little is known about the seasonal
and interannual variability along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough.
What is the seasonal variability of the MWDW inflow downstream of the
shelf break? What are the main processes involved?
• With exponentially increasing computational power and data storage capa-
bilities, more powerful ocean models are being developed. In this thesis, a
global configuration of the Finite Element Sea Ice - Ocean Model (FESOM),
which allows a local mesh refinement. How well is the Weddell Gyre circu-
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lation represented in low and high resolution simulations and how does it
influence the cross-shelf exchange in the southern Weddell Sea?
• How do the model results compare to observations and can the model re-
produce a realistic flow of MWDW onto the continental shelf? If so, what
is the interannual variability and can MWDW enter the FIS cavity via the
Eastern Shelf?
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes data and methods an
consists of two parts: First, the oceanographic fieldwork, relevant for this thesis
and all used data sets are described. Furthermore, applied methods are introduced
and some theoretical background is provided. Second, FESOM and its governing
equations are introduced. The newly compiled horizontal, finite-element mesh
is described and its improvements compared to a previously used, coarser mesh,
are highlighted. Furthermore, an overview of the used forcing, the model set-up
a and the model simulations is given. In Chapter 3, observations, comprising
ship-based, moored and seal-tag hydrographic data as well es oxygen isotopes,
are used to analyse the Filchner Trough hydrography. Particular focus lies on
the seasonal hydrography along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough, derived
from mooring data. Chapter 4 is used to perform a model assessment. Particular
interest is given to the Weddell Gyre hydrography and circulation to investigate
what effect increased resolution has and whether the model is suitable for an
analysis of the cross-shelf exchange at the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf.
A model experiment, where the hydrography over the continental slope upstream
of the Filchner Trough is restored, is presented in Chapter 5. The modelled inflow
of MWDW is discussed with respect to its seasonal and interannual variability.
Finally, concluding remarks and an outlook for future work are given in Chapter
6. Complementary Figures with the aim to give additional insight or support to
arguments are presented in the Appendix A.
The major part of Chapter 3 (section 3.2) has been published in the Journal
of Geophysical Research: Oceans under the title Seasonal cycle of hydrography
on the eastern shelf of the Filchner Trough, Weddell Sea, Antarctica (Ryan et al.,
2017). Introduction and Data and Methods sections from the paper are integrated
in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 in this thesis. The beginning and end of the according
passages are marked by footnotes.
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2.1 Oceanographic fieldwork
In this thesis, a number of different observational data sets are used and analysed,
which will be described in the following. Section 2.1.2 is part of my publication
(Ryan et al. (2017), Data and Methods). Furthermore, I will give an overview
and introductions to used methods.
2.1.1 Ship-borne hydrographic data
Conductivity-Temperature-Depth
Hydrographic data was obtained during two research cruises with RV Polarstern in
2013/2014 (PS82) and 2015/2016 (PS96) by lowering Conductivity-Temperature-
Depth (CTD) sondes from the ship. The station positions are shown in Fig-
ure 2.1. The CTD sensors are typically attached to a rosette, equipped with 24
12l-bottles, which is veered out to the sea floor on a conductive cable, transmitting
the recorded data to a screen in real-time. This allows to stop the instrument at
desirable depths, were the water bottles are closed. Water samples are important
to calibrate sensors but are also used for other measurements, such as trace gases
or isotopes. Final products are continuous profiles of temperature, salinity, dis-
solved oxygen and other parameters, depending on which sensors where attached.
The conductivity and temperature sensors were additionally calibrated before and
after the cruise by Seabird Electronics, leading to accuracies of 0.001◦C for tem-
perature and 0.003 for salinity (Knust and Schro¨der , 2014; Schro¨der , 2016).
Furthermore, CTD data from a RSS Ernest Shackleton cruise (ES060) (Darelius
and Fer , 2015) in 2013 are used to compare temperature sections at 76◦S from
different years, in order to investigate the warm inflow along the eastern flank of
the Filchner Trough.
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Figure 2.1: Station map of CTD-data obtained during PS82 (orange dots)
and PS96 (yellow dots), mooring positions and available historical CTD-stations
(see legend). Bathymetry contours (thin grey) are given in 500m intervals using
RTopo2 (Schaffer et al., 2016)
Oxygen isotopes
In regions where the ocean interacts with glaciers, oxygen isotopes proof very
useful, especially the ratio of oxygen isotope 18 (O18) to oxygen isotope 16 (O16).
Precipitation is mostly depleted in the heavier O18 due to fractionation processes
during evaporation and condensation. Accordingly, the same applies for Antarc-
tic snow and ice (meteoric), hence, the ratio is widely used to analyse the melt
water influence in the ocean. Particularly, the salinity-isotope relation can give
information about several hydrological processes; generally a linear relationship is
found, whose slope ,however, depends on regional climate (Srivastava et al., 2007;
Tiwari et al., 2013).
Water samples for δ18O measurements have only been taken during PS96 and
were processed with a Finnigan DELTA plus mass spectrometer at the ILTS lab-
18
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oratory, Hokkaido University. The process determines the stable oxygen isotope
ratio of water with respect to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW)
and is then expressed as:
δ18O =
⎛⎜⎝
(
18O
16O
)
sample( 18O
16O
)
vsmow
− 1
⎞⎟⎠× 1000 (o/oo) (2.1)
The measurements can be very sensitive to the equipment and technique used. In
Figure 2.2: Potential temperature (left) and salinity (right) vs. δ18O from PS96
(black) and ANTII/3 (grey)
my thesis, I will compare our data with historical data from the Polarstern expe-
dition ANTXII/3 in 1995 in order to analyse ISW properties within the Filchner
Trough and possible origins. In Figure 2.2a oxygen isotope data of both cruises
is plotted against potential temperature. For ISW, there is an almost linear rela-
tionship of the two parameters and the distribution agrees well for both cruises.
It becomes very clear that the lowest values are associated with water below the
surface freezing point, hence ISW, which contains glacial melt water. Therefore,
δ18O serves as an excellent tracer for ISW and I conclude that, even though mea-
sured differently, data from both cruises are comparable and can be used for the
analysis of ISW. Similarly, a very good agreement is found in the isotope-salinity
relation between both datasets (Figure 2.2b).
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2.1.2 Moored measurements 1
Three moorings have been deployed on the continental shelf at the eastern flank
of the Filchner Trough at 76◦S during a cruise with RV Polarstern in summer
2014 (PS82, Knust and Schro¨der (2014)) and successfully recovered 2 years later
(PS96, Schro¨der (2016)). The deepest mooring was located at the slope with a
water depth of about 600m (M31.5W (Schro¨der et al., 2014a)), and two moorings
on the Eastern Shelf at roughly 430m depth (M31W (Schro¨der et al., 2014b) and
M30.5W (Schro¨der et al., 2014c)); see Table 2.1 and the map (Figure 1.3) for
locations. Instruments cannot be deployed shallower than 300m in this region
due to the presence of large icebergs. The nomenclature has been chosen such
that the subscripts indicate the longitude of the mooring position. All moorings
were equipped with two Microcats (SBE37), measuring temperature, salinity and
pressure in an hourly interval. Additionally, a Recording Current Meter (RCM) of
type RCM11 was attached just below the lower Microcat 20m above the bottom
(see Table 2.1), with a sample rate of 2 hrs. All instruments, except the RCM
at M31.5W which failed after 8 months, have recorded data for the complete time
period of two years. The instruments were calibrated and the data processed
after the cruise. The nominal depth of the instruments has been adjusted to
the pressure records and salinity has been recomputed with the corrected depth.
Directions from the compass were corrected by the magnetic inclination. These
mooring data are the centerpiece of our study and allow the definition of a seasonal
cycle on the Eastern Shelf.
Records from a mooring array deployed across the eastern flank of the Filchner
Trough at 77◦S are included in the study (Darelius et al., 2016; Darelius and Fer ,
2017), in order to assess the robustness of our presented seasonal cycle in time
and space. The mooring used was deployed at the 500m isobath in January 2013
during the ES060 cruise and recovered in January 2014 during PS82.
Results from the new mooring data presented here, are compared to data
from a mooring (S4E) deployed between 2007 and 2009 at the shelf break (74.62◦S,
30.5◦W) on the eastern side of the Filchner sill (A˚rthun et al., 2012). Temperature
was recorded with 5 sensors, evenly spread in the lower 400m and recording at a
5minute interval. A mean annual time series was computed on a daily basis by
1This section is part of a publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research with the title
Seasonal cycle of hydrography on the eastern shelf of the Filchner Trough, Weddell Sea, Antarc-
tica (Ryan et al., 2017).
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averaging data of the same day of the year for the three years, i.e. the temperature
at day 100 will be the average of the day 100 in 2007-2009. As the time period
does not cover the complete three years, some values in the resulting time series
only average over two records. This analysis allows us to link our observations to
the processes at the shelf break, where the flow onto the continental shelf and its
properties are controlled.
In addition, we use data from mooring M3 (74.5◦S, 30.015◦W, Jensen et al.
(2013); Fer (2016)), which was located at the shelf break at roughly 700m depth
east of the Filchner sill (see Table 2.1 for details). Two moorings (B1, B3) deployed
in the vicinity of the Brunt Ice Shelf in 2003 are used to obtain information about
the seasonality of the coastal current. Both moorings were displaced by ice bergs,
however, stayed within the coastal current. For further information see the cruise
report of JR097 (Nicholls , 2005).
Daily SSMI-SSMIS (ASI algorithm) sea ice concentration data, originally com-
puted at and provided by IFREMER, Brest, France, were obtained as a 5-day
median-filtered and gap-filled product from the Integrated Climate Data Center
in Hamburg (ICDC), Germany.
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Table 2.1: Mooring Instrumentation: T is temperature, C is conductivity, P is pressure, V is horizontal velocity, and W is
vertical velocity
Mooring Latitude/LongitudeIn/Out Bottom
Depth
(m)
Height (mab) Parameter
M30.5W 76
◦ 05.47′S 5 Jan 2014 450 118 T, C, P
030◦ 28.19′W 21 Jan 2016 20 T, C, P, V
M31W 76
◦ 02.75′S 5 Jan 2014 456 118 T, C, P
030◦ 59.65′W 22 Jan 2016 20 T, C, P, V
M31.5W 75
◦ 57.71′S 5 Jan 2014 580 265 T, C, P
031◦ 28.92′W 22 Jan 2016 20* T, C, P, V
M3 74◦30.63′S 13 Feb 2009 725 10 T, C
(Jensen et al., 2013) 030◦ 09.90′W 9 Feb 2010 25 T, V
77, 154, 360 T, C, P
102, 128, 257 T
123:4:199 V, W
205, 305 T, P
M775 77
◦ 0.48′S 2 Jan 2013 490 25, 110, 160 T
(Darelius et al. (2016), 034◦ 03.06′W 09 Jan 2014 10, 85 T, C
their MNORTH) 19:4:119 V
S4E 469 10, 50, 100, 150c, 200 T
(A˚rthun et al., 2012)
B1 75◦27.911′S 7 Feb 2003 228 40, 140 V
026◦50.477′W 24 Feb 2005
B3 75◦48.734′S 6 Feb 2003 329 40, 135, 215, 255 V
026◦51.953′W 24 Feb 2005
* Current meter stopped recording after 8 months (26 Aug 2014).
c Sensor malfunctioned shortly after deployment.
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2.1.3 CTD-equipped seal data
In remote areas like the Weddell Sea, where sea ice in winter serves as an additional
impediment, marine mammals, such as Weddell and elephant seals, have become
important assistants for the oceanic community. They often travel thousands of
kilometres and continuously dive to great depth along their way. Equipping them
with light weight-weight devices allows biologist to study their foraging behaviour,
while oceanographic data is collected at the same time. During PS82 (2014) five
Weddell seals were tagged in the south eastern Weddell Sea (Bornemann et al.,
2015). The data is part of the MEOP (Marine Mammals Exploring the Oceans
Figure 2.3: a) Distribution of profiles obtained by seal f04 in 2014. The colour
shading gives the time of the year. Bathymetry is shown in thin grey lines with
500m interval. The black square indicates the boundaries of the small map.
b) Profiles of potential temperature at the three closest positions to the M31.5W
(square) and M31W (triangle) mooring. Records from microcats at two levels at
each mooring are marked with the respective marker. The colour frame around
the marker indicates the point in time closest to the seal profile. c) same as b)
but for salinity.
Pole to Pole) project which maintains a quality-controlled database (Treasure
et al., 2017). They give a nominal accuracy 0.005 ◦C for temperature and 0.02 for
2The part of publication (Ryan et al., 2017) finished here.
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salinity (Boehme et al., 2009). Due to a size limitation of the seal loggers, data
storage has to be minimized and no continuous profiles are available. Instead, a
mean profile over a 6-hours period is obtained (For further details see Boehme
et al. (2009)).
One diligent seal (f04) sampled the eastern and western part of the Filchner
Trough between February and September 2014 (see Figure 2.3a) and recorded tem-
perature and salinity. It was tagged on the western side of the trough, afterwards
travelled around the big iceberg A23-A to cross the trough and proceeded north
along the eastern side of the trough toward the shelf break. Then it travelled back
south south along the eastern flank, crossed the trough again and arrived at its
starting location in spring. On its way the seal passed close by mooring M31.5W ,
allowing a data quality check. Figure 2.3 shows temperature (b) and salinity (c)
profiles recorded by the seal and the mooring measurements at the same time
(max. ±40min). The most significant profile for this validation is the blue one,
which is located just south of the mooring. Here, the temperature matches very
well, keeping in mind that the seal profile is an average over 6 hrs. Additionally,
mooring data from M31W is shown in the plot (triangle markers), which captures
warmer temperatures at mid-depth in agreement with the two seal profiles slightly
up-slope at the 500m-isobath. Salinity shows a bias of about 0.1, which however
is consistent. Therefore, the seal data seems trustworthy and useful in order to
analyse the general structure of hydrography.
2.1.4 Frequency analysis
Mooring data used in this thesis is low-pass filtered, as tidal currents can become
very strong on the continental shelf. Even though they play an important role
in mixing processes on the shelf and at the shelf break, they can overshadow
seasonal or interannual variability. To ensure that no other signals are filtered
out, I performed a spectral analysis using the multitapering method and plotted
the one-sided power spectrum of the rotary components of one of the mooring
time series (see Figure 2.4a). The major tidal frequencies are marked as well
as the Coriolis frequency. All major peaks of the data coincide with a tidal
frequency. Highest energies are found for the semi-diurnal tides and the Coriolis
frequency, which are almost identical in my study area. The latitude where they
are exactly the same is called critical latitude and is found at 74.5◦S. Consequently,
it is difficult to differentiate between tidal and inertial variability in a cartesian
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Figure 2.4: Multitaper rotary spectra of M31W . The vertical dotted lines mark
the major tidal frequencies and the thick dashed line marks the Coriolis frequency.
The right panel is a zoom-in of the yellow rectangle in the left panel.
spectra, which is why a rotary spectra is advantageous. Here, positive and negative
rotating frequencies are separated and since inertial oscillations are always into
positive (negative) direction in the southern (northern) hemisphere, it is possible
to detect them. Figure 2.4b shows a zoom-in of the yellow box and we find two
separate peaks; one represents the M2 component and Coriolis frequency and the
other the S2 and K2 component. The negative frequency density drops off faster
on either side of the peaks compared to the positive frequency density, which
can be attributed to the presence of inertial waves. In shallow areas, such as
a continental shelf, the interaction of tides with topography will cause internal
waves or since they are influenced by the Coriolis force also called inertial waves.
There are no other important signals in the time series and the major energy
is found within the diurnal and semi-diurnal frequencies, while the fortnightly
tides are not significant. Thus, it is legitimate to apply a low-pass filter with a
cut-off frequency below 1 cycle per day, i.e., a period higher than 24 hrs, to the
time series in order to remove the tidal signals.
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2.1.5 Water mass modification through basal melting
When the HSSW, formed on the continental shelf in winter due to sea ice formation
and related brine release, enters the ice shelf cavity, it interacts with the ice
shelf base (Ice-Pump Mechanism). Due to the increased pressure, the freezing
point decreases, hence the HSSW, having temperatures around the surface freezing
point, is able to induce basal melting. This process is primarily depended on
thermal driving, i.e. the temperature difference between the mixed layer close to
the ice shelf base and the temperature of the ice base itself. The heat that the
water loses is linear to the fresh water input from the ice shelf and can, therefore,
be displayed as a straight line in the θS diagram, passing through the potential
temperature and salinity of the source water (θ0, S0). The slope of the line was
described by Gade (1979)
dθ
dS
=
L
S0cw  
1
+
(θf − Ti)ci
S0cw  
2
+
(θ0 − θf )
S0  
3
, (2.2)
with θf being the potential temperature at which melting occurs at the ice shelf
base and Ti the temperature of the core of the ice shelf; specific heat capacities
of ice and water are given by ci and cw (approx. 2010 and 4000J kg
−1 ◦C−1),
respectively; L is the latent heat of ice (3.35 × 105 J kg−1). The different terms
arise from the following processes:
1. Latent heat of the source water mass. This term is the dominant one and
leads to a slope of 2.4 ◦C.
2. Approximation of the heat loss into the ice shelf by diffusion. This term
only becomes important in melting regions. It is roughly one order smaller
than the first term but makes a measurable contribution by increasing the
slope to roughly 2.8 ◦C
3. This term describes the need of the seawater to be cooled to the in-situ
freezing point but does not make a significant contribution.
In my thesis, I will use the Gade line to discuss possible source water masses
of the ISW that is observed in the hydrographic data. I will use the following con-
ventions where source salinities between 34.65 and 34.7 describe HSSW produced
on the Berkner Bank and salinities over 34.75 describe HSSW entering the cavity
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via the Ronne Trough. Values in between are a transition product and below
34.65 describe a source within the Filchner Trough (see Grosfeld et al. (2001)).
2.1.6 Variance ellipses
For bivariate data, such as velocity data, the variability can be spread out into
not one but two dimensions, hence the variances and covariance are given by a
matrix:
∑⃗
≡ 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
(z⃗n − ¯⃗z)(z⃗n − ¯⃗z)T , with z⃗ =
(
x
y
)
, and z⃗ T =
(
x y
)
⇔
∑⃗
=
1
N
∑
n=0
[
(xn − x¯)2 (xn − x¯)(yn − y¯)
(xn − x¯)(yn − y¯) (yn − y¯)2
]
(2.3)
The red terms are the sample variances σ2x, σ
2
y and the blue terms the covariance
between xn and yn.
Using the eigenvalue decomposition on the variance matrix, shows that it can also
be written in the following way:
∑⃗
=
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
]
  
J⃗(θ)
[
a2 0
0 b2
]
  
D⃗(a,b)
[
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
]
  
J⃗ T (θ)
, (2.4)
where J⃗(θ) is the rotation matrix and its transpose (J⃗ T (θ)) for the rotation angle
θ and D⃗(a, b) a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of Σ⃗. Note that the rotation
matrix is unitary, hence the multiplication with its transpose gives the identity
matrix I:
J⃗ T (θ)J⃗(θ) = J⃗(θ)J⃗ T (θ) =
[
1 0
0 1
]
  
I
This holds because the transpose of the rotation matrix is the same as a rotation
in the opposite direction. Hence:
∑⃗∗
= J⃗ T (θ)
[
J⃗(θ)D⃗(a, b)J⃗ T (θ)
]
J⃗(θ) = D⃗(a, b)
where Σ⃗∗ is a rotated version of the covariance matrix. This means that rotating
the data diagonalizes Σ⃗, i.e. the covariance becomes zero. This is the common
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approach used in principal component analysis, such as the Empirical Orthogo-
nal Function (EOF) analysis. Furthermore, it can be shown that the covariance
matrix describes an ellipse with major axis a, minor axis b and the orientation
angle θ (with respect to the x-axis). Its eccentricity gives us information about
whether the variability is anisotropic or directional. The orientation of the ellipse
indicates the direction in which the variability is concentrated.
The general form of an ellipse is given by:
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
=
[
x y
] [1/a2 0
0 1/b2
][
x
y
]
= z⃗ T D⃗−1(a, b)z⃗ = 1 (2.5)
Applying the same form to the covariance matrix leads to:
x
y
θ
a
b
a)
x
y
a
b
a-b
b)
Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of a variance ellipse with major axis a, minor axis b and
the orientation angle θ. b) Variance ellipses with blue line indicating directional
variability and red circle giving the purely isotropic variability.
z⃗ T Σ⃗−1z⃗ = z⃗ T
[
J⃗(θ)D⃗(a, b)J⃗ T (θ)
]−1
z⃗
= z⃗ T D⃗−1(a, b) J⃗−1(θ)
(
J⃗ T (θ)
)−1
  
=(J⃗(θ)J⃗ T (θ))
−1
=I−1=I
⏐⏐⏐⏐ ·J⃗(θ) · J⃗ T (θ)
=
[
J⃗ T (θ)z⃗
]T
D⃗−1(a, b)
[
J⃗ T (θ)z⃗
]
with J⃗(θ) =
(
J⃗ T (θ)
)T
= 1
(2.6)
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To plot the ellipse we need a and b; these can be given explicitly:
a2 =
1
2
tr{Σ}+ 1
2
√
[tr{Σ}]2 − 4det{Σ}
b2 =
1
2
tr{Σ} − 1
2
√
[tr{Σ}]2 − 4det{Σ}
(2.7)
with tr{Σ} being the trace, i.e. the sum of the diagonal elements and det{Σ}
being the determinant of Σ. The angle θ can be obtained by carrying out the
matrix multiplication J⃗(θ)D⃗(a, b)J⃗ T (θ) and some rewriting:
tan 2θ =
2Σxy
Σxx − Σyy (2.8)
With these three quantities the variance ellipse can be plotted and it can fur-
ther be decomposed into directional variability in direction of θ with the variance
a2 − b2 and into purely isotropic variability with variance 2b2 (For details on how
to obtain a,b and θ see Emery and Thomson (2001), Chapter 4 and Preisendorfer
(1988), Chapter 2). The ellipses provide generally a powerful tool when being
combined with low- or bandpass filtering, as done in this thesis. They allow to
separate tidal variability, which is often in the direction of bathymetry and dom-
inates the velocity time series, from the internal, such as seasonal variability.
In this thesis, variance ellipses are used to analyse monthly mean velocities from
our two-year long mooring time series from the eastern flank of the Filchner
Trough, in order to investigate the seasonal cycle of the circulation and hydrog-
raphy.
2.2 The Finite Element Sea Ice-Ocean model
In this study, the global Finite Element Sea Ice-Ocean Model (FESOM) is used
(Timmermann et al., 2009;Wang et al., 2014). Its precursor is the Finite Element
Ocean Model (Danilov et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2008), which has been coupled
to a sea ice model, including ice shelf cavities and a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-
ice component (Timmermann et al., 2009). It has been developed at the Alfred
Wegener Institute and is the first global general circulation model based on an
unstructured mesh (see Figure 2.6). Unstructured meshes have the advantage that
they can be refined locally, depending on the area of interest. This is a valuable
tool especially for polar regions, where the Rossby radius of deformation becomes
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very small (see Figure 2.7c) and at the same time limited observations make it
difficult to apply accurate boundary conditions for regional models.
2.2.1 Governing Equations
The ocean model solves the set of hydrostatic primitive equations with the Boussi-
nesq approximation applied. The system of governing equations is split into two-
subproblems, dynamical and thermodynamical, and solved separately. In the dy-
namical part the 3-D momentum equations (2.9), the vertically-integrated conti-
nuity equation (2.10) and the hydrostatic equation (2.11) are solved for horizontal
velocity (u⃗h), sea surface height (η) and pressure p:
∂u⃗
∂t
+ u⃗ · ∇u⃗+ f(k⃗ × u⃗) + g∇η + 1
ρ0
∇p = ∇ · Ah∇u⃗+ Av ∂
2u⃗
∂2z
, (2.9)
∂η
∂t
+∇ ·
∫ z=η
z=−H
u⃗ dz = 0, (2.10)
∂p
∂z
= −gρ. (2.11)
where u⃗ = (u, v,w) is the velocity vector, f is the latitude dependent Coriolis
parameter f = f(θ), k⃗ = (0, 0, 1) is the vertical unit vector and g the gravitational
acceleration. The mean sea water density and the deviations from it are ρ0 and
ρ, respectively. Ah and Av represent the lateral and vertical turbulent viscosity
coefficients.
The thermodynamic part solves the tracer equations for potential temperature T
and salinity S (2.13), the continuity equation (2.12) for the vertical velocity w
and uses the equation of state (2.14) to compute density (Jackett and Mcdougall ,
1995):
∂w
∂z
= −∇h · u⃗h, (2.12)
∂Cm
∂t
+ u⃗h · ∇Cm + ∂(wC
m)
∂z
= ∇h ·Kmh ∇Cm +
∂
∂z
(
Kmv
∂Cm
∂z
)
, (2.13)
ρ = ρ(T ,S, p). (2.14)
with C1 ≡ T , C2 ≡ S and Kmh , Kmv are the lateral and vertical turbulent viscosity
coefficients for the mth tracer.
Ice shelves provide a link between the open ocean and the land ice mass. The
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interaction of the two plays a significant role in the polar oceans. The ocean-ice
shelf interaction in the model is based on the three-equation approach by Hellmer
and Olbers (1989). While the ice shelf cavity geometry remains constant, the
model accounts for the thermodynamic coupling, i.e., for the heat loss from the
ocean to the ice and a glacial melt water flux is derived and applied to the salinity
in the layer adjacent to the ocean- ice shelf interface.
The sea ice component of FESOM is a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model
(Timmermann et al., 2009), based on the thermodynamics of Parkinson and
Washington (1979). It is a two-layer model, with the upper layer accounting
for snow and the lower layer representing ice. Heat storage is neglected in both
layers. Velocities for the advection of ice and snow volume are derived from a
elastic-viscous-plastic solver described by Danilov and Wang (2015).
2.2.2 Horizontal mesh
The governing equations are all solved on the same locations (nodes), which is
analogous to the Arakawa A-grid (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977). The horizontal mesh
consists of triangular elements at the surface while the 3D domain is represented
by tetrahedral elements. In the vertical, nodes are aligned below the surface
nodes. Moreover, a hybrid grid is used. Here, 25 terrain-following (sigma) layers
are used down to a defined isobath (2500m) around the Antarctic continent,
while 36 z-layers are used in the ocean north of the isobath (Figure 2.6). It was
shown byWang and Meredith (2008) that terrain-following grids allow for a better
representation of overflow processes, e.g. downslope plume propagation. However,
such a set-up can also induce artificial advection and diffusion along sigma-layers
(e.g. Lemarie´ et al. (2012)). On the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf,
overflow processes of the locally formed dense water play an important role, which
is why a hybrid configuration was chosen.
The advantage of finite-element grid is that they allow local refinement of
the horizontal resolution, which is particularly useful in studies of high latitudes,
a region where the internal Rossby radius of deformation becomes very small
(O[3 km]). In this thesis, two different meshes are used; the first one (hereafter
referred to as LOW) is taken from van Caspel (2016) and has a resolution between
4 km and 73 km in the Weddell Sea, with the higher resolution on the southern and
western Weddell Sea, while the northeastern corner of the gyre is resolved coarsely
(O[3 km], see Figure 2.7a). The isobath for the transition from z- to sigma-levels
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Figure 2.6: Left : Figure from Timmermann et al. (2009) (Their Figure 1);Illus-
tration of the three-dimensional structure of the FESOM mesh. Grid nodes in the
interior ocean are aligned under the surface triangles (left). Each of the result-
ing prisms is split into three tetrahedrons (right). Right : Schematic of a hybgrid
vertical grid. The sigma-layers are used in adjunction with ice shelf modelling
for Antarctic regions and along the continental shelf; z-level are used in the open
ocean beyond the 2500m isobath.
is set to 2500m. Additionally, I designed a new mesh (hereafter HIGH) for this
study, with increased resolution over the whole Weddell gyre, including the eastern
boundary of the gyre (resolution ≈ 15 km). Further refinement was made over the
continental shelf in the southern Weddell Sea, with a mean resolution of 3.5 km.
Although it was pointed out that a model resolution O(1 km) would be needed
in order to fully resolve mesoscale processes (St-Laurent et al., 2013), the mesh
size could not be further increased due to computational constraints. Mesh HIGH
comprises over 11Mio. nodes.
Figure 2.7c shows a map of the first baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation
over the Weddell Sea area, which can be estimated, according to Chelton et al.
(1998), by vertically integrating the buoyancy (Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨) frequency N over
the whole water column, using the density field from the World Ocean Atlas 2013
(WOA3,Locarnini et al. (2013); Zweng et al. (2013)):
R =
1
fπ
∫ 0
−H
N(z)dz, (2.15)
with N being
N =
√
−g
ρ
∂ρ
∂z
(2.16)
Due to a weakly stratified water column, the whole Weddell Gyre is governed by
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Figure 2.7: Model resolution for mesh LOW (a) and mesh HIGH (b) on a
logarithmic color scale. c) estimate of the first baroclinic Rossby radius, derived
from WOA13 according to Chelton et al. (1998); d) Logarithm of the ratio of
the first baroclinic Rossby radius relative to the mesh resolution for mesh HIGH.
For values above one, the model is eddy-resolving while it is eddy-permitting for
values between 0 and 1.
Rossby radii below 10 km and even smaller on the continental shelf (2−4 km) and
in the ice shelf cavities (1 km). This poses a strong limitation for global ocean
modelling. Even the HIGH mesh, as generated for this study, is only at the edge
of eddy-permitting within the Weddell Gyre. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7d
showing the ratio of the Rossby radius the mesh resolution , where the model is
eddy-resolving for values above 1, and eddy-permitting for values between 0 and
1. Values below 0 indicate areas where eddies are suppressed. The influence of
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Figure 2.8: f/H contours for mesh LOW (left) and HIGH (right).
stratification becomes particularly clear in the eastern inflow region of the gyre,
i.e. around 30◦E, where WDW is diverted southward and enters the gyre (≈
70◦S). Even though the resolution is the same, a shift from non-eddy-permitting
to eddy-permitting conditions is observed. Although not eddy-resolving, mesh
HIGH provides a big step toward eddy-resolving simulations in the Weddell Sea.
The model bathymetry is derived from RTopo-1 (Timmermann et al., 2010) for
mesh LOW and from RTopo-2 (Schaffer et al., 2016) for mesh HIGH. The latter
primarily focused on improvement around the Greenland ice sheet and only small
corrections were applied for the cavity geometry of the Getz, Abbot and Fimbul
ice shelf in Antarctica. However, large differences in bathymetry between the two
meshes are related to model resolution and the smoothing required by the use of
a terrain-following vertical coordinate. Differences are particularly pronounced in
the northeastern corner of the gyre, where the Southwest Indian Ridge is located.
This is visible in f/H contours, shown for both meshes in Figure 2.8, where f
is the Coriolis parameter and H is the depth off the ocean. Generally, ocean
currents are strongly steered by topography by following f/H contours in areas of
low stratification, due to the conservation of vorticity.
2.2.3 Atmospheric forcing and model set-up
The model is forced with the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Cli-
mate Forecast System Reanalysis (NCEP/CFSR, Saha et al. (2010)), which is
available from 1979 to the beginning of 2011 (only full years are used, i.e. 1979
-2010). The data is provided with a 38 km lateral and a 6 hr temporal resolu-
tion. Atmospheric forcing fields used are: zonal wind (u,v), air temperature and
specific humidity at 10m height, as well as precipitation, evaporation, long- and
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shortwave radiation.
Figure 2.9: Mean summer (Dec-Feb) and winter (Jun-Aug) air temperature (a,b)
and wind field (c,d) at 10m height in the Weddell Sea region from NCEP/CFSR
Climatological mean air temperature and wind field over the Weddell-Enderby
basin from the NCEP/CFSR reanalysis are shown for summer (DJF) and winter
(JJA) in Figure 2.9. On average, the Weddell Sea is governed by surface tem-
peratures below 0◦C all year around, with the southern continental shelf being
the coldest area. Here, summer temperatures average −5 ◦C, while the tempera-
ture drops below −20 ◦C in winter. Over the continent, temperatures colder than
−30 ◦C prevail permanently; only along the margins, temperatures are warmer
in summer. The mean wind field is cyclonic, with the centre being located at
roughly 65◦S. In winter the strong westerlies shift slightly southward and the
whole cyclone strengthens, which is for example notable in the western Weddell
Sea. Coastal easterlies are particularly strong east of the prime meridian and in
the southwestern corner of the Weddell Sea. In the Filchner Trough region kata-
batic, i.e., offshore winds dominate, and transport cold continental air over the
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ocean.
The simulations are initialised with mean ocean temperature and salinity fields
from the WOA 2013 (Locarnini et al., 2013; Zweng et al., 2013). For areas with
sea surface temperature less than −1◦C sea ice concentration is initially set to 0.9
with a sea ice thickness of 1m.
Hindcast simulations for the time period of 1979-2010 are carried out for both
meshes, with monthly mean fields as output. The first 20 years are considered as
spin-up time and the last 10 years are used for analysis.
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3. The Filchner Trough hydrogra-
phy inferred from observations
The Filchner Trough is an important bathymetric feature on the southern Weddell
Sea continental shelf as the major exchange between the FRIS and the open ocean
occurs via the trough. Not only does it provide a pathway for the dense ISW
export, ultimately contributing to the WSBW formation but it also serves as a
conduit for WDW toward FRIS. Despite its importance, the region is still heavily
undersampled and the available oceanographic data has a strong summer bias due
to the remoteness and heavy sea ice cover all year around. Therefore, any data
set is valuable and should be presented.
3.1 General hydrography of the Filchner Trough
Ship-borne hydrographic data from two Polarstern cruises give a good overview
of the general hydrography in the Filchner Trough and the adjacent Eastern Shelf
(see map Figure 1.5) in summer time. Figure 3.1 shows the bottom temperature
(left) and salinity (right) of all CTD stations obtained during the two cruises.
Three different water mass regimes can be found. The whole continental shelf is
governed by bottom temperatures close to the surface freezing point, while warmer
water is found at the bottom of the continental slope with temperatures higher
than −1◦C. This is the WDW, which is of circumpolar origin and is transported
along the continental slope. WDW, being a derivative of CDW, is associated with
high salinities (S > 34.6). However, also the much colder water in the Filchner
Trough has salinities over 34.6. Hence, one needs both parameters to identify the
relevant water masses and they are best identified in θS-space (Figure 3.1c).
On the Eastern Shelf much lower salinities around 34.4 represent ESW, which
is sometimes hard to distinguish from WW. Both are typical fresher water masses
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found on the continental shelf in the Weddell Sea. The properties in the trough
(temperture below surface freezing point plus saline) are characteristic of ISW,
the water mass emerging from beneath the FRIS having temperatures below the
surface freezing point (dashed line in Figure 3.1c). West of the Filchner Trough,
on the Berkner Bank, the highest bottom salinities are found, associated with
temperatures around the surface freezing point. This water mass is called HSSW,
which is produced due to brine rejection during sea ice formation in winter and is
the densest water mass found in the Weddell Sea.
Figure 3.1: Bottom temperature
(top left), salinity (top right) and
θS-diagram (bottom left) of all CTD
stations from the two cruises PS82
and PS96 (blue) and historical data
from the whole Filchner Ronne re-
gion. Typical water masses are
marked in orange. The dark gray
feature to the west of the Filchner
Trough marks iceberg A23-A.
Figures 3.2 shows hydrographic temperature sections crossing the eastern flank
of the trough at different latitudes, starting at the sill down to 78◦S. During both
cruises the sea ice cover over the western flank was too thick to break through
with the ship. The sections show that ISW, marked by the −1.9◦C isotherm
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(dashed line), fills almost the whole trough. The ISW layer thickness is steadily
increasing toward the south due to the deepening of the trough but also the up-
per boundary of the layer shoals from 300m depth at the sill to 100m depth at
78◦S, where the ISW layer reaches a thickness of over 1000m. In agreement with
Darelius et al. (2014c) I find the coldest ISW in form of isolated lenses located
over the eastern slope of the trough at roughly 400m depth (i.e. stations 14, 78,
70, 57, 96), where it is thought to be transported toward the sill (Darelius et al.,
2014a). Unfortunately, no direct velocity measurements were taken, however, the
density structure suggests a northward baroclinic flow of the ISW cores in our
data. ISW properties will be discussed in more detail at a later point (3.4). Gen-
erally, the lowest ISW temperatures are found at mid-depth while slightly higher
temperatures -still below surface freezing point- at the bottom are associated with
salinities over 34.65, indicating the influence of HSSW.
Being the densest water mass on the continental shelf HSSW will generally be
found in the bottom layers. While observations on the western flank of the trough
are rare, the common believe is that HSSW water formed on the Berkner Bank
during winter will flow down the slope on the western side and fill the bottom of
the trough. Selected CTD-stations within the trough and on the Berkner Bank
are shown in Figure 3.3. All salinity profiles (Figure 3.3b) in the trough show a
well mixed bottom layer. Highest salinities of 34.68 are found -as expected- at
two stations south of the iceberg A23-A on Berkner Bank (#31,#35), however,
station 61 in the centre of the trough shows the same value.
Looking at the θS-diagram one sees that the associated bottom temperatures
at all three stations are very close to the surface freezing point associated with a
deviation from the Gade line toward higher salinity, indicating a direct influence
of HSSW. Its presence in the deep trough strongly supports the hypothesis that
dense waters formed on Berkner Bank indeed make their way into the Filchner
Trough. Several stations near the sill show bottom salinities over 34.65 as well with
temperatures close to the surface freezing point suggesting the influence of HSSW.
Stations 26, 46, 48 and 49 are located on the slope west of the sill and gradually
deepen, while the observed salinity gradually freshens. This could hint to a down-
slope flow of HSSW which slowly entrains and mixes with the surrounding ISW.
Furthermore, the temperature section at 75◦S (Figure 3.2c) reveals two separate
dense cores, one in the centre and one on the western side of the sill. The latter
could represent a ’direct’ route toward the sill. At 74.5◦S, station 49 and 52 might
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Figure 3.2: Potential temperature along 4 consecutive sections from the Filchner
Sill towards the south obtained during PS82 and PS96. The black dashed contour
line represents the −1.9◦C isotherm, to indicate the upper bound of the ISW layer.
The bathymetry is given by the profile depths.
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show the remnants of the two cores directly at the sill.
Figure 3.3: Selected potential temperature a) and salinity b) profiles obtained
during PS82 and PS96 and the associated θS diagram c). The thick dashed line
in a) and c) indicates the surface freezing point temperature and the thin grey
line in c) is the Gade line with a source salinity of 34.67. The thin dotted lines in
c) give potential density referenced to surface pressure.
In times of global warming and sea level rise the focus has increasingly shifted
to studying the heat transport toward ice shelves and glaciers. Our hydrographic
sections show how MWDW enters the Filchner Trough along its eastern flank,
where it is found up to 76◦S. Its potential density ranges from 27.7 to 27.8 kgm−3
and is, therefore, lighter than the outflowing ISW, which has generally a density
higher than 27.8 kgm−3. At the sill (74.5◦S), both water masses are found side
by side, i.e at the same depth level, creating a strong horizontal density gradient,
inducing a southward baroclinic flow. The sill poses a potential vorticity barrier
for the northward flowing ISW, and causes a deflection toward the west, hence
allowing a lighter water mass, i.e. the MWDW, to enter the trough in the east. At
the sill, we find the highest temperatures around −1◦C with densities being at the
upper limit of the general range. The off-shelf WDW core is at a depth of roughly
1200m and has a density above 27.8 kgm−3 (see Figure 3.4), which explains that
the highest temperatures are associated with high densities. It also shows that
the warmest and densest WDW did not enter the Filchner Trough at the time of
data acquisition and that work has to be done in order to lift the WDW onto the
continental shelf. Only a mixing product of the WDW and the overlaying WW
enters the shelf, the MWDW.
Furthermore, warm lenses are observed in the centre of the sill region above
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the ISW layer, which has an upper limit of 300m there. At 75.5◦S they are not
present any more, which could be associated with a shallower reaching ISW layer
(≈ 200m). It has been suggested before at the mouth of the Filchner Trough
intense mesoscale eddy activity plays an important part in the cross-shelf heat
exchange (e.g. Daae et al. (2017)). The observed lenses could be the manifestation
of this, supported by the density structure at i.e. station 51, where a dip in the
27.7 kgm−3 isopycnal indicates an anti-cyclonic eddy.
Figure 3.4: Potential temperature section across the shelf break east of the
Filchner Trough obtained during PS82. Thin black lines give potential density
referenced to the surface. Map inlet shows bathymetry and the section is marked
in white.
Focusing on the warm water along the eastern flank, I find that at 76◦S only
a lighter, cooler product of MWDW is present at mid-depth, overlaying cooler
shelf waters. Generally, the bottom waters on the shelf east of the trough become
denser from 75◦S toward 76◦S, where the ISW layer extends onto the shallower
shelf. This could essentially block the MWDW found further north at the bottom.
Another feature in this section is the downward sloping isopycnals toward the
coast, indicating the presence of a warm and fresh coastal current. This part on
the continental shelf is one of the few places which is regularly governed by coastal
polynyas, allowing a strong heating of the surface waters. Darelius et al. (2016)
argue that an exceptionally strong boundary current in 2013 was responsible for
the southward transport of MWDW on the Eastern Shelf toward the ice front in
late summer.
Little is know about the seasonality on the Eastern Shelf, which was the mo-
tivation for deploying three moorings across the eastern flank in 2014. In the
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following, I will analyse these data with the focus on the seasonal evolution of
hydrography.
3.2 Seasonal hydrography on the eastern shelf
of the Filchner Trough
Due to the hazardous conditions in the southern Weddell Sea during winter, CTD
measurements have a strong summer bias and little is known about the seasonal
change on hydrography on the continental shelf. Moored instruments enable us
to record data all year around. Our two-year long time series (see data section)
revealed a distinct seasonal cycle on the eastern shelf.
1
3.2.1 Hydrographic setting
The mooring locations and vertical configurations are shown in Figure 3.5a to-
gether with a hydrographic section obtained in January 2016 during the recovery
cruise (PS96), providing a spatial reference of the water mass distribution around
the moorings at 76◦S. The white contour line indicates surface freezing point tem-
peratures, i.e. the water mass boundary of ISW. It shows a thickening of the ISW
layer toward the center of the trough, with the coldest water (θ < −2◦C) seen just
off the bottom near the base of the slope.The density distribution (black isolines)
shows dense ISW accessing the shallow shelf east of the trough, where it covers
the bottom as a thin layer. Above, MWDW (θ > −1.6◦C) is found at intermedi-
ate depth (300 − 400m) in the density range of 27.70 − 27.75 kgm−3. The layer
between the warm summer surface layer and the MWDW consists of Winter Wa-
ter (WW), which is the remnant water mass of the previous winter mixed layer.
In general, the shelf is covered with Eastern Shelf Water (ESW), having a lower
salinity than WW due to the downwelling of Antarctic Surface Water (ASW)
(Zhou et al., 2014). However, sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between the
two.
Mooring M31.5W is located on the eastern slope of the Filchner Trough at 580m
depth, while M31W and M30.5W are deployed on the wider continental shelf east of
1This section is part of a publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research with the title
Seasonal cycle of hydrography on the eastern shelf of the Filchner Trough, Weddell Sea, Antarc-
tica (Ryan et al., 2017).
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the trough, both at a similar depth around 450m (see Table 2.1). At M31.5W , the
lower instrument is surrounded by ISW and the upper instrument is situated in
the vicinity of the interface between the ISW and the warmer layer above at the
time of deployment. M31W is surrounded by ISW at the bottom but the upper
instrument lays within the observed MWDW density range. The latter also is
the case for M30.5W , however, the bottom is covered by water with temperatures
just above the surface freezing point, hence the ISW is not reaching that far onto
the eastern continental shelf. The isopycnals on the wide shelf are only slightly
inclined, indicating a weak baroclinic flow across the section, compared to the
slope.
Figure 3.5b shows the velocity data from all moorings as a progressive vector
diagram , with temperature given by the color shading. M31.5W shows a continuous
northward flow (only data from January to August 2014) of ISW, confirming the
northward flowing ISW plume at the eastern flank of the trough, first suggested
by Darelius et al. (2014a) and also suggested by our hydrographic sections. The
moorings on the shallow Eastern Shelf show a distinct shift in current direction and
temperature throughout the year. Warm temperatures are always associated with
southwestward flow, which is very persistent for about three months. In winter
the current turns westward and then northward while the bottom temperatures
are around the surface freezing point or below, indicating the seasonal presence
of ISW on the Eastern Shelf.
In the following we will start by focusing on the data of M31W , as it shows the
most pronounced seasonality. Our findings will be compared to the time series at
M31.5W and M30.5W in section 3.2.4.
3.2.2 Four-phased seasonal cycle
Based on the potential temperature time series from the upper and lower sensors at
M31W (Figure 3.6d), we distinguish four characteristic phases that are apparent
throughout each of the years of the time series. The phases are marked with
different background shadings in Figure 3.6. They will be briefly introduced before
being analyzed in more detail.
The first phase lasts roughly from January to mid-March and is seen in all
three summer seasons covered by our mooring time series (2014-2016), however
in 2016 only the beginning is captured. This phase is characterized by a gradual
temperature increase - caused by southward advection of MWDW- at the upper
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Figure 3.5: a) Hydrographic section obtained during PS96 along 76◦S with the
three mooring locations. Black thin lines give potential density referenced to the
surface pressure. The white line marks the surface freezing point temperature to
illustrate the ISW layer. Black downward pointing triangles mark the position
of the CTD stations used to interpolate the temperature field. b) Progressive
vector diagrams of currents measured at the three moorings. The point of origin
is offset for each mooring for clarity. The color shading denotes potential temper-
ature (20mab) and black upside down triangles mark the transition between the
different phases (defined in section 3.2.2).
sensor, while temperatures at the lower sensor remain at the surface freezing
point or below. During the second phase, lasting from mid-March to July in 2014
and 2015, the bottom temperature also increases due to advection of MWDW.
Maximum temperatures at both sensors are between −1.5◦C and − 1◦C but are
reached about one month earlier at the upper sensor, which suggests a deepening
of the warm inflow with time. The end of this phase is marked by temperatures
decreasing down to the surface freezing point marking the onset of the third
phase. With temperatures remaining at the surface freezing point and salinity
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increasing gradually, this third phase lasts until October. The forth phase denotes
the appearance of ISW at the lower sensor, while the upper layer salinity decreases
and temperature stays constant until it starts to increase in January (Phase 1).
A schematic in Figure 3.9 visualizes the four phases.
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Figure 3.6: a) Daily sea ice concentration (SIC) from the Integrated Climate Data Center (ICDC) averaged over 25◦W-40◦
W and 74.5◦S-78.5◦S. b) Monthly mean current speed from M31W at 20mab with variance ellipses derived from low-pass
filtered (34h) data. The ellipses are centered around zero. c) Low-pass filtered (34h) potential temperature from both sensors
of M31W in color and a mean seasonal evolution of temperature with standard deviation (shaded) at 50mab (419m) from the
mooring S4E at the shelf break. d) Low-pass filtered (34h) salinity from both levels at M31W .
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Phase 1 + 2: MWDW inflow in summer
In this section we assess the seasonal evolution of the inflow of MWDW onto the
eastern continental shelf, which can be separated into two phases. The first phase
is characterized by the first appearance of MWDW at intermediate depth, while
the bottom is covered with ISW. The second phase is defined by the onset of
inflowing MWDW at the bottom, occurring one or two months after increasing
temperatures are observed at the upper instrument.
During the first phase, salinity of the advected water increases slightly with
small fluctuations, while the cold layer below shows large variations when the
salinity is generally much higher. These variations close to bottom seem to be
related to intermittent pulses of denser ISW onto the Eastern Shelf, as the drops
in salinity are associated with raises in temperature. The flow at the lower instru-
ment is shown as monthly mean variance ellipses with a mean current vector in
Figure 3.6b. The data has been low-pass filtered with a 34 h cutoff frequency in
order to remove the effect of semi-diurnal and diurnal tides. While the mean flow
is directed westward and then northward in the first phase, it becomes a stronger
southwestward flow, associated with the warming at the bottom and a decrease in
salinity in Phase 2. The current vector clearly exceeds the variance of the residual
flow, indicating a persistent inflow. It can only be assumed that the warming in
the intermediate layer is also associated with a southward advection of MWDW
from the shelf break.
The temperature-salinity diagram (θS-diagram) in Figure 3.7 shows the evo-
lution of the properties of the warm inflow (black arrows in c and d). While at
the upper instrument (Figure 3.7 a,b) the warming occurs predominantly along
the mixing line between the fresh WW and denser WDW, which we call MWDW
mixing line in the following, the water at the bottom is much more saline when the
warming begins. The bottom salinity at the beginning of summer is determined
by the density of the cold water occupying the bottom layer during winter and
spring. As shown in Figure 3.6, bottom temperatures reach their maximum in
May during the second phase. They are found on the MWDW mixing line in the
θS-diagram, being slightly denser than the water above, which shows maximum
temperatures about one to two months earlier (transition Phase 1 to Phase 2).
At both sensors the cooling toward the end of Phase 2 occurs along the MWDW
line, hence is caused by the admixture of WW/ESW. The time series in Figure 3.6
shows that the temperature drop often occurs within a few days from over −1.5◦C
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to the surface freezing point and happens earlier at the upper sensor than at the
lower.
Darelius et al. (2016) find a strong correlation between the warm inflow at
77◦S and the wind along the main wind direction (easterly) at Halley Research
Station. Performing the same analysis with our mooring data does not give a
significant correlation during the inflow period or the warm period in general.
Figure 3.7: θS-diagrams showing data from the upper (118mab) and lower
(20mab) sensor at M31W (upper and lower panels, respectively) in 2014 (left pan-
els) and 2015 (right panels). The color code indicates the different phases of
the seasonal cycle. Data from CTD-profiles obtained during PS82 and PS96 are
shown in gray. The thin dotted black lines are potential density lines referenced
to the surface and the thick dashed lines are the surface freezing point. Charac-
teristic water masses are labeled in each panel. Arrows in c) and d) indicate time
evolution.
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Phase 3: winter time convection and shifting circulation
The onset of the third phase is marked by temperatures around the surface freezing
point measured at both sensors, with a marginal difference in salinity (∼ 0.01).
This weak stratification is consistent with observed (A˚rthun et al., 2013) and
modelled (e.g. Petty et al. (2014)) deep mixed layers in winter, reaching the
bottom of the continental shelf (∼ 500m depth).
Simultaneously to the end of the warm inflow and the development of weakly
stratified water column, we observe a change in circulation at M31W , where the
mean current shifts to easterly flow (0.02m s−1) in June and stays easterly to
southeasterly during this phase. A˚rthun et al. (2012) observe a salinity gradient
of 0.16 between the northern and southern Eastern Shelf (300 km) in the upper
300m during winter. This gives a density gradient that could potentially drive
the westward flow. The magnitude of the baroclinic forcing is however small, and
the resulting current (ubc = − 1fρ0 gh
∆ρ
∆y
) would be less than 1 cm s−1 at the bottom,
which is less than half of our observed current. Hence, there must be a barotropic
westward component as well.
The filtered variance ellipses are larger and more circular,compared to Phase
2, indicating a variable flow with westward residual currents on the eastern con-
tinental shelf in winter, which in some months also exceed the variance ellipses.
Once the temperatures have reached the surface freezing point temperature,
the salinity starts to increase steadily at both levels for about three months (longer
at the upper sensor). A maximum increase of 0.095 is observed at the upper
sensor in 2014 and a minimum increase of 0.046 at the lower sensor in 2015. The
maximum salinity reached toward the end of the phase is around 34.51, which
is less saline than the ISW filling the Filchner Trough. The increase in salinity
is in agreement with the results of A˚rthun et al. (2013) who derive local sea ice
formation rates from seal data at 78◦S in 2011.
Phase 4: ISW outflow
From October onward ISW appears at the lower instrument of M31W and a rapid
increase in salinity from 34.5 to over 34.6 is observed. The persistent presence
of the ISW, as observed in 2014, is associated with a northward flow which is
especially strong in October and November with a mean velocity of 0.05m s−1
and short events with velocities of 0.1 − 0.2m s−1. The westward mean flow is
maintained only if pulses of ISW enter the shelf (i.e. 2015). In both years, October
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is the month with the highest variance, especially in east-west direction compared
to the rest of the year.
Temperature at the shallower instrument at M31W stays around the surface
freezing point, while salinity gradually decreases (see Figure 3.6a). Surface sea ice
melt begins in this phase, however, our measurements are too deep to be directly
influenced by this.
The θS-diagram in Figure 3.7 shows the transition from WW to ISW at the lower
sensor and the different ISW properties for each year. The whole water column
stays cold and dense during this phase.
The seasonal appearance of ISW on the eastern shelf could be associated with e.g.
a seasonal change in the ISW layer thickness in the Filchner Trough or a horizontal
shift of the ISW interface above the eastern slope of the trough, however, this needs
further investigation.
3.2.3 Link to ASF
We mentioned in the introduction that the ASF plays a crucial role in controlling
the access of MWDW onto the shelf, which is why we compare the presented data
to available mooring data at the shelf break in this section.
The seasonal inflow of MWDW, evident in our time series, agrees with A˚rthun
et al. (2012) who present mooring data at the shelf break (see Figure 2.1, S4E) and
find that MWDW crosses the sill along the 400m isobath between January and
May, with strong interannual variability with respect to the length of the inflow
period. Our constructed mean yearly temperature time series (see section 2.1.2)
from S4E (2007-2009) is plotted in gray in Figure 3.6c with the associated stan-
dard deviation in gray shading and it is repeated for each year of our time period.
A steady increase in temperature can be seen between January and April, roughly
covering the first phase, where the warming shows a very similar gradient but the
temperatures at the shelf break are roughly 0.5◦C higher, which is to be expected
as WDW mixes with shelf waters once entering the shelf region to form MWDW.
The shelf break mean temperature drops rather abruptly in April by 0.5◦C, how-
ever, the high standard deviation (STD) indicates the interannual variability of
the length of the inflow period and the drop occurs between April and May.
The maximum bottom temperatures at 76◦S are reached in May, i.e 1 to 2
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months after the maximum at S4E. An estimation of the advective time scale
based on the distance between S4E and the moorings at 76◦S (150 km) and the
observed mean inflow speed at M31W between April and July (2.7 cm s
−1) yields
just over 60 days, which is in rough agreement with our observations of a 1 to 2
months delay.
In Figure 3.8a we additionally compare the mean time series at S4E with
data at M3, which is located on the continental slope just east of the entrance to
the Filchner Trough (see Figure 2.1) at the 725m isobath. During the period of
overlap (6 months in 2009) the temperature evolution at S4E is similar to what
is observed at M3, although temperatures are slightly lower at S4E. The sudden
drop in temperatures in April is manifested at S4E 419m and M3 570m depth,
while the shallower record from M3 (417m depth) shows a much more gradual
decrease and significantly lower temperatures. This suggest that the water at S4E
(419m) originates from a depth below 500m.
During Phase 3 the temperature at the shelf break remains around −1.7◦C,
i.e. little or no MWDW is able to enter the shelf during this phase. A˚rthun et al.
(2012) suggest that a stronger negative wind stress curl in winter causes stronger
Ekman downwelling at the shelf break, which in turn depresses the isopycnals,
leading to a seasonal change in density over the upper part of the continental
slope (Darelius et al., 2014b). The seasonal evolution of the shelf break isotherms
is also indicated in the schematic in Figure 3.9.
It is unclear what role sea ice plays in the ocean dynamics at the shelf break.
Sea ice influences the atmosphere-ocean momentum transfer (Andreas et al., 2010)
and its formation/melting can change the θ-S properties of the upper ocean and
affect the shape and position of the slope front, which in turn plays a role in
controlling the access of MWDW onto the shelf (Nøst et al., 2011). Daae et al.
(2017) find in an idealized model study, that the establishment of an upper eddy
overturning cell in summer, which is associated with the fresh water layer due to
sea ice melt, leads to a relaxation of the thermocline and thus to a stronger inflow
of MWDW onto the continental shelf. Figure 3.6a) shows the onset of sea ice melt
is in November and lasts until February. During that time a fresh surface layer
would be present and could contribute to the heaving of the isopycnals.
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Figure 3.8: a) Potential temperature time series (low-pass filtered 7 days) at
M3 (blue) and S4E (green) from 2009. In gray the constructed mean annual
temperature time series at S4E (2007-2009) is shown with the associated standard
deviation (gray shading). b) Low-pass filtered (28 days) velocity in the mean flow
direction at moorings B1 and B3. The mean flow direction is shown in the small
sub-panel as progressive vector diagram.
3.2.4 Interannual and spatial variability
In order to evaluate the robustness of the seasonal cycle, we analyze the year-to-
year and the spatial variability of the described phases on the Eastern Shelf.
Figure 3.10 shows hydrographic potential temperature sections at 76◦S from the
years 2013 (ES060), 2014 (PS82) and 2016 (PS96). All sections have been obtained
in January (see Figure 3.10 for dates). A clear difference can be seen in the
presence of MWDW on the shelf at this time. In 2013, warm water is found all
along the eastern flank of the trough with a density of 27.75 kgm−3, overlaying
the ISW layer over the slope and extending to the bottom on the eastern shelf
(30.6◦W). In contrast to that, only a small trace of advected MWDW can be
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Figure 3.9: Summary sketch of the four defined phases along two representative
sections. 1) Section at 76◦S comprising our moorings showing the seasonal changes
of the water masses along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough 2) Cross-section
at the shelf break to describe the seasonal evolution of the Antarctic Slope Front.
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seen in 2014 over the shelf above the 27.7 kgm−3 pycnocline. Two years later,
MWDW is observed in the intermediate layer (σθ < 27.75 kgm
−3), while the
bottom is still covered with ISW. This shows that there is a strong interannual
variability regarding the onset and strength of the flow of MWDW onto the shelf,
in agreement with A˚rthun et al. (2012).
Figure 3.11 shows temperatures (a,b), salinities (c,d) and monthly mean ve-
locity vectors (e) of the three moorings at 76◦S (M30.5W , M31W , M31.5W ) and the
mooring at 77◦S (M775). Comparing the time series at M31W for 2014 (dark gray)
and 2015 (light gray) shows that there is interannual variability of the tempera-
ture evolution during Phase 1 and 2, especially at the upper instrument. Here, the
warming starts earlier in 2014 and shows a gradual increase in temperature until
April, followed by a gradual decrease, whereas in 2015 maximum temperatures
are reached in May and drop within a short period of time, similar to the bottom
observations in both years. Similarly, Figure 3.8 shows an abrupt drop in temper-
ature at the deeper level at M3 (570m), while the shallower record (419m) shows
a gradual decrease. This might hint toward a deeper source (i.e. 570m depth) for
the water at the upper sensor at 76◦S in 2015, which is otherwise supplied by the
shallower waters (i.e. 400m depth) at the shelf break.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the warming signal at M31W (dark and light
gray) is shifted forward in time compared to M30.5W (dark and light blue) at both
instruments. The shift is more pronounced at the bottom. This suggests that the
MWDW reaching M31W is advected from the shallow continental shelf east of the
trough rather than along its eastern slope. We correlated the low-pass filtered
(34 h) temperature time series from the lower instruments for Phase 1 and 2 and
find the highest correlation between M31W and M30.5W (r = 0.79) at a lag of 9.5
days. We use this time lag and the distance between both moorings (14 km) to
derive a mean advective velocity scale for the signal, yielding 0.016m s−1. This
number lies within the mean absolute velocities of M31W (0.017m s
−1) and M30.5W
(0.01m s−1). In Phase 1 the MWDW coming from the shelf cannot reach M31W due
to the presence of the ISW. Only when the ISW layer retreats, can the MWDW
reach M31W .
The moorings M31.5W (580m depth) and M775 (500m depth) are located at
the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough compared to M31W and M30.5W , which are
on the flatter Eastern Shelf. The bottom is generally covered with ISW over the
slope (see Figure 3.11b, red, orange and green). However, as shown by Darelius
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Figure 3.10: Potential temperature sections along 76◦S obtained during three
cruises: 2013 (a, ES060), 2014 (b, PS82) and 2016 (c, PS96). Black isolines are
potential density lines referenced to the surface. The white line indicates the
−1.9◦C isotherm to visualize the ISW layer (θ < −1.9◦C).
et al. (2016), in 2013 MWDW was observed in the vicinity of the Filchner Ice Shelf
front, which is manifested in the two warm peaks in April and May in Figure 3.11a
(green) and which they attribute to exceptionally strong winds and little sea ice
during this year. The salinity evolution at M775 is very similar to M31W , while at
M31.5W it is more or less constant at over 34.6 (Figure 3.11).
Both intermediate instruments over the eastern flank of the trough (Fig-
ure 3.11a, M31.5W & M775) show ISW at the beginning of the year but a warming
is observed from February on, together with a decrease in salinity, similarly to
the upper instruments on the Eastern Shelf. In agreement with the definitions
of Phase 1 and 2, also at M775 the warming starts earlier at intermediate depth
compared to the bottom. By June, temperatures have dropped below −1.8◦C
and stay close to the surface freezing point for several month while salinity in-
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creases, matching the Phase 3 definition. Also a sudden shift from southward to
north-/northwestward flow is observed at both depth at M775, suggesting a gen-
eral change in circulation on the shelf in winter (will be discussed in more detail).
The bottom instrument at M31.5W , being deeper than the instrument at M775, is
governed by the outflowing ISW all year around, without a strong influence from
the processes observed on the adjacent shallower shelf.
We defined Phase 4 by the appearance of ISW at the lower instrument on the
Eastern Shelf (M31W ), which we attributed to a seasonal change of the ISW layer
thickness over the eastern flank of the trough. Also at M775 short pulses of ISW
are detected at the intermediate instrument starting in October, suggesting that
the ISW layer rises to shallower depth. This again is confirmed by our results at
M31W .
Furthermore, the ISW observed at M31W has very similar properties to the ISW
at M31.5W , which emphasizes the hypothesis that the ISW layer penetrates across
the Eastern Shelf during this phase. In 2014 it even reaches M30.5W , however, here
the properties suggest an admixture of warmer and fresher shelf water. Hence,
the ISW layer is fading out in this region.
2
3.3 Pathways of Modified Warm Deep Water
The mooring data confirm the seasonal warm inflow along the eastern flank of
the Filchner Trough as suggested by other studies before and I could shed light
onto the general seasonal cycle, which revealed to be very distinct and driven by
several different forcing mechanisms. Furthermore, it is important to understand
the pathways MWDW takes onto the continental shelf. The hydrographic sections
in Figure 3.2 show the presence of MWDW along the eastern flank of the Filchner
Trough at roughly 400m depth. This inflow is driven by the conservation of
vorticity; when the westward flowing ASC encounters the mouth of the trough it
faces a deepening of the bathymetry, as the shallower isobaths turn southward into
the trough. In order to conserve its vorticity, the flow has to turn south (increasing
magnitude of f). Due to the sloping isopycnals in the trough, a horizontal density
gradient over the eastern flank can set up a southward baroclinic current (thermal
wind) that transports MWDW further south toward the ice shelf front.
2The part of publication (Ryan et al., 2017) finished here.
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Figure 3.11: Time series (low-pass filtered 14 days) for different years of potential
temperature and salinity near the bottom (b,d) and roughly 120mab (a,c) and
monthly mean current vectors (d) from different depths (50& 103mab) at M775
and the moorings at 76◦S.
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Figure 3.12: Selected CTD stations along the eastern slope of the Filchner
Trough (a) the bank (b) and the eastern channel (c). Grey dots in background
are all CTD station from PS82 and PS96 as a reference. The thick, dashed line
indicated the surface freezing point and thin, dotted lines give potential density
referenced to the surface in 0.1 kgm−3 intervals.
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Figure 3.12a shows vertical temperature profiles and a θS diagram of selected
stations along the eastern slope of the trough. The temperature of the MWDW is
gradually decreasing from the sill toward 76◦S and additionally freshening, which
indicates mixing with fresh shelf waters. All stations show the influence of ISW
at the bottom, i.e., WDW does not enter the trough along the bottom at the
time of measurements. As shown earlier, the moorings at 76◦S show a delayed
warming and southward flow along the bottom, starting in March. Generally the
water column is very disturbed and different water masses with similar densities
are found close to each other. This is especially visible at station 53, which is
located in the area of steep isopycal interfaces (see Figure 3.2b), where mixing is
likely to occur. Hence, the warm water entering via the centre of the trough is
prone to undergo significant modification due to the immediate presence of ISW.
The inflow via the eastern flank of the trough is regarded as the main inflow
path of MWDW. Temperature profiles east of the trough’s mouth suggest that
MWDW also reaches onto the continental shelf there, where a little rise is found
with depth shallower than 400m (see Figure 3.12b). The profiles show an in-
crease around 300m depth with maximum temperature at the bottom. A similar
picture, where all profiles indicated the influence of WDW below 350m depth, is
observed east of the rise. Here, bathymetry shows a small channel with a depth
of up to 500m at the shelf break, however, becoming shallower toward the south
(≈ 400m), which could prevent a permanent onshore flow. In θS space, a clear
MWDW signature can be seen and compared to the profiles at the sill no mix-
ing with denser water has taken place, as only the much fresher/lighter ESW is
present. This hints toward pathways that transport ’purer’ MWDW across the
continental shelf to the south, especially when the depth of the ASF decreases
during summer as shown earlier. A time lag between the moorings M30.5W and
M31W already indicated a southward propagation of the MWDW over the shal-
lower shelf instead of along the slope of the trough.
Additional evidence of a warm inflow across the shallower shelf east of the
Filchner Trough is provided by temperature profiles obtained by a Weddell seal in
March/April 2014 (see Figure 3.13). All profiles show temperatures above −1.5◦C
in the lower layer, which is higher than the maximum temperatures observed ear-
lier in the year on top of the rise. This is consistent with the maximum tempera-
tures observed in March at the shelf break as shown earlier (Figure 3.6) and also
lays in the temperature range of the maximum temperatures in the mooring time
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Figure 3.13: Selected temperature profiles from a CTD-tagged Weddell seal
between 25th March and 14th April 2014. Bathymetry is shown in 100m intervals
with thin grey contours between the 500 and 0m isobath.
series at 76◦S. The warmest temperatures (T> −1◦C), however, are found at the
seal profiles 7 and 8, located above the 500m isobath with the maximum in 400m
depth, overlaying much colder water which is likely a mixing product of MWDW
and ISW. These temperatures exceed the maximum values at the moorings, which
are placed over shallower (M31W & M30.5, ≈ 450m) and deeper (M31.5W , 580m)
isobaths. Seal profiles at 76◦S close to the 500m isobath show a similar distri-
bution (see Figure 2.3) and a comparison to the mooring measurements at the
same time suggest that either the warm core lays below the upper instrument and
is not capturing the warmest water or a warmer core of MWDW is located over
the 500m isobath generally, hence, between our mooring locations. Whether this
warm water flows south or north as part of a suggested recirculation cannot be
inferred from this data.
3.4 Ice Shelf Water outflow
The ISW outflow has long been the main study focus in the Filchner region be-
cause of its importance for the deep water formation in the Weddell Sea and,
ultimately, the global ocean. While the focus has slightly shifted toward the
MWDW inflow and its threat for FRIS, pathways and variability of ISW are still
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Figure 3.14: θS diagram comprising all CTD data from PS82, PS96 and from
mooring M31.5W upper and lower microcat. Grey dots are from a CTD profile
through a bore hole south west of Berkner Island in 1995. The thick black dashed
line, indicates the surface freezing point temperature and thin grey lines in are
Gade lines with a source salinity of 34.68 and 34.78. Thin black dotted lines
represent potential density referenced to surface pressure.
not fully understood due to the sparse data coverage. Especially, the processes
controlling the ISW outflow across the ice shelf front are poorly understood. as
well as the hydrography along the western flank of the trough, where heavy sea ice
cover all year around does not allow for direct ship measurements. In this section,
I will use recent and historic hydrographic data, including ship-based and seal-tag
CTD data as well as oxygen isotopes, to perform a more detailed analysis of the
ISW observed in the Filchner Trough. Amongst the remaining questions is the
one about the source region of the ISW water found in the Filchner Trough. The
concept of the Gade line gives information about the salinity of the source water
mass of ISW and, hence, its formation region (see section 2.1.5). Figure 3.14 shows
a θS diagram of CTD data from PS82 and PS96 together with mooring data from
M31.5W , whose lower instrument was surrounded by ISW all year around. The
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ISW water properties are very similar throughout all data sets and the majority
of the data lie on the Gade line with a source salinity of 34.67. This indicates that
HSSW formed on the Berkner Bank is the source water mass for most of the ISW
filling the trough. The mooring data shows no large deviations from the Gade
line throughout the year. Close to the surface freezing point line data from both
cruises shows deviation from the Gade line toward higher salinities, which implies
the direct influence of HSSW. It was discussed earlier that HSSW is found at the
bottom of the Filchner Trough.
Furthermore, I added data from a CTD profile taken through a hot-water
drilled hole southwest of Berkner Island (Site 5) recorded in 1995 (Nicholls et al.,
2001). the CTD-profile shows a two layer system with the upper layer laying on
the same Gade line as our data and a lower layer with higher source salinities
around 34.75, indicating a source in front of Ronne Ice Shelf. This implies that
the majority of ISW present in the Filchner Trough during our two expeditions
is related to the upper layer at Site 5. However, there are a few profiles obtained
during PS82, which hint toward ISW with higher source salinities. One profile
in particular (#103, dark grey in Figure 3.14) shows bottom values that lie on
the same Gade line as the lower layer at Site 5. This profile is from our most
southern section in the centre of the basin, where an ISW plume is found below
1000m depth (see Figure 3.2, station 103). Geostrophic velocity estimates (not
shown) suggest a southward flow of this core, which would be consistent with
a cyclonic bottom circulation described by others (Carmack and Foster , 1975;
Darelius et al., 2014a).
As the hydrographic sections show, the whole Filchner Trough is filled with
ISW, however, extra cold lenses are found over the eastern slope. This is in
agreement with Darelius et al. (2014a) who showed the existence of a cold ISW
plume flowing north over the eastern flank, which prior had thought to be located
mainly along the western side of the trough. Oxygen isotope measurements from
PS96 show lower values associated with these cold lenses in the sections at 76◦S
and 75◦S (see Figure 3.15 a) and b) respectively), suggesting that they contain
’purer’ ISW than the surrounding water, since glacial ice is strongly depleted in
δ18O. This hints toward a more direct pathway from the cavity of these plumes,
where less mixing with surrounding waters occurs. Darelius and Salle´e (2018)
suggest a persistent outflow of ISW at the eastern side of the FIS front. Generally,
the whole ISW layer is governed by much lower values, than other water masses
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Figure 3.15: Potential temperature section from PS96 at a) 75◦S and b) 76◦S
with δ18O data as scattered dots. Thin white contours represent potential density
referenced to surface pressure in 0.05 kgm−3 intervals and the thin dashed black
lines indicates the surface freezing point temperature to mark the Ice Shelf Water
(ISW) boundary. The hydrographic stations used are marked by small triangles
and the associated station numbers.
present in the region, demonstrating how suitable δ18O is to trace ISW.
Furthermore, the isotope data show increased values in the bottom layer for
densities higher than 29.7 kgm−3, which further expresses the direct influence of
HSSW, likely formed on the Berkner Bank, in the trough. This signal is especially
strong at the 75◦S section; CTD data presented above suggested that some HSSW
flows directly from the bank toward the sill being only slightly mixed with the
surrounding ISW. HSSW found in the deep trough is likely trapped there and is
part of the cyclonic bottom circulation proposed by Carmack and Foster (1975).
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Figure 3.16: a) Profiles of potential temperature θ and b) δ18O from two RV
Polarstern cruises ANT XII/3 (dashed lines) and PS96 (solid lines) with the po-
sitions shown in the map (bathymetry contours in 500m intervals) c) θS diagram
of the same stations as a) and b) except for the grey dots, which are from a CTD
profile through a bore hole south west of Berkner Island in 1995. Thick black
dashed lines (a,c) indicate the surface freezing point temperature and thin grey
lines in c) are Gade lines with a source salinity of 34.68 and 34.78. Thin black
dotted lines in c) represent potential density referenced to surface pressure.
δ18O measurements are costly and are not a standard oceanographic tool.
Grosfeld et al. (2001) recorded a hydrographic section, including δ18O measure-
ments, along the edge of a fast ice field in front of the Filchner Ice Shelf front
in 1995. As, unfortunately, no δ18O data are available for PS82, where stations
south of 76◦S have been profiled, we compare the PS96 data to the 1995 data.
Both campaigns obtained samples along 75◦S and the δ18O profiles compare well
(see Figure 3.16). Thus, I think it is justifiable to compare both data sets despite
the time difference.
In 1995, values below −0.75o/oo where found for the coldest ISW core (<
−2.2◦C), located at the western slope of the trough between 600 − 800m depth
(see Figure 3.16a and b, blue dashed line). The three southern profiles from
1995 (dashed lines) exhibit a two layer structure, with lower temperatures and
decreased δ18O values below 500m, being most pronounced the further west the
profile is located. The θS diagram reveals that the lowest temperatures represent
ISW with source salinities above 34.75, hence originating off Ronne Ice Shelf and
furthermore having similar properties as the lower layer at Site 5. The interface
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depth in the profiles coincides with the approximate ice shelf draft of the Filchner
Ice Shelf front (Bedmap2,Fretwell et al. (2013)) and, thus, hints to a direct outflow
of ISW at this location. This is consistent with mooring observations from Dare-
lius and Salle´e (2018), who found a seasonal (summer) outflow of Ronne sourced
ISW at this position.
The eastern profile reveals a cold core below 1000m, which shows isopycnal
interleaving in the θS diagram toward higher source salinities as found further
west, however, the δ18O values are not as low. The profile was recorded close to the
position of station #103 during PS82, where, similarly, a core was observed below
1000m revealing traces of higher source salinities (see Figure 3.2g). I suggest
that this core is part of the cyclonic bottom circulation of the trough. Little
is known about the pathways of the seasonal cold outflow within the trough. I
hypothesise, that the ISW flows north along the western flank, while it is modified
by mixing with HSSW flowing down the slope of Berkner Bank, becoming part of
the cyclonic bottom circulation. In the θS diagram the data lie on a straight line
between the cold ISW observed in the west and the HSSW formed on Berkner
Bank, indicating direct mixing.
No traces of the Ronne sourced ISW are found at 76◦S or anywhere along
the eastern flank of the trough, supporting the just proposed circulation. Unfor-
tunately, no data is available from the western slope of the trough, due to the
impenetrable ice cover all year around. Again, the seal data is of use, as the same
seal introduced earlier also recorded profiles on the western flank of the trough
just east of A23-A (Figure 3.17). All three profiles at 76◦S were obtained within a
time frame of 24 hrs, hence presenting a near synoptical picture (29th/30st June
2014). ISW is found between 300m and 500m depth with two profiles clearly
exceeding −2◦C and the coldest core being found just below 300m. The profile
further to the north (21st July 2014) only shows a small trace of ISW at this depth,
being consistent with our hydrographic section at 75◦S showing ISW fading out
toward the west (Figure 3.2c). All profiles show increasing temperatures at the
bottom associated with an increase in salt, manifesting the presence of HSSW
along the western flank during winter. Furthermore, the two profiles upslope of
the 500m isobath show almost uniform high salinity throughout the whole water
column, indicating active winter convection. As shown in Figure 2.3 salinity data
from seal-tags have bias toward higher salinity, therefore the absolute values in
Figure 3.17 are likely too high, in particular at the green profile. However, the
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Figure 3.17: In-situ temperature a) and salinity b) profiles (6 hrs mean) from a
CTD-tagged Weddell seal (f04) in austral winter 2014 at the western flank of the
Filchner Trough. The iceberg A23-A is shown in grey on the map inlay.
validation with mooring data showed that the vertical structure of the profiles is
reliable.
3.5 Discussion
The Filchner Trough is an eminent bathymetric feature in the southern Weddell
Sea and its role is twofold: by interacting with the ASC it steers warm water of
circumpolar origin south toward the FRIS. However, it is much longer known to
play a major part in the deep water formation by providing a pathway for the
dense ISW into the deep ocean. The hydrographic data presented here integrate
into the general understanding of the regional hydrography (Carmack and Foster ,
1975; Foldvik , 2004; Darelius et al., 2014a), which is, however, patched together
from various observation programs over a long time span. Beyond this, the data
give additional insight.
Consecutive sections from north to south along the eastern flank of the trough
provide an overview of the summer hydrography. MWDW enters the trough at
the sill where it is hugging the outflowing ISW, creating strong horizontal density
gradients. Toward the south, the ISW layer thickens and extends onto the shelf
east of the trough, hence blocking a warm inflow along the bottom at this time
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and pushing it further onto the shallower shelf, away from the eastern slope of the
trough. Only the lightest MWDW is found at 76◦S at the beginning of summer.
The comparison to a cross-shelf temperature section (3.4) shows, that the warmest
WDW off-shelf is located at the continental slope below the 27.8 kgm−3 isopyc-
nal, which is found at roughly 1000m depth just east of the Filchner Trough and
therefore below the sill depth. Furthermore, ISW exiting the trough has the same
or higher density; hence, it would block the warmest WDW from penetrating the
continental shelf, if it were shallow enough. The presented mooring data from
76◦S sheds light into the seasonal evolution of this warm southward flow, which
will be discussed in the following.
3
In this study, I confirm the seasonal inflow of MWDW towards the Filchner
Ice Shelf front as suggested by Foldvik et al. (1985b), A˚rthun et al. (2012) and
Darelius et al. (2016). Several studies have pointed out the connection between
the warm inflow and a seasonal heaving of the isopycnals at the shelf break,
enabling MWDW access to the continental shelf (A˚rthun et al., 2012; Darelius
et al., 2016). I show that the seasonal warming at 76◦S can be linked to the
temperature evolution at the shelf break.
Whether the MWDW can enter the shelf or not, is not solely controlled by
the position of the thermocline at the continental slope but also depends on the
water mass density on the Eastern Shelf itself. I show that the seasonal presence
of ISW on the Eastern Shelf and the development of a deep, weakly stratified
water column in winter cause significant changes in the shelf density structure.
Based on results from idealized modelling, Daae et al. (2017) suggest, that the
southward transport of MWDW is increased for denser outflowing ISW and a
higher shelf salinity. The denser water exported from the continental shelf lifts
the shelf break isopycnals and connects the warmer WDW over the slope with the
shelf, forming a v-shaped front (Stewart and Thompson, 2016). Temperatures at
the shelf break start increasing at the end of winter, however northward-flowing
ISW appears along the bottom at M31W during this time, which will not allow
a MWDW inflow at the bottom and no warming is observed yet at the upper
3The following part of the discussion is part of a publication in the Journal of Geophysical
Research with the title Seasonal cycle of hydrography on the eastern shelf of the Filchner Trough,
Weddell Sea, Antarctica (Ryan et al., 2017).
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instrument. We do observe a denser shelf at the beginning of Phase 1 in 2015
(S = 34.47) and an earlier warming at the upper instrument compared to the
previous year (S = 34.43), which would agree with results of Daae et al. (2017)
and Stewart and Thompson (2016). For comparison, salinities in 2013 when the
inflow started even earlier and reached the ice front were at 34.43, while they were
about 0.05 lower in 2011 (Darelius et al., 2016), where the MWDW did not reach
the ice front (A˚rthun et al., 2013), however, no information is available about the
start of the inflow. Observations from the sill (Darelius et al., 2014b) show that
in general the density of the outflowing ISW is largest from February until June,
which is consistent with the observed inflow period. The results of Daae et al.
(2017) focus on the Filchner Trough rather than on the Eastern Shelf which is
over 100m shallower and is likely governed by different dynamics.
While the isotherms keep shoaling at the shelf break (and temperatures in-
crease) during Phase 4, the density at the upper instrument decreases gradually
until at some point the warming at the upper sensor, hence Phase 1, starts. Only
when the ISW retreats in March, does slightly denser and warmer MWDW from
greater depth enter the shelf along the bottom. This seasonal change in the ISW
layer over the eastern flank of the trough seems to play a considerable role in con-
trolling the warm inflow, next to the seasonal heaving of the shelf break isotherms,
even though the forcing is not yet understood.
The interplay between these two factors can drive some of the observed interan-
nual variability of the onset and the strength of the warm inflow in addition to
the shelf salinity as discussed above. Weak easterly wind stress at the end of 2012
caused less suppression of the isotherms at the shelf break, allowing an early inflow
in 2013 (see Figure 3.10, Darelius et al. (2016)). It was suggested that strong wind
events with a southward component set up a strong barotropic coastal current,
which transported the MWDW on the shelf further south, where it was observed
in the vicinity of the Filchner Ice Shelf front in April in that year (Darelius et al.,
2016). Their time series at M775 concurs with our defined phases, which shows
that our definition is representative of the hydrography on the Eastern Shelf.
We have discussed the important role of the isotherm depth at the shelf break,
which is influenced by the wind stress curl in the region. Additionally, sea ice
can influence the position of the ASF by changing the momentum transfer of the
wind stress on the ocean (Andreas et al., 2010) and the TS-properties in the upper
layer. In 2013 the sea ice concentration was exceptionally low, when the strong
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warm inflow occurred (Darelius et al., 2016). These observations are consistent
with the results of Daae et al. (2017), who suggest that a fresh surface layer in
summer leads to a shallow eddy overturning cell that causes a relaxation of the
thermocline. Hence, in a year with strong sea ice melt like 2013, a thicker fresh
surface layer would develop and cause a stronger lift of the isotherms, leading to
the exceptional warm inflow and vice versa. As shown in Figure 3.6, the minimum
sea ice concentration during the deployment of our moorings was higher than the
16-year mean and was reached about two to four weeks earlier. The mean sea ice
concentration of 2013 was plotted as a reference. If the Daae et al. (2017) theory
is correct, it would mean than in 2014 and 2015 the inflow was weaker/cooler than
the average.
It was found that at 76◦S the southward flow of MWDW occurs over the
shallow shelf, rather than along the slope of the Filchner Trough as the warm
signal appears at M31W with a delay of several days compared to M30.5W .
I show that the termination of the inflow is followed by a sudden shift from
southwestward to westward/northward flow, which I observed at 76◦S and 77◦S
in June/July (Onset of Phase 3). The fact that there is a distinct current shift
from inflow to north-/northwestward flow observed also at M775, suggests that a
change in circulation occurs along the whole eastern flank of the Filchner Trough
and the Eastern Shelf during Phase 3 and 4.
The densities on the shelf hint to a weakly stratified water column during
winter, which agrees with modelled (Petty et al., 2014) and observed (A˚rthun
et al., 2013) deep mixed layers on the Eastern Shelf. My results suggest that
changes in the shelf hydrography might set up a different circulation in winter,
preventing a continuous southward flow along the eastern flank of the trough.
These observations disprove the suggestions of A˚rthun et al. (2012) of a permanent
inflow along the shelf, whose properties depend on the position of the isotherms
at the shelf break.
The doming of the ISW layer in the Filchner Trough, as seen in Figure 3.10,
creates large horizontal density gradients over the eastern flank, driving a strong
baroclinic flow. In winter the ISW layer interface deepens and the upper wa-
ter column becomes less stratified, hence the horizontal density gradient would
weaken significantly and the baroclinic current decline. It is then, that a N-S
density gradient could be able to set up a westward flow. During Phase 4, when
the ISW layer is thickest and penetrates the shelf the associated northward flow
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dominates over the westward flow. If, however, the ISW layer only reaches M31W
intermittently, the westward flow remains.
The water flowing westward must be replenished from the east. M30.5W shows
a much more sluggish flow at the bottom in winter, suggesting that the westward
flow is not as persistent over the whole shelf as seen at M31W . One possibility
would be that a stronger coastal current in winter compensates for the westward
flow, and indeed observations along the Brunt Ice Shelf (Figure 3.8) in 2003 show a
tendency for stronger flow during winter. Another possibility is a weak southward
flow over the whole shelf, east of our moorings as compensation. Carmack and
Foster (1975) suggest a southward baroclinic flow -based on summer data- across
the whole Eastern Shelf from the dynamic topography of the 50/300 dbar surface.
Darelius et al. (2014a) show velocity sections obtained with the lowered Acous-
tic Doppler Current Profiler crossing the eastern slope of the trough at 76◦S and
77◦S. They confirm a southward flow over the shallow Eastern Shelf, extending
over the whole water column. Adjacent to it they observe northward flow over
the eastern slope of the trough, which has a velocity maximum within the ISW
layer. If this pattern moved seasonally up and down the slope it could cause the
observed change in current direction and maybe produce a westward flow in the
transition zone. However, it is questionable if in that case the flow would be as
persistent as observed. Furthermore, a westward flow would likely turn northward
once it reaches the sloping bathymetry of the trough, driven by the conservation
of potential vorticity.
The most severe limitation to our our data set is the vertical resolution. With
only two instruments recording temperature and salinity and only one current
meter at the bottom, our interpretation of measurements is limited to a compar-
atively coarse-scale view. Specifically, we have no information about the vertical
shear in the water column, which would be particularly interesting during Phase
1, when MWDW is observed above the northward flowing ISW. In general only
sparse data are available for the eastern shelf.
The mooring time series from different locations which have been used addi-
tionally do not overlap in time with our measurements but still remain useful to
help to set my data in the broader context of this complex system. My results
show that 76◦S is a good location to monitor the warm inflow, which seems to
reach this location every year, while only under favorable conditions it can pene-
trate further south. Furthermore, the mooring above the eastern slope (M31.5W ),
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shows the permanent presence of ISW. Changes towards the future projections
of Hellmer et al. (2012) and Hellmer et al. (2017), where MWDW fills the whole
Filchner Trough and flows underneath the Filchner Ice Shelf, causing dramati-
cally increased basal melt, will be detected at this location. Whether or not the
MWDW observed at 76◦S reaches the ice front, can only be assumed from the
time it appears at this location. As shown in Figure 3.10 the MWDW arrived at
76◦S earlier in 2013 than the following years. In general, I believe that exceptional
forcing (Darelius et al. (2016)) is needed to transport the MWDW towards the
ice front before it is eroded from above in winter.
4
There are several reasons why 76◦S is a good location to monitor the southward
flow of MWDW:
• The mooring observations suggest that MWDW reaches this latitude every
year. With the knowledge gained in this study and the work of (Darelius
et al., 2016) one can conclude from the timing and the strength of the warm
pulse observed at 76◦S, whether this water is favoured to reach the ice shelf
front or not. Too little is known about the cross-ice shelf front processes in
order to say whether it can directly enter the cavity if it would reach this
far south.
• The continental shelf becomes narrower at this location. It was shown, that
there are indications for MWDW to enter the shallower shelf directly, east of
the Filchner trough. Independent of the pathways, all MWDW that possibly
enters the continental shelf at different locations would likely be merged into
one plume at this point. This allows an easier estimation of the southward
heat transport in the future. Due to the low vertical resolution of the moor-
ing data, heat budget calculations have not been performed in this study.
However, the moorings have been redeployed with three additional temper-
ature sensors between the upper and lower instruments at each mooring,
which will make it possible to analyse heat transport on the Eastern Shelf.
• Furthermore, it was shown that the ISW layer thickens toward the south and
also extends onto the Eastern Shelf in winter, where it persists throughout
most of the summer. A seasonal change of the thickness or a shift of the
4The part of publication Ryan et al. (2017) finished here.
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interface has been proposed, which is studied in more detail and further
supported by Darelius and Salle´e (2018). The mooring array at 76◦S would
capture changes, such as a recession or a change in density of the ISW layer,
which likely allow a stronger warm inflow. As proposed by modelling studies
(Hellmer et al., 2012, 2017), such a development is possible due to reduced
sea ice production on the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf and, hence,
less HSSW production in the light of the predicted climate change.
So far, there are no indications for a significant lightening of the ISW in the Filch-
ner Trough. Nevertheless, many questions remain to be answered, particularly
about the flow across the ice shelf front and the pathways of the ISW within the
trough. While a northward flow of ISW over the eastern slope of the trough is
meanwhile an accepted feature, it is unclear whether there is also a northward
flow over the western slope or not,although its existence used to be commonly be-
lieved (Foldvik and Gammelsrød , 1988; Foldvik et al., 2001; Nicholls et al., 2001)
before the findings of (Darelius et al., 2014a). The first recorded time series in the
vicinity of the western FIS front, presented by Darelius and Salle´e (2018), reveals
a seasonal outflow of ISW of Ronne origin in the late summer. No traces of this
water, however, are found in the northward flow in the east and while no data is
available on the western side, due to the thick sea ice cover.
Three seal profiles, presented in this thesis, do show ISW at the western side
(in winter), below 300m depth and, furthermore, they show the presence of HSSW
at the bottom. It is generally thought, that HSSW formed on Berkner Bank enters
the trough along its western slope, however, this is only based on a few recent
direct observations. Nøst and Østerhus (1998) show that the grounding of three
tabular icebergs on the Berkner Shelf in 1987/1988 has blocked the direct drainage
of HSSW into the Filchner Trough. Today, only one of the icebergs is left (A23-
A) and the seal data show that HSSW is able to enter the trough again. By a
direct comparison to mooring data, it was shown that the seal salinity data has a
large bias of O(0.1), but it was a consistent error and the profile still captured the
correct vertical distribution. Hence, even though the absolute salinity value might
be off by 0.1 − 0.15, the profiles clearly show a temperature decrease associated
with a salinity increase toward the bottom, and the properties are within the
HSSW range. This once more shows how valuable seal data can be; generally, the
oceanographic community has grown more fond of using seals in the last decade
(e.g. A˚rthun et al. (2012, 2013)).
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Profiles from different years at the eastern side of the deepest part of the trough
showed a deep ISW core below 1000 depth, which is likely part of the cyclonic
bottom circulation, hence flowing southward. The core’s properties lie on a line ,
in θS space, between the coldest ISW found on the western side of FIS and HSSW
of salinities around 34.65, indicating this deep core to be a mixture of both. Based
on these results, I hypothesise that the cold seasonal outflow in the west proceeds
north along the western flank of the trough. Once the dynamical barrier at the ice
front is crossed, there is no obvious process that would deflect the ISW core to the
east. The western ISW encounters HSSW flowing down the slope and gradually
mixes with it, becoming denser. Due to the trough’s geometry, which prevents
the dense water to cross the sill, it turns southward, to form a cyclonic bottom
circulation.
3.6 Summary
Hydrographic temperature sections along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough
were obtained during two RV Polarstern expeditions (PS82 & PS96). The data
show a doming ISW layer filling the Filchner Trough, whose thickness is increasing
from the sill (≈ 300m) toward the FIS front (≈ 1000m). A cold ISW is present
above the eastern slope of the trough south of 75◦S. At the sill, MWDW is found
above the eastern slope at the same depth as the outflowing ISW, which is being
deviated to the east once encountering the sill, due to potential vorticity conser-
vation. The observed thickening of the ISW layer toward the south, pushed the
MWDW up-slope onto the Eastern Shelf. Mooring time series of temperature,
salinity and velocity at 76◦ from 2014 to 2016 reveal a strong seasonal cycle of
hydrography on the Eastern Shelf, characterised by four phases. A distinct warm
inflow period from summer through to autumn can be described as two phases.
At the beginning, MWDW is observed at mid-depth only, while the bottom layer
is covered with ISW that extends onto the Eastern Shelf. Toward the end of
summer, this ISW layer retreats and a persistent southwestward flow governs the
bottom layer. In winter, no MWDW is found on the continental shelf and win-
ter convection creates a weakly stratified water column with temperatures being
at the surface freezing point. The seasonal inflow at 76◦S is related to the sea-
sonal heaving of the ASF along the continental shelf break, which suppresses the
off-shelf WDW below the shelf break depth during winter. An abrupt change in
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current direction towards westward flow occurs at the beginning of winter, which
is suggested to be driven by a north-south density gradient across the continental
shelf. From spring through to summer the ISW layer in the trough extends onto
Eastern Shelf, covering the bottom layer at our moorings until the warm inflow
starts again. Ship-based and seal-tag CTD data suggests that MWDW can not
only enter the continental shelf via the Filchner Trough, but also to the east of
the trough toward the end of the summer, when the ASF reaches its shallowest
point. Furthermore, the hydrographic data gave further insight into the ISW cir-
culation within the Filchner Trough, suggesting that ISW exiting the FIS cavity
at the western side proceeds further north along the western flank of the trough,
where it entrains HSSW formed on Berkner Bank in winter and becomes denser.
The sill in the north forms a barrier for this dense water, which the follows the
isobaths, ultimately forming a cyclonic bottom circulation. This circulation has
beed proposed before, however, mainly based on numerical simulations.
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4. Model performance: Weddell
Gyre circulation and ASF prop-
erties
”Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful”
George E.P. Box
The observations presented in the previous Chapter gave new insight into the
general hydrography of the Filchner Trough with particular focus on the seasonal
MWDW flow onto the continental shelf along the eastern flank of the trough.
However, it was only the first step in identifying the processes that control the
MWDW flow toward FRIS and their seasonality. As the data coverage remains
very sparse in this region, it is desirable to use numerical models to improve our
understanding.
It was shown in section 3.2.3, that the observed seasonal cycle at 76◦S is con-
nected to the ASF properties present at the shelf break. The properties of MWDW
associated with the ASF are likely derived further upstream, where WDW enter
the Weddel Gyre along its eastern boundary (Schro¨der and Fahrbach, 1999; Ryan
et al., 2016). Therefore, I believe it is necessary to model’s skill to simulate a real-
istic large scale Weddell Gyre circulation before studying the cross-shelf exchanges
in the southern Weddell Sea.
In section 2.2.2 a newly compiled high-resolution mesh was presented. In
the following, I will give an overview of the HIGH simulation with respect to
sea ice in the Weddell Sea and basal melt rates around Antarctica and under
FRIS. Thereafter, a more detailed analysis of the modelled Weddell Gyre will be
presented, with comparisons of low- and high-resolution simulations.
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4.1 Sea ice concentration and extent in the
Weddell Sea
As mentioned in section 1.4, sea ice modulates the ocean-atmosphere interaction,
such as air-sea heat fluxes and momentum exchange. As a results, it influences
the upper ocean stratification and water mass properties in the Weddell Sea. In
this section, I will briefly assess the seasonal variability of the modelled sea ice in
the Weddell Gyre and compare the results to satellite observations.
Figure 4.1 shows maps of climatological mean (1979-2010) seasonal sea ice
concentration (sic) in the Weddell Sea in run HIGH (Figure 4.1,b-e) and satel-
lite data (Figure 4.1f-i) from the NOAA/NSIC Climate data Record of Passive
Microwave Sea Ice Concentration (Zwally et al., 2002; Parkinson and Cavalieri ,
2012). Observations show that the Weddell Sea sea ice concentration and extent
(Figure 4.1a) undergo a large seasonal cycle, from being fully ice covered during
winter (JJA) and spring (SON) to strong melting in summer (DJF), where only
the southwestern corner of the Weddell Sea remains ice covered.
The minimum sea ice extent (for sic> 15%) is observed in February with a
mean area about 1.5×106 km2, which increases to maximum of roughly 7×106 km2
in September (see Figure 4.1a). The model represents the range and seasonality of
the extent well with a slight overestimation of the extent in summer, where the ice
covered area remains larger than 2× 106 km2. The differences can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.1 b) and f) where the modelled field depicts higher concentrations extending
toward the centre of the gyre, while observations shows high concentrations being
limited to the southwestern corner of the Weddell Sea.
While the modelled sea ice extent in winter agrees well with observations, sea
ice concentrations toward the eastern boundary of the gyre are higher in the model
with being over 98% everywhere, compared to observed concentrations between
85− 99%.
4.2 Basal melt rates
One strength of FESOM is the integration of ice shelf cavities. It allows the
interaction of the ocean with the ice shelf base and incorporates the resulting
modification of water masses that enter ice shelf cavities. These water masses,
such as ISW, constitute significantly to the deep and bottom water formation
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Figure 4.1: Climatological mean (1989-2010) seasonal sea ice extent (a) be-
tween 20◦E−60◦W (for sic> 15%) and concentration in the Weddell Sea for run
HIGH (b-e) and observations (f-i). Observed concentration and extent from the
NOAA/NSIDC Climate Data Record of Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration
(Zwally et al., 2002; Parkinson and Cavalieri , 2012). Sea ice extent includes areas
with a concentration above 15%. Be aware of non-linear colorbar.
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in the Weddell Sea (Foldvik et al., 1985a). Furthermore, basal melt rates play
a major role in the mass loss from the Antarctic ice sheet, by accounting for
roughly 20% (Rignot et al., 2013). It is, therefore, important to have an adequate
representation basal melt in an ocean model. This section is meant to give a short
overview of basal melt rates on a circumpolar scale and underneath FRIS.
Mesh HIGH comprises a total area of 1, 516, 568 km2 of ice shelves around
Antarctica, with a total mean basal melt of 1596Gt a−1 for the years 2000 to
2010, which corresponds to the upper end of the range, suggested by Rignot et al.
(2013) (1325±235Gt a−1 for an area of 1, 553, 978 km2). The numbers agree with
results from Timmermann et al. (2012), who obtained a circumpolar basal melting
of about 1600Gt a−1 for a total ice shelf area of 1, 510, 000 km2.
FRIS covers an area of 432114 km2 in HIGH and mean basal melt rates are
shown in Figure 4.2. The melt rates depict a strong seasonal cycle with a max-
imum in February and a minimum in October. Annual mean melt rates (2000-
2010) are 196Gt a−1, with monthly means of 149Gt a−1 and 322Gt a−1 being
found for October and February, respectively. While the summer value, and as a
result also the total annual mean value, exceed all estimates for FRIS, the winter
melt rate agrees with the results of Rignot et al. (2011) (155Gt a−1). The general
spatial pattern of melting agrees with results from Makinson et al. (2011), with
increased melting at the grounding lines and at the ice front, while refreezing is
observed in the centre of the Ronne Ice Shelf.
Figure 4.2: Modelled multi-year monthly mean (2000-2010) basal melt rates
below the Filchner Ronne Ice Shelf in February a) and October b) for run HIGH.
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Large discrepancies are found at the Filchner Ice Shelf front, possibly causing
the overestimation of summer melt rates. Here, observations by (Joughin, 2003)
and (Rignot et al., 2013) show strong refreezing along the western side of the
Filchner Trough, associated with the ISW northward flow of ISW, while the model
shows strong melting in summer across the whole front. Later results will show
that surface water can enter the ice shelf cavity at the ice shelf front in summer,
which is likely related to the smoothing of the ice shelf front in FESOM (not
shown), which is also suggested by Naughten et al. (2018). Furthermore, the used
simulations produce a spurious southward flow of MWDW along the western flank
of the Filchner Trough in summer, that enters the cavity. In winter, the modelled
melt rates are more realistic. This pattern of strong melting at the Filchner front
resembles the results of Timmermann and Goeller (2017) for an applied A1B
scenario, but may be unrealistic under present day conditions.
I conclude, that despite some shortcommings, the model is able to reproduce
plausible basal melt rates on circumpolar and the general pattern of melting below
FRIS, however, it likely overestimates summer melt rates at the FIS front.
4.3 Modelled Weddell Gyre: structure and hy-
drography
In the following, I will assess the large-scale Weddell Gyre circulation with focus
on its structure and strength in run LOW and HIGH. It will, by no means, be
a complete analysis of the gyre dynamics and can, therefore, contain speculative
comments or have purely informative character in some parts. However, I believe
that it is necessary to address the question as to how well the Weddell Gyre is
represented in the model, because it will affect the water masses reaching the
southern continental shelf.
First, the structure of the gyre is analysed by looking at modelled sea surface
height (SSH) in both simulations. Thereafter, the full-depth structure and hy-
drography along two representative sections (Prime Meridian & SR04 (WOCE))
will be investigated, with the aim to assess differenced between LOW and HIGH
and their implication on the WDW transport to the southern Weddell Sea.
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4.3.1 SSH fields
The purpose of this section is to assess the lateral structure of the modelled Wed-
dell Gyre. This is important because the Weddell Gyre decouples the Weddell Sea
from the direct influence of the ACC and, therefore, the global ocean circulation.
The properties of the water masses ultimately reaching the southern Weddell Sea
continental shelf, likely depend on the gyre’s structure and its interaction with
the ACC.
The negative wind stress curl over the gyre and the resulting surface flow diver-
gence, induce upwelling in the centre of the gyre and downwelling along the coast.
As a result the sea surface height (SSH) shows a minimum in the centre of the
gyre. Generally, the SSH field describes the geostrophic flow of the upper ocean
layer, however, a weakly stratified (compared to lower latitudes) water column
within the Weddell Gyre suggest a strong barotropic gyre component. Further-
more, SSH has been compared to vertically integrated transports, along the prime
meridian and reflects the general structure, i.e. the center and boundaries, of the
gyre throughout the model simulation (see Figure A.1).
Figure 4.3 shows annual mean modelled SSH fields from the first (1979) and
the last (2010) year of the model simulation, as well as the differences of both fields
(2010 minus 1979) for HIGH (Figure 4.3a,c,e) and LOW (Figure 4.3b,d,f). Both
simulations show a realistic gyre structure in 1979, which is the imprint from the
initialisation data. The fields show an elongated axis of the gyre, which, following
the Southwest Indian Ridge (see white contours), spans from the southwest to
the northeast, indicated by the trough in SSH (see −1.9m isoline). This trough
depicts two cores at either side; one stronger core (SSH< −1.9m) in the north-
wastern corner of the gyre (at ≈ 0◦) and one weaker core toward the Antarctic
peninsula. The latter is not distinct in LOW (Figure 4.3b), however, the −1.9
isoline indicates the the two-core structure. Generally, LOW produces a weaker
gyre and a smoother SSH field.
The gyre’s eastern boundary is located at roughly 30◦E, where the SSH-
contours divert to the south. The closed contours in Figure 4.3a,b show two
pathways from the eastern boundary to the southern Weddell Sea; one direct
path, indicated by the −1.85m contour and one elongated, that extends further
to the east, which is indicated by the −1.8m contour in HIGH and −1.75m con-
tour in LOW.
The initial modelled structure, including the two cores, agrees with observa-
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(a) HIGH 1979 (b) LOW 1979
(c) HIGH 2010 (d) LOW 2010
(e) HIGH 2010-1979 (f) LOW 2010-1979
Figure 4.3: Modelled annual mean sea surface height (SSH) over the Weddell
Gyre in 1979 (top) and 2010 (middle) and the difference year 2010 minus year
1979 (bottom) in run HIGH (left) and LOW (right).
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tions (dynamics topography, Orsi et al. (1993)) and model results (barotropic
streamfunction, Beckmann et al. (1999)), which indicates that the SSH field is
a reasonable proxy for the structure of the Weddell Gyre. The two described
pathways at the eastern boundary are consistent with results from Gouretski and
Danilov (1993), Schro¨der and Fahrbach (1999) and Ryan et al. (2016), who sug-
gest a shorter, eddy-driven and a longer, advective (mean-flow) pathway, along
which CDW is transported into the gyre and ultimately. The structure and vari-
ability of these pathways will, ultimately, determine the properties of WDW in
the Weddell Gyre.
Figure 4.3c shows the mean SSH field in the last year (2010) of HIGH and
Figure 4.3e shows the difference of both years. The SSH field suggests, that the
gyre has undergone strong structural changes. While, generally, lower SSH values
(< −2m) are found, most pronounced differences are found in the northwestern
corner, where the stronger core was present in 1979. The two-core structure and
the associated trough are not maintained. Instead a stronger cell has formed,
extending further east along the coast to almost 60◦E.
Run LOW (Figure 4.3d,f) depicts similar changes than HIGH, with the van-
ishing of the northeastern core and an eastward extension of the gyre along the
coast. The center of the gyre (SSH< −1.95m) has moved to the northwestern cor-
ner. The observed changes in LOW and HIGH are also reflected in the modelled
temperature field at 350m depth (Figure A.2).
In order to investigate the hydrographic structure of the gyre, two represen-
tative sections have been chosen. The first section is placed along the prime
meridian, a former WOCE section (SR6). It should capture the possible changes
of hydrography and circulation in the eastern part of the gyre, suggested by the
SSH fields. The second section, spanning from Kapp Norvegia to the tip of the
Antarctic Peninsula (former WOCE section SR04), will give further insight into
the hydrography within the Weddell Sea and the properties upstream of FRIS.
4.3.2 Transport and hydrography along the
Prime Meridian
In this section, I will investigate the modelled circulation and hydrography at the
prime meridian, which captures the southern branch of the Weddell Gyre, that
carries the inflowing water masses.
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Barotropic transport
Figure 4.4 shows the cumulative, vertically integrated eastward transport along
the prime meridian from all model years for HIGH (Figure 4.4a) and LOW (Fig-
ure 4.4b). At the beginning of the simulation (1979), both LOW and HIGH
depict a westward boundary current at the continental slope with a transport af
about 20 Sv. To the north oft, up to about 66◦S, a weak flow is found, which can
be associated with the presence of Maud Rise (see bathymetry shown in grey in
Figure 4.4d-g). Between 64◦S and 60◦S, the cumulative transport decreases (in-
creasing westward transport) further by about 18 Sv in LOW and 30 Sv in HIGH.
Thereafter, a strong increase depicts the northward, eastward flowing branch of
the Weddell Gyre, which is located over the southern flank of the Southwest In-
dian Ridge. The zero-crossing of the cumulative transport marks the northern
boundary of the gyre, hence the further increase of the transport to the north
describes the eastward transport within the ACC. These transports produced by
the initialisation field suggest that the flow along the prime meridian is strongly
influence by the topography.
The structural changes of the Weddell Gyre throughout the simulation, as
suggest by the SSH fields (Figure 4.3), are also found in the cumulative transports.
The above described initial structure changes gradually until 2000, while it is
more or less constant from then onward. LOW shows a decrease in the boundary
current transport from about 20 Sv to 15 Sv and the interior westward transport
vanishes (no further increase in cumulative transport). This goes along with
a southward shift of the gyre’s northern boundary (zero-crossing) of about 5◦
latitude (> 500 km), which is in agreement with the changes observed in the
modelled SSH field (see position of −1.75m contour in Figure 4.3).
Although the general gyre structure, i.e. the northern boundary, is maintained
in HIGH, the interior circulation also undergoes changes throughout the spin-up
period (1979-2000). Two main features are: First, the boundary current transport
almost doubles its transport (from roughly 20 Sv to 38 Sv) and becomes broader.
Second, the interior westward transport, as in LOW, decreases to almost zero.
The maximum cumulative transport along the section, serves as an estimate
of the gyre strength at this location and is shown as a time series of monthly
values for HIGH and LOW in Figure 4.5. Both simulations show a decreasing
gyre strength throughout the first 15 years, where the mean strength in HIGH
decreases from about 50 Sv to 30 Sv and LOW from 40 Sv to 20 Sv. Thereafter, the
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Figure 4.4: a) Bathymetry of the Weddell-Enderby basin with the prime merid-
ian marked in red. Annual mean, cumulative vertically integrated transport over
the section for b) HIGH and c) LOW; Initialisation potential temperature field
interpolated on the model grid for d) HIGH and e) LOW; Mean potential tem-
perature (2000-2010) for f) HIGH and g) LOW. For d)-g), white isolines denote
potential temperature in 0.5◦C steps and black, dashed lines potential density in
0.05 kgm−3 intervals.
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Figure 4.5: Time series of monthly mean values of the maximum cumulative
westward transport (see Figure 4.4a,b) at the prime meridian for HIGH (left) and
LOW (right). The red line represents the low-pass filtered time series with a cut-
off period of 5 years. The grey shading marks the considered time period for the
spin-up of the model.
transport in HIGH increases again slightly to about 38 Sv and remains constant
around this value from 2000 onward. In LOW the transport further decreases after
1995 by 5 Sv and stays around 15 Sv. The mean seasonal variability in transport
in HIGH comprises a range of about 30 Sv compared to about 20 Sv in LOW.
The full depth transport across the prime meridian has been estimated, based
on observations, 56 Sv by Klatt et al. (2005) and 61 Sv by Schro¨der and Fahrbach
(1999). These estimated lie at the upper range of the transport in HIGH, while
LOW clearly lies below.
Hydrography
Figure 4.4 shows potential temperature along the prime meridian from the initial-
isation field (1979) for HIGH (d) and LOW (e). As mentioned earlier, the Weddell
Gyre is characterised by doming isopycnals, due to the negative wind stress curl
over the region. This feature is well represented in the initialisation field. Further-
more, a warm temperature core (θ > 0.5◦C) south of 60 ◦S represents the southern
branch of the Weddell Gyre, where CDW (later WDW) is injected into the gyre
(Schro¨der and Fahrbach, 1999; Ryan et al., 2016). Lower temperatures to the
north, associated with eastward flow, resemble the ’cold regime’, which describes
the, in the gyre recirculated, WDW (Schro¨der and Fahrbach, 1999).
Above the Southwest Indian Ridge, an oceanic front, called Southern Boundary
(Orsi et al., 1995), marks the transition from polar to subpolar water, marked by
the southward extent of the CDW (θ > 1.5◦C). This front coincides with the peak
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of the mid-ocean ridge.
Figure 4.4f,g show the potential temperature field from 2000-2010 for HIGH
and LOW. The temporal changes of the gyre structure, seen in SSH and transport,
are also manifested in the hydrography.The characteristic doming structure of the
isopycnals does not exist any more after the spin-up time and both runs show
shoaling isopynals (see 27.8 kgm−3 isopycnal) up to roughly 67◦S across the mid-
ocean ridge. This is coherent with this observed decreased of westward transport
(Figure 4.4b,c).
In HIGH a strong front over the Southwest Indian Ridge persists, indicated by
the 0.5◦C isotherm, which forms a northern boundary of the gyre. In LOW warm
water with temperatures above 0.5◦C continuously upwells toward the south.
These differences are likely caused by the differences in model resolution, which
affects the ocean processes (no mesoscale activity resolved in LOW) but also
bathymetry, which is much smoother in LOW. It was shown in several studies
that the fronts in the Southern Ocean, hence also the northern boundary of the
Weddell Gyre, are strongly steered by topography (Gille, 1994; Orsi et al., 1995).
These results show suggest that the eastern part of the Weddell Gyre is a
complex region that needs to be improved in the model in the future, as the
structure will affect the hydrography in the gyre significantly. To which degree
these changes affect the WDW properties further downstream, will be investigated
at a later point after taking a closer look at the structure and hydrography in the
western part of the gyre.
4.3.3 Transport and hydrography across the Weddell Sea
basin
It was shown that the eastern part of the Weddell Gyre undergoes substantial
changes in the model, in both, LOW and HIGH. In this section, I will investigate
the evolution in the western part of the gyre. SSH fields (Figure 4.3) suggested
that a strong gyre persists in the Weddell Sea. For the analysis section SR04
(WOCE) is chosen, which crosses the Weddell Sea basin from Kapp Norvegia to
the tip of the Antarctic peninsula.
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Barotropic transport
The cumulative vertically integrated transport across SR04 is shown in Figure 4.6b,c.
In both simulations, the overall structure of the gyre does not change, meaning
that boundary currents are found on either side of the basin and the cumulative
transport maximum is located at about 43◦W. However, a strong adjustment is
also found during the spin-up time. In HIGH, the boundary current has, similar
to the prime meridian, strengthened significantly by the end of the spin-up time
(from about 15 Sv to 25 Sv), although almost non-existent in between (around
1990). In contrast, the boundary current weakened continuously in LOW, as
found already at the prime meridian.
The maximum of the cumulative transport is shown as time series in Figure 4.7
for HIGH and LOW. Similar to the prime meridian, the gyre strength decreases
throughout the spin-up period until 1995 in both simulations, with a small ex-
ception in HIGH where a short increase is found around 1983. The transport
decreases by about 10 Sv from 30 Sv to 20 Sv in HIGH and LOW. In contrast
to the prime meridian (Figure 4.5), where the mean gyre strength in HIGH re-
mained more or less constant at 38 Sv after the spin-up period, the decrease at
SR04 is followed by a steady increase to a mean transport of about 38 Sv at the
end of the simulation (2010). Although the gyre strength at the prime meridian
was roughly 20 Sv higher than at SR04 in 1979, both sections exhibit almost the
same strength in 2010, which is likely attributed to the observed adjustments in
the gyre. In LOW, only a slight increase of transport (≈ 2 Sv) is found from 2000
onward. Here, the transport is about 5 Sv higher at SR04 compared to the prime
meridian, but is generally small.
Hydrography
The hydrography at SR04 in the initial field (Figure 4.6d,f) is characterised by
WDW layer (θ > 0◦) spanning across the whole Weddell basin. On either side
a core with temperatures above 0.5◦C is found. On the eastern side, WDW is
transported southward and recirculates to the north along the western side and
cools on its way due to mixing with shelf waters, which is why the warm core is
smaller in the west.
After the spin-up period this warm core is not present any more in HIGH,
which agrees with the upstream hydrography at the prime meridian (Figure 4.4d).
The WDW layer, indicated by the 0◦C isotherm, shows only very little changes in
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Figure 4.6: a) Bathymetry of the Weddell-Enderby basin with section SR04
marked in red. Annual mean, cumulative vertically integrated transport normal
to section SR04 for b) HIGH and c) LOW ; Initialisation potential temperature
field interpolated on the model grid for d) HIGH and e) LOW ; Mean potential
temperature (2000-2010) for f) HIGH and g) LOW . For d)-g), white isolines
denote potential temperature in 0.5◦C steps and black, dashed lines potential
density in 0.05 kgm−3 intervals.
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Figure 4.7: Time series of monthly mean values of the maximum cumulative
westward transport (see Figure 4.6a,b) at the prime meridian for HIGH (left) and
LOW (right). The red line represents the low-pass filtered time series with a cut-
off period of 5 years. The grey shading marks the considered time period for the
spin-up of the model.
temperature, however, the upper part of the layer has freshened, particularly on
the eastern side, which can be seen by the position of the 27.8 kg m−3 isopycnal.
This freshening, was also present at the prime meridian, which suggests that the
changes along the eastern boundary have led to property changes of the WDW
being transported along the continental slope.
In LOW, the WDW layer over the eastern continental slope (east of 20◦E) has
been eroded and a very weak ASF is found, which again can be traced back to the
changes found at the prime meridian. Ryan et al. (2016) have indicated that the
eastern boundary is crucial for setting the properties of WDW entering the gyre.
Interestingly, the 0◦C layer in HIGH undergoes similar changes during the spin-up
period, but re-establishes toward the end of the 1990s and persists throughout the
last 10 years of the simulation. The warmest core (θ > 0.5◦C), however, does not
reappear.
4.3.4 Seasonality of the ASC and Drivers
In the following, I will the investigate the seasonality of the modelled ASF current
across SR04 and compare it to the mean seasonality of possible forcing mecha-
nisms. For this analysis only results from HIGH will be used as no realistic ASF
is produced in LOW. Generally, the current acts as a dynamical barrier along the
continental shelf, hence, its seasonality can influence the on-shelf flow of MWDW
but also the water mass formation on the shelf.
The boundary part (representing the ASC) has been derived as the maximum
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Figure 4.8: Time series of interior and boundary contributions to the maximum
cumulative transport normal to section SR04, with the separation at 17.5◦W (see
black dashed line in Figure 4.9a). The grey shading marks the considered spin-up
time period of the model.
of the cumulative southward transport from Kapp Norvegia to 17.5◦W (see Fig-
ure 4.9a, black dashed line). This boundary flow has been subtracted from the
maximum of the cumulative southward transport across the whole section (i.e. the
gyre strength presented in Figure 4.7), to obtain the interior southward transport.
Figure 4.8 shows the transport time series of both components. Again, the strong
adjustment of the gyre is visible during the spin-up period (1979-2000). Between
2000 and 2010, the ASC transport is in the mean almost double as large as the
interior (−19.9 Sv vs. −11.5 Sv). Both components show a mean increase, which
is in agreement with the increase in the total gyre strength shown in Figure 4.7.
Generally, the ASC transport shows a larger variability with a standard deviation
of 7.2 Sv compared to 3.8 Sv in the interior over the 10-year period (2000-2010).
Figure 4.9a shows temperature along the eastern part of section SR04. Ad-
ditionally, the velocity normal to the section is shown as white, dashed contours
and potential density as grey contours. The mean seasonal velocity in the upper
right red rectangle will represent the strength of the slope current and is shown in
Figure 4.9b. The mean ocean surface stress (model output) curl over the Weddell
Gyre (60◦W-40◦E,55 − 75◦S) is shown in Figure 4.9c. It was previously sug-
gested, that the local zonal wind component, and the associated on-shore Ekman
transport may explain a larger amount of the ASC variability together with the
buoyancy forcing. Nu´n˜ez-Riboni and Fahrbach (2009). The zonal wind component
(model forcing) has been averaged between 5−15◦W and 70−72◦W and is shown
in Figure 4.9d. As a measure of the buoyancy forcing, the multi-year (2000-2010)
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Figure 4.9: a) Modelled mean (2000-2010) temperature of the upper 2500m
along the eastern part of section SR04. White, dashed contours denote nega-
tive (southward) velocities, normal to the section in 2 cm s−1 intervals and grey
contours represent potential density referenced to surface pressure in 0.05 kgm−3
intervals. The black dashed line marks the boundary chosen to separate boundary
(east of 17.5◦W) and interior (west of 17.5◦W) southward flow as shown in Fig-
ure 4.8. Mean seasonal cycle (2000-2010) of b) the normal velocity, averaged over
the boundary current (east of 17.5◦W), c) the large scale curl of the model surface
stress (40◦E - 60◦W, 55 − 75◦S), d) the local zonal wind component (5 − 15◦W,
70− 72◦S) and d) averaged density difference between box 1 and box 2 (see panel
a). The grey shading in b)-e) represents the estimated standard error of the mean
(see Eqn.4.1).
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monthly mean density difference between the interior (25−30◦W) and the coastal
region (12.5− 16◦W) in the upper 1000m (see Figure 4.9a, red rectangles) is cal-
culated and shown in Figure 4.9e. For each component the standard error of the
mean σm is estimated for each monthly average from the standard deviation σ
σm =
σ√
N − 1 (4.1)
where N represents the total number of data points and N − 1 represents the
”effective number of degrees of freedom”.
The ASC shows a maximum strength in May (≈ 6.2 cm s−1) and a minimum
in December (≈ 3 cm s−1), which is in agreement with the results of Nu´n˜ez-
Riboni and Fahrbach (2009), who observe maximum barotropic velocities between
−6 cm s−1 and −9 cm s−1 at two moorings at the prime meridian. Also the timing
agrees with their observations. The modelled surface stress depicts a maximum
in August (≈ 11 · 10−8Nm−2), while the local zonal wind reaches its maximum
in May and a second maximum in November. The standard error for both com-
ponents is rather small. Although slightly larger for the zonal wind, the seasonal
cycle seems to be significant. The maximum of the local wind in May, compared
to a maximum in August of the large scale surface stress curl, supports the hy-
pothesis of Nu´n˜ez-Riboni and Fahrbach (2009), that the local zonal wind plays a
lager role for the slope current variability. Interestingly, the mean seasonal cycle
of the interior transport (not shown), shows a maximum in August, suggesting
that the interior transport variability is controlled by the large-scale winds.
The buoyancy forcing (Figure 4.9e) is strongest in February with a horizontal
density gradient of about 0.2 kgm−3, while a minimum gradient of 0.13 kgm−3
is found in October. This agrees with the seasonal cycle of sea ice, which has
a minimum in February, leading to increased fresh water at the surface that is
downwelling over the continental shelf, hence introducing a larger density gradient.
In winter, the surface layer becomes denser due to brine release during sea ice
formation, thus explaining a weaker gradient.
Generally, HIGH reproduces a seasonality within the coastal current that
agrees with the seasonal evolution presented byNu´n˜ez-Riboni and Fahrbach (2009),
which is an important step toward modelling the correct ASF properties.
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4.4 Shelf break hydrography and implications
for the MWDW inflow
In the previous section it was shown that the model is able to reproduce the key
features of the seasonality of the ASC. For the cross-shelf exchange at the southern
Weddell Sea continental shelf it is, furthermore, important that the water mass
properties associated with the ASF are represented correctly. This will be analysed
in this section on the basis of a hydrographic section cross-cutting the shelf break,
just east off the Filchner Trough at 31◦W.
Modelled mean (2000-2010) potential temperature along this section (Here-
after referred to as section 31W) is shown in Figure 4.10 a) and c) for LOW and
HIGH, respectively. It can be seen from the isotherms (white lines) and isopy-
cnals (black, dashed lines) that also here the ASF is less pronounced in LOW
compared to HIGH. While in HIGH temperature above the shelf break ranges
from −1.5circC to over 0◦, there are no temperatures warmer than 0.5◦C found
in LOW. Furthermore, density ranges from 27.7 kgm−3 to 27.7 kgm−3 between
roughly 500m and 2000m in LOW, while the density gradient is below 0.05 kgm−3
in LOW.
Observations show a strong density gradient exceeding 0.2 kgm−3 between
roughly 500m and 1000m depth with a maximum-temperature core (θ > 0.5 ◦C)
at the lower edge, reaching very close to the shelf break (see Figure 3.4). Hence,
HIGH is performing reasonably well regarding by maintaining stronger tempera-
ture and density gradients at the shelf break, which suggests that high resolution
is important.
Furthermore, observations show a thick fresh and cold layer, representing WW,
of several hundred meters thickness, that govern the upper ocean (≈ 500m),
suppressing the WDW core below the shelf break depth (see Figure 3.4). This layer
is not present in either run, LOW or HIGH. Instead, the WDW layer, indicated
by the −1.5◦C isotherm (see white isolines in Figure 4.10a,c), extends higher up
in the water column to about 100m depth, which allows a permanent warm flow
onto the continental shelf over a thick layer (≈ 400m).
θ-S properties along section 31W are shown in yellow in Figure 4.10b (LOW)
and d (HIGH), including observational data from the area obtained during PS82
and PS96 (gray). The temperature range is covered fairly well by HIGH, however,
the whole distribution is on average shifted about 0.1 toward lower salinities, re-
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Figure 4.10: Multi-year mean (2000-2010) hydrographic section along the 31◦W
meridian (section 31W) for LOW (a) and HIGH (c). Isotherms are shown as white
contours with 0.5 ◦C intervals and black, dashed lines denote potential density in
0.05 kgm−3 intervals. θS diagrams showing data above the continental slope from
LOW (c) and HIGH (d) at three sections: prime meridian (blue) data south of
67◦S, Kapp-Orkney (orange) data south of 69◦S and 31W (yellow) data south of
73.5◦S.
sulting in lower densities (≈ 0.05 kgm−3). A comparison to model results over the
continental slope at the prime meridian (blue) and section SR04 (orange) suggests
that this freshening in HIGH is determined already at the eastern boundary of
the gyre, where the WDW inflow occurs. Little modification takes place during
southward propagation. The WDW properties at the prime meridian in LOW
match the observations better, which could be due to the direct upwelling of ACC
waters at this location after the spin-up time. However, it could also be seen that
the WDW does not extend over the continental slope in LOW, which in cohesion
with a weak boundary current, results in the properties found at section 31W.
Although the MWDW found on the continental shelf in LOW actually has
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similar properties to the observed MWDW, the absence of a slope front and a
warmer core at the shelf break do not allow a realistic analysis of the seasonal in-
flow. Likewise, are the shelf break properties in HIGH not adequate for a regional
analysis of the cross-shelf exchange, as the fresh and shallow MWDW layer leads
to a permanent warm inflow.
4.5 Conclusions
Increased model resolution over the whole Weddell Gyre leads to a significant
improvement regarding the gyre structure, transport and hydrography. SSH fields
and vertically integrated transports reveal a strong adjustment of the gyre over
the first 20 model years in LOW and HIGH. Both show most pronounced changes
in the northeastern part of the gyre, where WDW enters the gyre.
In run LOW, the eastern core of the gyre circulation breaks down entirely
and only a weak ASC remains. A hydrographic section along the prime meridian
shows a near continuous upwelling across the mid-ocean ridge, exhibiting very
weak fronts and the characteristic gyre structure with doming isopycnals is non-
existent. As a result less WDW is injected into the southern rim of the gyre,
leading to a weaker slope front and an unrealistic WDW transport toward the
southern Weddell Sea continental shelf in LOW.
Although the gyre also undergoes significant changes in simulation HIGH,
many features have improved compared to LOW. First, the SSH field in HIGH
shows the influence of the Southwest Indian Ridge in the circulation by constrain-
ing the flow along it and as a results stronger fronts are marking the northern
boundary of the gyre. Second, the WDW inflow along the southern branch over
the continental slope is captured better in HIGH, leading to a stronger ASC and a
more realistic structure of the WDW layer within the gyre. In particular, the slope
front persists along the continental slope all the way to the southern continental
shelf, associated with a strong ASC.
Despite an improved ASF structure from LOW to HIGH, the modelled WDW
properties in HIGH deviate toward lower salinity, i.e., lower density values, when
comparing to observations or the model initial conditions. The results suggest
that the properties are set at the gyre’s eastern boundary. WDW properties at the
prime meridian are represented better in LOW, however, due to the vanishing ASC
in this simulation, this WDW is not transported toward the southern continental
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shelf, thus leading to lower temperatures along the shelf break. The differences in
water mass properties in LOW and HIGH, could be due to structural differences of
the modelled Weddell Gyre’s eastern boundary, such as the continuous upwelling
in LOW, but also due to differences in model parameters, such as diffusivity, which
are necessary due to the differences in resolution.
An analysis of the modelled shelf break properties just east of the Filchner
Trough shows, that although HIGH produces improved ASF representation and
is able to simulate a realistic seasonal cycle of the ASC, neither of the simulations
allow a realistic analysis of the on-shelf flow of MWDW. I conclude, that high
resolution is necessary in order to simulate realistic ASF properties and their
seasonal variability, however, further model tuning is required to improve the
Weddell Gyre circulation with focus on its eastern boundary and the derived
WDW properties. Despite being an important analysis, this would deviate from
the focus of this thesis, which is the MWDW flow onto the southern Weddell Sea
continental shelf. An alternative approach is presented in the following section.
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ner Trough in a 3D-restoring
model approach
As shown in the model assessment in the previous chapter, the high-resolution
simulation leads to a significant improvement in terms of the general Weddell
Gyre circulation and the ASF structure compared to the low-resolution simula-
tion. However, the current representation of the ASF and the associated water
masses does not allow for a detailed analysis of the warm water transport onto
the southern continental shelf. A more extensive analysis and tuning of the model
is required to improve the Weddell Gyre circulation with focus on its eastern
boundary. Although being very essential, this would deviate from the focus of
this thesis. In the following, an approach is presented that allows to keep the
focus on the MWDW inflow toward FRIS by restoring the upstream region above
the continental slope to a newly available climatology.
5.1 A regional restoring model set-up
Since the start of oceanographic research the vastness of the ocean has always
been a challenge. Especially in remote areas, such as Antarctica, data acquisition
is limited by hazardous conditions. This also causes limitations for data products
such as the WOA13, which is used to initialize and also validate ocean models.
For the restoring approach, I use a hydrographic climatology, recently com-
piled by Hattermann (2018). It comprises available historical data from ship-
borne CTD profiles and Satellite Relay Data Logger equipped seals (SRDL-CTD)
between 1977 and 2016 near the continental shelf in the area 10◦ − 25◦W and
70◦ − 74◦S (2859 profiles). The data has been projected onto a mean section
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at Kapp Norvegia, at 17◦W, and merged to monthly mean fields of temperature
and salinity on isobath levels, as the ASF and the associated current (ASC) are
strongly controlled by the topography. For further details see Hattermann (2018).
The WOA13 mean field is used as a background field. My approach is to imple-
ment the section climatology along the continental slope between Kapp Norvegia
and Brunt Ice Shelf (10− 22◦W, 70− 76◦S, see white dashed line in Figure 5.1a)
according to the local bottom depth. The steps are as follows:
• As the bathymetry is very coarse in the WOA13, the RTopo-2 data set
(Schaffer et al., 2016) was interpolated onto the WOA grid (0.25◦ ∗ 0.25◦).
• The section climatology has been projected onto the vertical levels available
in the WOA13.
• For each point in the defined patch, the bottom depth was identified from
the RTopo2 and the profile in the atlas data was replaced by the profile of
the section climatology located at the closest isobath.
• Each profile has then been checked for stability and has been corrected, if
necessary, via the convective adjustment approach (Madec et al., 1991).
• The edges of the adjusted patch are then smoothed by an one-sided mov-
ing average, (e.g. xi−1 = xi + xi+1 + xi+2), in order to maintain the ASF
structure as good as possible.
The model set-up is the same as described in section 2.2.3 within the patch
temperature and salinity are restored over the whole water column with a time
scale of 3 hrs. This nudging method resembles the simplest way of data assimi-
lation and is commonly used for constraining, e.g., sea surface temperature and
salinity in ocean and climate models. My approach is to restore the 3-D tem-
perature and salinity field over a region that, I believe, is crucial, in terms of a
correct hydrographic representation, for the cross-shelf exchange further down-
stream. The restoring simulation will be referred to as RESTORING from here
on. Again, the first 20 years are used as model-spin up.
In this thesis, I am restoring to summer (January) hydrography, as it comprises
the most data points and at the point of analysis, only scattered fields were
available for other seasons. At the same time, the summer restoring serves as
a sensitivity study, as to how the inflow behaves when the ASF does not show the
strong seasonal elevation change as described earlier in the observations, therefore,
not suppressing the WDW in winter. Previous studies have suggested a shoaling of
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the ASF around the Antarctic continent and an associated increased flow of warm
water toward ice shelves (e.g. Schmidtko et al. (2014)). Hence, I will investigate
the role of the continental shelf itself in the seasonal warm inflow toward FIS.
Figure 5.1: a) Bathymetric map showing the extent of the restoring area for
run RESTORING. The red line marks the location of the 10-year mean modelled
potential temperature θ for b) HIGH and c) RESTORING within the restoring
area. Black, dashed lines represent potential density referenced to surface pressure
in 0.1 kgm−3 intervals. White lines are isotherms in 0.5 ◦C intervals.
Figure 5.1 shows a 10-year mean (2000-2010) section of potential temperature
at Kapp Norvegia (marked red in Figure 5.1), cross-cutting the continental slope,
for HIGH (a) RESTORING (b). Differences can be seen in the temperature and
density field. While in HIGH the WDW (θ > −1.5◦C) lies very high up in the
water column (≈ 100m depth) and reaches onto the continental shelf, it is located
below the shelf break depth of≈ 400m in RESTORING, associated with a sharper
front. Furthermore, it has been shown earlier, that although the structure of the
WDW layer is maintained better in HIGH compared to LOW, the density of the
WDW over the continental slope is about 0.1 kgm−3 lower (≈ 27.7 kgm−3) than
the observed WDW (see Figure 4.10d). This feature persists all the way to the
southern continental shelf in HIGH, where, as a result, WDW enters the shelf in
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Figure 5.2: a) Bathymetric map showing the extent of the restoring area for
run RESTORING. The red line marks the location of the section 31W. Shown is
a 10-year mean potential temperature θ section for HIGH (b) and RESTORING
(c). Black dashed lines represent potential density referenced to surface pressure
in 0.1 kgm−3 intervals. White lines are isotherms in 0.5◦C intervals.
form of a thick layer causing a too strong warm inflow (see Figure 4.10c). This
is corrected in run RESTORING and the WDW core has now a density above
27.8 kgm−3 and lies at about 1000m depth. This agrees with the observations,
from the shelf break east of the Filchner Trough, shown in Figure 3.4
The western boundary of the restoring is chosen, such that the ocean can
evolve freely before encountering the continental shelf west of Brunt Ice Shelf. In
order to assess the effect of the restoring on the ASF properties, the 10-year mean
potential temperature is plotted along section 31W (Figure 5.2), for HIGH (b) and
RESTORING (c). An improvement can be seen in RESTORING; the isotherms
and isopycnals show a dip over the shelf break, with a thicker (> 200m) WW
layer above. Furthermore, the warmest and densest water (σθ > 27.8 kgm
−3,
θ > −0.5◦C) is suppressed and the lighter MWDW (σθ < 27.8 kgm−3) enters the
shelf along the bottom.
This model set-up leads to realistic ASF properties and will be used in the
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following to study the flow of MWDW onto the continental shelf and, ultimately,
toward the FIS front.
5.2 Mean circulation and hydrography on the
southern Weddell Sea continental shelf
After a short assessment of the simulated hydrography and circulation on the
southern Weddell Sea continental shelf, the focus will be shifted to the MWDW
inflow along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough. The model is able to
reproduce key features over the continental shelf, which can be illustrated by a
hydrographic section crossing the continental shelf from east to west as shown in
Figure 5.3:
• In agreement with observations (Gammelsrød et al., 1994), most saline wa-
ters in the order of 34.8 are formed over the western part of the continental
shelf and enter the ice-shelf cavity via the western flank of the Ronne Trough
(Nicholls et al., 2003). This results in an east-west density gradient, which
has been suggested to be an important driver for the cavity circulation Tim-
mermann et al. (2002), with inflow at the Ronne side and outflow at the
Filchner side.
• Warm water enters the continental shelf along the bottom on the eastern
side of the Filchner Trough and to the west of Berkner Bank. The inflow
along the Filchner Trough occurs above the 500m isobath, while the trough
is filled with dense and cold water.
• A strong northward flow, transporting cold water along the eastern slope
of the Filchner Trough, is simulated, as described, based on observations,
by Darelius et al. (2014a) and also seen in the CTD-data presented in this
thesis.
These features are also captured by run HIGH, hence without restoring (Fig-
ure 5.4), which suggests that the model is generally performing well. Furthermore,
it can be seen in Figure 5.4b how the MWDW inflow over the Filchner Trough
is stronger in HIGH compared to RESTORING. In HIGH, temperatures above
−1.8◦C are found at mid-depth across the whole trough in the mean field and cores
with θ > −1.6◦C are present at both flanks. These cores are smaller and cooler
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Figure 5.3: a) Bathymetric map (RTopo-2), where the white contour represents
the 500m isobath and the grey line the ice shelf front. The red line marks the
hydrographic sections, from RESTORING, shown in b) potential temperature, c)
velocity normal to the section and d) salinity, averaged over 2000-2010. Dashed
black contours in b)-d) represent potential density referenced to surface pressure.
White contours in b) are isotherms in 0.2◦C intervals and in d) isohalines in 0.1
intervals.
in RESTORING and and temperatures in the centre of the trough do not exceed
−1.8◦C. Generally, salinities on the continental shelf are higher in RESTORING,
which may be partly attributed to the fact that denser water enters the conti-
nental shelf, due to the restored ASF properties (see Figure 5.2). An additional
factor could be fresh water input from the Brunt Ice Shelf, as the salinity section
in HIGH (Figure 5.4) indicates largest differences along the eastern part of the
section.
A deficiency of the model (HIGH and RESTORING) is, that no ISW signif-
icantly colder than −1.9◦C is transported across the FIS front into the Filchner
Trough. Therefore, the thick ISW layer as shown in Figure 3.10, is not present in
the model. However, the modelled trough is filled with cold, dense water, whose
signature is clearly distinguishable from surrounding water masses and represents
the coldest and densest water mass in the Filchner Trough. In particular, the wa-
ter is denser than the off-shelf WDW, which is important as it prevents a direct
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Figure 5.4: Same as Figure 5.3 but for HIGH
warm inflow via the trough and an hypothesized irreversible warm inflow (Hellmer
et al., 2017). Furthermore, this dense water contributes to the dense water pro-
duction in the Weddell Sea, once it crosses the Fichner Sill. In the following I will
refer to this dense water mass, as Filchner overflow water (FOW).
Observations show the coldest ISW outflow at the western flank of the trough
close to the ice shelf front (Gammelsrød et al., 1994; Grosfeld et al., 2001; Darelius
and Salle´e, 2018). This outflow is absent in the model, instead a southward flow of
MWDW is found at mid-depth (≈ 300m) over the western flank of the trough (see
Figure 5.3b,c). A hydrographic section across the Filchner Sill shows MWDW at
the western side of the sill, overlying the ISW layer (Figure 3.2b and Grosfeld et al.
(2001)), however, no traces of MWDW have been observed in the hydrographic
sections taken across the FIS front (Gammelsrød et al., 1994; Grosfeld et al., 2001;
Darelius and Salle´e, 2018). The modelled southward flow is particularly strong
at the beginning of summer (not shown) and may be attributed to too strong
dense water production on Berkner Bank in winter. This dense water production
creates a horizontal density gradient, as indicated by the 27.9 kgm−3 isopycnal in
Figure 5.3 at ≈ 40◦W, which sets up a southward flow due to the thermal wind
balance. The western warm inflow is also found in idealized model results by Daae
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et al. (2017) in the case of a dense western shelf. This should be addressed in future
simulations, however, it does most like not influence the inflow of MWDW along
the eastern flank of the trough.
I conclude that the restoring approach leads to a significant improvement of
the Filchner Trough hydrography and is, despite the general model deficiencies,
suited for a more detailed analysis of the MWDW inflow along the eastern flank
of the Filchner Trough.
5.3 Modelled inflow of MWDW along the east-
ern flank of the Filchner Trough
In this thesis, a tight link is maintained between model results and available ob-
servations on the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf. Generally, observations
are used to validate models, however, this can also be done vice versa. As shown
in the previous sections, the model is able to capture key features of the shelf
hydrography and, due to the restoring, also simulates the right ASF properties.
Therefore, the model can be used to integrate the mooring results, presented in
section 3.2, into a broader picture. This allows an assessment of how representable
of the general circulation the observations are.
Figure 5.5 shows 10-year mean (2000-2010) simulated bottom potential tem-
perature (a), salinity (b) and meridional velocity in colour with normalized current
vectors (c). The mooring locations at 76◦S are marked as coloured diamonds. In
agreement with the mooring data, M31.5W is located in the cold water layer in the
model, while M31W and M30.5W lie within the warm inflow band. Observations
show a roughly 2-week shift during the warm inflow period between M30.5W and
M31W , where the signal appears first in the east and then propagates to the west
(see Figure 3.11a,b). This agrees with the modelled warm water tongue, which
shows an eastward deflection at roughly 75◦S and turns westward again just north
of the mooring locations. Mean seasonal fields (not shown) show a delayed west-
ward spreading of this warm water tongue, which would explain the observed shift
in the moorings. The model results suggest that the moorings are located in an
adequate position to capture the main inflow path.
The eastward deflection of the warm water tongue is also reflected in the
velocity field (Figure 5.5c), and, as a result, the northward flow crosses the 500m
isobath and a small recirculation cell is formed. Looking closer at bathymetry, the
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Figure 5.5: Modelled 10-year (2000-2010) mean bottom potential temperature
a), salinity b) and meridional velocity c) in the north eastern corner of the Filchner
Trough and the adjacent contiental shelf. White and black contours (solid) in a)-
b) and c), respectively, represent isobaths from the model bathymetry in 500m
intervals. Dashed contours represent the 450m isobath. The thick grey line over
the ocean marks Brunt Ice Shelf. Coloured diamonds mark mooring positions
as described in the legend. Grey vectors in c) represent the bottom circulation
(normalized vectors).
450m isobath (dashed contour in Figure 5.5) shows an eastward excursion just
north of the moorings, which is a likely explanation for the shape of the warm
inflow path.
The mean modelled velocity field depicts a band of almost purely westward
velocities at about 76◦S. M31W shows a distinct westward flow in winter, which,
however, is not as pronounced at M30.5. Hence, it is possible that M31W is located
at the southern edge of the described recirculation cell, which can lead to per-
sistent westward flow in winter. Seasonal and interannual variability in the in-
and/or outflow strength can cause a shift of this cell, such that northward flow is
observed at the moorings, as it was the case in one year (2014) of the time series.
The observed westward flow in winter and the shift in the temperature signal
were two main features during the observational analysis that required further
assessment that was not possible based on the available observations. The model
provides conclusive answers to both, which advances the current stage of knowl-
edge of the shelf circulation.
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Figure 5.6: a) Hovmo¨ller diagram showing the mean seasonal cycle (2000-2010)
of modelled temperatures averaged over the bottom three layers along 76◦S. White
contours represent the bottom depth along the model section in 100m intervals.
Black contour represents meridional velocity (dashed=northward, solid = south-
ward) b) Mean simulated seasonal cycle (2000-2010) at 30.5◦W, 76◦S at 344m
depth in blue and averaged over the bottom three layers (400− 460m) in orange.
Dashed lines represent monthly mean values averaged over two years (2014,2015)
at the two depth levels from mooring M31W (see Figure 3.6). Grey shading repre-
sents envelope of mean modelled seasonal salinity of all layers at 30.5◦W, 76◦S.
5.3.1 MWDW at 76◦S
One goal of this chapter is to extend the study of the seasonal inflow of MWDW.
After evaluating the general shelf circulation in the model, a direct comparison
of the model and the moorings observations at 76◦S will be undertaken in this
section, with the focus on the mean seasonal hydrography.
In order to investigate the modelled mean seasonal inflow of MWDW at 76◦S,
a hydrographic section at this latitude was extracted. Figure 5.6a) shows the
10-year mean (2000-2010) seasonal evolution of temperature, averaged over the
bottom three layers (≈ 400− 600m), as a Hovmo¨ller plot. The major southward
flow of MWDW occurs over isobath range of 400− 500m (see Figure 5.6a, white
contours). Above the slope, FOW is transported northward, creating a shear zone
roughly above the 500m isobath.
A seasonal cycle can be seen in the inflow band, with warmest temperatures
(> −1.5 ◦C) from January to June, followed by a cooling from July to October.
This cooling is most pronounced over the shallower part of the shelf (< 400m),
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while a thin band of temperatures around −1.6◦C persists throughout winter
further west. The seasonal temperature signal is accompanied by a lateral shift
of the velocity shear, indicated by the zero velocity contour (Figure 5.6a), where
northward flow extends further up-slope in winter, in agreement with the mooring
observations. Furthermore, not all MWDW is transported southward, but some
is recirculated to the north over the deeper slope, which is indicated by the warm
temperatures (θ > −1.6◦C) west of the zero-velocity contour in Figure 5.6a.
Based on bottom depth and seasonal temperature (warm summer inflow and
cooling in winter), as well as the velocity signal (seasonal east-west shift), longi-
tude 30.5◦W seems closest to the mooring observations at M31W . The mean mod-
elled seasonal temperature cycle at 30.5◦W (see black triangles in Figure 5.6a)
is shown in Figure 5.6b), again as average over the bottom three layers. Ad-
ditionally, a shallower model layer (344m) is shown together with the monthly
mean averages over the whole mooring time series at M31W at both depth lev-
els (330m and 430m, dashed lines). The modelled maximum temperatures lie
within the range of the observations (≈ 1.5◦C) and the observed time shift (see
Figure 3.6) between the mid-depth (330m) maximum and the maximum at the
bottom (430m) of roughly one month is captured.
Based on the presented mooring observations, it was suggested, that deep
convection sets in winter, leading to a cold, weakly stratified water column and
eroding possible remnants of MWDW on the continental shelf. Temperatures in
the model also drop significantly and reach a minimum in August, although the
thermocline at the continental shelf break is not suppressed in winter (due to the
restoring further upstream). The presence of convection becomes more clear in
the modelled salinity distribution, which is shown, comprising all model layers, as
grey shading in Figure 5.6b). Between July and October, the salinity at all levels
lies within a very small range around 34.5, in contrast to a much larger range in
summer (∆S ≈ 0.6), where a fresh surface layer is present due to sea ice melt.
The weak winter stratification in the model goes along with modelled temperatures
below −1.8◦C at mid-depth and below −1.7◦C in the bottom layers, indicating
a cooling from the surface due to the convection. While the bottom layer at
this location still shows a warm trace, temperatures further to the east, i.e., at
bottom depth shallower than 400m are close to the freezing point, suggesting that
convection reaches all the way to the bottom there.
While observed temperatures on the continental shelf stay at the surface freez-
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ing point until December and March at mid-depth and in the bottom layer, re-
spectively, modelled temperatures increase already from September onward and
high temperatures (θ > −.1, 6), characterising MWDW, persist throughout sum-
mer and autumn. This can be attributed to the effect of the restoring, where
the ASF is not suppressed in winter and warm water is present above the shelf
break depth all year around. The fact that, nevertheless, the model reproduces
a seasonal cycle similar to the observations, implies that winter convection over
the continental shelf plays a vital role in the seasonal temperature evolution by
limiting the southward heat transport.
5.3.2 Seasonal shelf hydrography
In the following, a broader look will be taken at the hydrography on the shelf and
how it impacts the seasonal southward inflow of MWDW. For this, a hydrographic
section has been defined along the mean inflow path (hereafter referred to as
InflowNS), based on the 10-year mean (2000-2010) modelled bottom temperature
field on the Eastern Shelf (see Figure 5.7a), from the Filchner Sill to the FIS front.
Mean summer (Dec-Feb), autumn (Mar-May) and winter (Jun-Nov) temperature
sections are shown in Figure 5.7b-d.
Summer hydrography is characterized by a pronounced warm, fresh surface
layer because a large polynya is present each summer along the coast. The south-
ern part of the section takes course close to the coast. Here, the surface layer
extends to about 100m depth, likely due to wind-driven coastal downwelling,
that drives a coastal current. As a result, some of this warm surface water enters
the cavity, as the presence of fresh basal melt water at the ice shelf base allows the
isopycnals to connect across the front. However, this water does not penetrate far
into the cavity (not shown). Measurements of ice shelf thickness show a rather
steep FIS front (Lambrecht et al., 2007), however, terrain-following vertical coor-
dinates require more smoothing, for the ice shelf draft as well as bathymetry, to
ensure numerical stability. Therefore, the model may be prone to an overestima-
tion of flow into the cavity, which has also been suggested by, e.g., Timmermann
et al. (2012) and Naughten et al. (2018).
Below the surface layer, isopycnals are shoaling toward the south in summer,
indicating a positive density gradient from the north to the south. It is MWDW
denser than 27.75 kgm−3 that flows southward along the shelf with temperatures
above −1.6◦C, however, it is blocked by the presence of denser (σθ > 28 kgm−3)
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Figure 5.7: a) 10-year mean (2000-2010) modelled bottom temperature, with
white contours representing model bathymetry (only 500 m and 1000 m isobath).
The red line marks the hydrographic section (referred to as InflowNS) shown for
summer (Dec-Feb) in b), for autumn (Mar-May) in c) and winter/spring (Jun-
Nov) in d). Black, dashed lines represent potential density in 0.05 kgm−3 intervals
between 27.7, kgm−3 and 27.9, kgm−3. e) θS- diagram of the average over the bot-
tom three layers along the section, where the colour shading shows the latitude.
Thick, dashed line represents the surface freezing point and thin, black lines rep-
resent potential density in 0.05 kgm−3 intervals.
water south of about 76.6◦S. In autumn, the isopycnals flatten and the densest
bottom layer has either eroded or retreated from the Eastern Shelf, allowing for
a southward spreading of MWDW up to 78◦S. This agrees with observations
published by Darelius et al. (2016), who observed MWDW close to the ice front
for the first time in 2013. The pulse appeared in mid-April. South of 77.5◦,
temperatures above −1.6◦C cover almost the whole water column, suggesting
that fresh warm water above 300m depth has been transported southward within
the boundary current, while only the denser water resembles MWDW.
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Looking at the section data in θS space, with colour marking the latitude,
shows, that the MWDW is significantly modified along its path, forming the char-
acteristic straight line between WDW and WW. The majority of the water at 78◦S
has temperatures below −1.8◦C and salinities above 34.45. Warm temperatures
up to −1.4◦C are also found, however, they are associated with the significantly
fresher, hence, lighter surface water. As shown in Figure 5.7, it is this water that
can enter the ice shelf cavity due to a smoothed ice shelf front.
5.3.3 Interannual variability of MWDW inflow
It was shown that in the mean modelled state MWDW reaches the ice shelf front
during autumn with temperatures between −1.6◦C and −1.4◦C, which are sig-
nificantly cooler than at the sill. In winter, the southern part of the shelf water
becomes denser due to convection, impeding a southward penetration of the lighter
MWDW past 76.5◦S. In this section, I will investigate the interannual variability
of the warm inflow along section InflowNS.
Figure 5.8 shows a Hovmo¨ller diagram of temperature averaged over the bot-
tom three layers along section InflowNS. The described seasonal southward prop-
agation of MWDW and its modification along its path can be seen. The inflow
reaches 78◦S every year, however, does not enter the cavity (south of red line)
significantly. As seen in Figure 5.7a), the Eastern Shelf (shallower than 500m),
where the southward spreading of MWDW is seen in the model as well as obser-
vations, becomes very narrow south of 77◦S. As long as the trough is filled with
dense water, there is, therefore, no direct pathway into the cavity, in particular in
case of a deeper ice shelf draft in reality.
Higher temperatures (up to 1◦C) are found in the second half of the analysis
period, i.e., from 2005 onward, which is particularly prominent at the sill (north of
75◦S) but also further south on the shelf up to about 77◦S. It has been suggested
by Stewart and Thompson (2016) and Daae et al. (2017) that denser water on
the continental shelf leads to a stronger warm inflow, as dense isopycnals on
the shelf connect with off-shelf isopycnals, forming a v-shaped front. Bottom
density is shown as white isolines in Figure 5.8 and it can be seen that the shelf
is denser prior to winter 2005, hence, when the temperatures were lower. Here,
the 27.8 kgm−3 isopycnal covers the southern part of the section almost the whole
year and extends all the way to the sill during summer. One exception is found
in summer 2002/2003, where the northern shelf stays lighter (fresher), associated
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Figure 5.8: Mean modelled potential temperature averaged over three bottom
layers along section InflowNS in RESTORING. White contours represent bottom
density (full line: 27.8 kgm−3, dashed line: 27.75 kgm−3). The red line marks the
position if the ice shelf front
with a warmer signal at the sill.
From winter 2005 onward, the 27.8 kgm−3 isopycnal does not extend beyond
76◦S and also the period of the southern shelf being denser than 27.8 kgm−3
is shorter, resulting in a fresher shelf in summer and autumn. Understanding
processes controlling the MWDW flow, is of particular interest in order to assess
a possible sensitivity to future climate change. To deepen this analysis, the data
will be split into two time periods, from 2000 to 2005 (hereafter referred to as
period 1) and from 2006 to 2010 (hereafter period 2).
Figure 5.9 shows the difference in potential temperature, averaged from De-
cember to May (summer + autumn), of period 1 minus period 2 (Both individual
sections are shown in Figure A.4). It can be seen that the bottom layer is sig-
nificantly warmer (≈ 0.4◦C) in period 2 compared to period 1 (negative values).
Above the bottom layer, positive values indicate warmer temperatures over a thick
layer in period 1. Generally, largest differences are found at the sill, while they
become gradually smaller toward the south.
Additionally, two isopycnals, representing the range of MWDW (27.75 kgm−3
& 27.8 kgm−3, see Figure 5.7), are plotted for each period (green). In period
1, densities above 27.8 kgm−3 are found at the bottom of the continental shelf,
associated with colder temperatures. Generally, the shelf is denser in period 1,
indicated by the depth difference of the 27.75 kgm−3 isopycnal, which is found
about 100m higher up in the water column in period 1.
These results suggest that denser water in the south in period 1 blocks the
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Figure 5.9: Difference in modelled potential temperature, averaged over sum-
mer and autumn (Dec-May) between 2000-2005 (period 1) and 2006-2010 (period
2) along section InflowNS (period 1 minus period 2). Green contours represent
selected isopycnals for period 1 (solid) and period 2 (dashed).
lighter MWDW and lifts it off the bottom, leading to a colder and denser bottom
layer. In period 2, the inflow occurs along the bottom, as the dense bottom layer
is absent. This explains the warmer signal found in Figure 5.8.
While the bottom temperatures are higher in period 2, temperatures above
are warmer and the thickness of the MWDW layer spreading southward is larger
in period 1. This can partly be caused by an uplift of isopycnals at the shelf break
due to the denser outflow, granting an easier access for the off-shelf MWDW as
proposed by Daae et al. (2017). This also affects the warm inflow (see Figure 5.3)
at mid-depth over the western flank of the trough, which is warmer during period
1, likely due to the uplift of MWDW at the sill (see Figure A.3).
The question arises as to what drives the interannual changes in the trough’s
density. One possible factor is sea ice and associated dense water production on
the continental shelf. The Filchner Trough can be influenced mainly by two ways.
First, by dense water production on the Ronne side, which will lead to denser
water in the cavity and, ultimately, outflow on the Filchner side. Second, by sea
ice production on Berkner Bank and directly over the Filchner, which can feed
dense water directly into the trough as seen earlier in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.10a shows a map of the difference of the mean ice production rates over
period 1 and 2. The pattern exhibits larger (≈ 1my−1) ice production over the
southern part of the continental shelf in period 1, being particularly strong along
the ice shelf front and on the Ronne side. Over large parts of the remaining shelf,
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Figure 5.10: a) Difference of the mean sea ice production rate between period
1 (2000-2005) and period 2 (2006-2010). Black contour represents the 500m iso-
bath from RTopo-2 (Schaffer et al., 2016). The white feature west of the Filchner
Trough represents a large grounded ice berg (A23-A). b) Potential density differ-
ence between period 1 and 2 (1 minus 2) along a hydrographic section through the
Filchner Trough (see red line in a)). Black isolines represent the mean position of
the 27.9 kgm−3 isopycnal in period 1 (solid) and period 2 (dashed).
however, the difference is negative, hence, higher production in the second period.
Figure 5.10b shows the density difference between the two periods, together with
the mean position of the 27.9 kgm−3 isopycnal and it can be seen that significantly
higher densities are found within the whole trough in period 1 (positive values).
The layer thickness of water denser than 27.9 kgm−3 is about double in period 1
compared to period 2. While it is difficult to quantify contributions from Ronne
and Berkner, the shoaling isopycnals toward the ice front in period 1 suggest that
local convection does play a large role, which is further supported by the pattern
of the density difference, showing a maximum directly at the ice front.
Other maxima in the density difference are found at the sill (north of 76◦S)
at the bottom, which cannot be directly linked to the sea ice production rates,
however could be attributed to a denser overflow in period 1. It was shown in
Figure 5.5 that the northward flow turns westward at the sill. Due to the location
of the hydrographic section, this outflow crosses the section at the sill.
5.4 Discussion
The current understanding of the hydrography and ocean circulation on the south-
ern Weddell Sea continental shelf has been patched together from observations
and model results over a long period of time. The presented model simulation
reproduces many of the key observed features on the continental shelf and fur-
ther advance the current understanding of the shelf circulation along the eastern
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flank of the Filchner Trough. No other model, regional or global, with a realistic
set-up is currently available for this very complex region. Many models require
restoring of sea surface salinity in order to achieve realistic water masses over the
continental shelf or to prevent the occurrence of a spurious Weddell polynya (e.g.
Naughten et al. (2018)).
The regional restoring approach, as a simple tool of data assimilation, has
proven to be an efficient tool to improve the representation of the modelled ASF
and, ultimately, the flow of MWDW onto the southern continental shelf. This
set-up allows for a direct comparison with mooring observations and, at the same
time, serves as a sensitivity study. Observations show a seasonal heaving of the
ASF, which lies shallower in summer, allowing an on-shelf flow of MWDW, while
it is suppressed below the shelf break depth in winter (A˚rthun et al., 2012). It was
shown in section 3.2, that the warm signal observed at the moorings at 76◦S can be
connected to this seasonal evolution of the ASF. It was further suggested that the
observed seasonal cycle, with the warm inflow being limited to summer/autumn,
is a combination of the seasonal cycle of the ASF depth and winter time convection
over the continental shelf. By applying restoring to only summer hydrography,
where the ASF is not suppressed in winter, one can investigate the influence of
the continental shelf on the southward propagation of MWDW toward the FIS
front.
The results show that, despite the upstream restoring to summer hydrography,
a clear seasonal cycle on the continental shelf is produced by the model, which
is comparable to the mooring observations at 76◦S, with maximum temperature
toward the end of summer/beginning of autumn and a significant cooling and
weakly stratified water column in winter. The model results suggest that shelf
convection plays a key role in limiting the southward penetration of MWDW
in winter. While available observations show that the ASF depth increases in
winter, therefore, preventing the on-shore flow of MWDW (A˚rthun et al., 2012),
a multidecadal warming associated with a shoaling of the mid-depth temperature
maximum is suggested to provide greater access for warmer, saltier water to the
continental shelf around Antarctica (Schmidtko et al., 2014). Therefore, the role of
the winter shelf convection is important in limiting the heat transport to ice shelves
and might become more important in the future. However, model projections
suggest a decrease of sea ice production in a future warming climate, which will
in turn decrease the strength of convection (Timmermann and Hellmer , 2013).
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Hence, the shoaling of the ASF in combination with decreasing sea ice formation
will increase the potential for a warm inflow into the FRIS cavity. Hellmer et al.
(2017) show that once the warm inflow into the cavity has started the system is
irreversible.
MWDW was observed in the vicinity of the ice front for the first time in 2013
(Darelius et al., 2016). A comparison of hydrographic sections at 76◦S from the
beginning of January in 2013, 2014 and 2016 (Figure 3.10) showed that in 2013,
warmer and denser MWDW was present, compared to the other years, suggesting
an earlier onset of the warm inflow. Therefore, the MWDW would have more time
to propagate southward before the winter convection sets in. The model results
show MWDW reaching the FIS ice front every year, although strong convection
sets in. Due to the restoring, the warm inflow starts also early in the model and
the warm water can reach the front, before it is eroded in winter. Hence, the onset
of the inflow seems to be an important factor in determining whether MWDW
can reach the ice front or not.
Generally, the model shows that the MWDW is modified significantly by the
time it reaches the ice front and mean temperatures are found between −1.6◦C
and −1.4◦C, agreeing with the observed MWDW trace in 2013, which showed
maximum values of −1.4◦C (Darelius et al., 2017). Higher temperatures are only
found north of 77◦C in the model. Furthermore, the model results suggest, that
there is no direct inflow of MWDW into the cavity along the Eastern Shelf. The
southward flow of warm water in the bottom layers is limited to the shallower
part of the shelf east of the 500m isobath, which does not extend into the cav-
ity (see Figure 5.7). Instead, it was found that AASW enters the cavity along
the ice shelf base in summer, which may partly be attributed to an unavoidable
smoothing of the ice front related to the terrain-following coordinates (in agree-
ment with Naughten et al. (2018)). This explains the simulated high melt rates in
summer along the FIS front (Figure 4.2). Although this melting is likely overes-
timated, no information about the real seasonal cycle is available due to the lack
of observations.
Interannual variability of the modelled warm inflow (along section InflowNS)
was found to be depending on the density in the trough. From 2000-2005 the FOW
in the whole trough is significantly denser, which is expressed in lifted isopycnals,
and results in a denser bottom layer also on the shelf east of the trough. This
dense layer blocks the warm inflow along the bottom and lifts the MWDW core.
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In contrast, maximum temperatures (up to 1◦C higher at the sill) are found along
the bottom between 2006-2010. Despite warmer bottom temperatures in period
2, the MWDW layer (27.75 kgm−3 < σθ < 27.8 kgm−3) on the shelf was about
twice as thick in period 1 compared to period 2, thus, leading to warm inflow
over a larger part of the water column. A future task would be to perform a heat
budget analysis, in order to determine in which of the two phases more heat is
carried southward.
It was shown that the differences between the periods might be due to stronger
sea ice formation over the southern continental shelf in period 1 compared to
period 2. Petty et al. (2014) state that the net salt flux from sea ice production
or melt dominates the depth of the mixed layer over the continental shelf around
Antarctica. Therefore, higher production rates are likely the cause of an overall
denser shelf in the simulation. Reasons for the variability of the sea ice production
rates are likely connected to the forcing, however, this would need further analysis
in the future.
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5.5 Summary
The aim of this Chapter was to study the MWDW flow onto the southern Weddell
Sea continental shelf and, ultimately, toward the FRIS in FESOM. It was shown
in the previous chapter that the ASF properties upstream of the Filchner Trough
improve with higher resolution, however, are not sufficiently well represented in
the model to study the inflow of MWDW. Therefore, I developed a new model
configuration, where the 3-D field of temperature and salinity upstream of the
Filchner Trough is restored to a modified version of the WOA13. For this I used
a newly available climatology that combines hydrographic observations from ship
cruises as well as data from CTD-tagged seals along a section cross-cutting the
continental slope at Kapp Norvegia (≈ 17◦W) and implemented this data into the
WOA13 over a defined patch. The model temperature and salinity were restored
with a time scale of 3 hrs. I found that this approach leads to a greatly improved
representation of the ASF and, ultimately, of the MWDW flow onto the shelf.
The model simulation was used to integrate the mooring observations (presented
in section 3.2) into a broader picture with a modelled seasonal cycle at 76◦S that
is comparable to the one identified from mooring observations. It was shown that
winter convection over the continental shelf limits the southward propagation of
MWDW, thereby, impeding a year-long inflow, even if MWDW is present at the
sill all year around. Furthermore, the model results suggest that, at present day
conditions, there is no direct pathway for MWDW east of the Filchner Trough to
enter the cavity. Due to high densities within the Filchner Trough, the southward
flow of MWDW is limited to bottom depths shallower than 500m, however, this
part of the continental shelf becomes very narrow toward the FIS front and does
not reach into the cavity. Finally, it was found that higher densities in the Filchner
Trough and its eastern flank can lead to broader warm inflow at mid-depth, while
lower densities allow a stronger inflow along the bottom, which, however, occurs
over a smaller depth range. It will be important to address the question, which
of the two observed situations creates a larger southward heat transport and,
ultimately, increases the possibility of a warm water transport into the cavity.
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6. Conclusions and Outlook
The aim of this thesis was to study the MWDW flow onto the southern Weddell
Sea continental shelf, with focus on the Filchner Trough region. For the first
time, the seasonality of the hydrography along the eastern flank of the trough
could be described, based on mooring observations. Furthermore, a global con-
figuration of FESOM was applied with increased resolution over the Weddell Sea
(O[10 km]) and an even higher resolved continental shelf (O[3 km]). Additionally,
a model-restoring approach has been developed in order to test the sensitivity of
the modelled warm inflow to the ASF representation in the model. The main
objectives formulated for this thesis were:
1. Observations at the shelf break show a seasonal flow of MWDW onto the
continental shelf at the eastern side of the Filchner Sill (A˚rthun et al., 2012)
and warm pulses have been observed for the first time close to the FIS front
in 2013 (Darelius et al., 2016). However, little is known about the seasonal
and interannual variability along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough.
What is the seasonal variability of the MWDW inflow downstream of the
shelf break? What are the main processes involved?
2. With exponentially increasing computational power and data storage capa-
bilities, more powerful ocean models are being developed. In this thesis, a
global configuration of the Finite Element Sea Ice - Ocean Model (FESOM),
which allows a local mesh refinement. How well is the Weddell Gyre circu-
lation represented in low and high resolution simulations and how does it
influence the cross-shelf exchange in the southern Weddell Sea?
3. How do the model results compare to observations and can the model re-
produce a realistic flow of MWDW onto the continental shelf? If so, what
is the interannual variability and can MWDW enter the FIS cavity via the
Eastern Shelf?
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In the following, I will provide conclusions specific to each objective, followed
by an overall conclusion and an outlook of planned, as well as proposed, future
work.
1. Generally, the Filchner Trough is filled by a thick layer of ISW, while
MWDW enters the continental shelf to the east of the trough, creating
a strong temperature and density front. A distinct seasonal cycle is found
along the eastern flank of the Filchner Trough, which can be described by
four phases (see Figure 3.9). MWDW is found on the continental shelf at
76◦S between January and June, which can be described in two separated
phases. In Phase 1, spanning roughly from January to February, MWDW is
only present at mid-depth with increasing temperatures toward the end of
the phase (θ ≈ −1.5◦C). At the same time, the bottom layer depicts a mean
northward flow of ISW, due to an eastward extent of the ISW layer, which
is most likely blocking the lighter MWDW further north . In the following
phase (Phase 2), the ISW retreats, by either a dynamical process or ero-
sion (needs further investigation), and a persistent southwestward flow sets
in, transporting denser MWDW southward along the bottom. Maximum
temperatures at the bottom are reached in June and exceed −1.5◦C, while
temperatures at mid-depth have started to decrease. By the beginning of
July, temperatures in the water column have dropped to the surface freezing
point (θ = −1.9◦C), associated with a weak stratification, which marks the
beginning of Phase 3. This phase lasts for about three months (July to Oc-
tober), during which temperatures stay at the surface freezing point, while
a steady increase in salinity indicates active shelf convection. Furthermore,
the flow, depicts a strong westward component during this period, which
may be driven by a North-South density gradient on the shelf. With the
onset of surface melt in October, the salinity increase terminates and Phase
4 starts. This phase is characterised by the appearance of ISW along the
bottom, which is associated with a northward flow component, while the
temperature at mid-depth remains at the surface freezing point and salinity
decreases slightly until the MWDW inflow starts in Phase 1. This seasonal
cycle can be connected to the seasonal heaving of the ASF, which shoals
during summer, allowing on-shelf flow of MWDW. Maximum temperatures
at the shelf break, exceeding −1◦C, are observed in March. In winter the
ASF is suppressed and lays below the shelf break depth. A thick layer of
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WWwith temperatures around −1.8◦C is present above. The MWDW takes
about 2 months to travel from the shelf break to 76◦S, which corresponds
to a mean flow strength of about 2.5 cm s−1 in agreement with the observed
current. Winter convection on the shelf leads to a densification of the water
column, which likely blocks the shoaling MWDW at the shelf break from
a southward propagation during spring. The main processes determining
the observed seasonal cycle, are the depth of the ASF at the shelf break,
the strength of winter convection, induced by sea ice formation and harsher
atmospheric conditions, as well as the seasonal extent of the ISW onto the
Eastern Shelf.
2. FESOM was run on two different meshes, one with a resolution of 4 −
73 km in the Weddell Sea (run LOW) and one with a resolution in the
order of the Rossby radius, where minimum resolution is approximately
3 km over the southern continental shelf and the maximum resolution around
15 km in the northeastern corner of the Weddell Gyre. The representation
of the Weddell Gyre circulation and hydrography improves with increased
resolution, resulting in a stronger gyre, which can be attributed to a sharper
ASF in HIGH and an associated stronger ASC. In LOW the slope current is
vanishingly small. High resolution, at least in the order of the Rossby radius,
is needed to maintain the ASF in the model. In HIGH, the interior gyre
flow agrees with estimates based on the Sverdrup theory and accounts for
about half of the total gyre strength (Total transport ≈ 40 Sv). The second
half is limited to the slope current. Both simulations show deficiencies in
the eastern part of the gyre, where it interacts with the ACC and WDW is
injected into the gyre. In LOW the eastern part of the gyre breaks down
during the simulation and continuous upwelling across the Southwest Indian
Ridge is found east of the prime meridian. While in HIGH some form of
a gyre structure is maintained in the eastern part, the WDW layer above
the continental slope is too fresh, which results in WDW being found at too
shallow depth. This leads to a too strong warm flow onto the continental
shelf. The properties of the water transported to the southern continental
shelf within the slope current are determined by the processes at the eastern
boundary. Neither of the simulations is suitable for a realistic analysis of
the seasonal MWDW flow onto the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf.
Despite a too strong warm inflow, HIGH reproduces key features on the
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continental shelf: High salinities (O[34.85]) on the western shelf and lower
values in the Filchner Trough (O[34.6]), strong northward flow (O[10cm s−1])
along the eastern slope of the Filchner Trough, representing the ISW outflow,
major inflow paths of MWDW on the Eastern Shelf and via Hughes Trough
(west of Berkner Bank).
3. By restoring the 3-D temperature and salinity field upstream of the Filch-
ner Trough, to an, observation based, climatological hydrography of the
ASF above the continental slope, a realistic inflow of MWDW is achieved,
whose seasonal cycle is comparable to the presented mooring observations
at 76◦S. Model results suggest, that the moorings at 76◦ are located south
of a small depression in the bathymetry (≈ 450m depth), creating a small
recirculation cell, that can explain the observed westward flow at M31W and
the time shift of the MWDW signal between M30.5W and M31W , since the
warm inflow steers around the depression. Due to data availability, only a
restoring to summer conditions (shallow ASF depth) was possible, which at
the same time served as a sensitivity experiment, to assess the importance
of the processes on the continental shelf, such as winter convection, for the
seasonal MWDW inflow. Although MWDW is present at the shelf break
depth all year around, winter convection, which is strongest south of 76◦S,
impedes a year-long southward flow of MWDW. The MWDW that reaches
Interannual variability of the modelled MWDW inflow is suggested to be
driven by the overall density on the shelf. A positive density anomaly might
weaken the warm inflow along the bottom, by lifting the MWDW core, how-
ever allows a broader inflow at mid-depth and could, therefore, lead to an
overall stronger heat transport toward the south. A likely driver for the
interannual variability of the shelf density in the model is the strength of
sea ice production over the Ronne side, as well as, over the Berkner Bank
and the southern Filchner Trough. The model results suggest, that under
present day conditions, where the Filchner Trough is filled with dense ISW
and the MWDW flow is limited to the Eastern Shelf that is shallower than
500m, there is no direct pathway for MWDW to enter the FIS cavity, far
beyond the ice shelf front, along the eastern side. This would only be pos-
sible if the thickness of the dense layer in the trough or its density was to
decrease.
To conclude, the southern Weddell Sea is a highly complex region, which re-
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mains undersampled due its remoteness and the presence of harsh conditions all
year around. The lack of oceanic as well as atmospheric observations pose a big
challenge to numerical models, in addition to the small Rossby radius governing
the whole Weddell Gyre, requiring high resolution in order to resolve mesoscale
activity. Observations show that the seasonal inflow of MWDW along the eastern
flank of the Filchner Trough is strongly connected to the seasonality of the ASF.
The properties of the water masses associated with the ASF, are likely set along
the eastern boundary of the Weddell Gyre, suggesting that special care has to be
taken of this region in ocean models. While the finite-element approach provides a
great and promising opportunity for global ocean and climate models, by allowing
a regional refinement of the mesh, the set-up has to be treated carefully with the
consideration of large-scale circulation. However, the regional-restoring approach,
developed in this thesis, might serve as a valuable tool for global ocean models, in
order to improve the ocean circulation in the southern Weddell Sea locally. The
main findings in this thesis give new insight to the general hydrography along the
eastern flank of the Filchner Trough, by providing, for the first time, a full de-
scription of the seasonal hydrography. However, the results also demonstrate the
great demands made on a global ocean model, for simulating cross-shelf exchanges
in the Weddell Sea and ultimately, ocean-ice shelf interactions.
Based on the results of this thesis, several objectives for future work can be
formulated. The mooring deployments at 76◦S and the two RV Polarstern cruises
(PS82, PS96) presented in this thesis, are part of a large project (Filchner Ice
Shelf Project) of international collaboration, comprising two hot-water drilling
campaigns on FIS to deploy under-shelf ice moorings (2015/2016 and 2016/2017),
in total, three cruises with RV Polarstern (PS82, PS96 and PS111), besides addi-
tional efforts by international colleagues. The mooring time series presented here,
is only the first part of a long-term time series (> 6 years) at 76◦S. The moorings
have been redeployed successfully during PS96 (2016) and again at the begin-
ning of 2018, during PS111. Therefore, additional two-year long time series are
available, which will be analysed in the near future and will give further insight
into the, previously described, seasonal cycle. The moorings were equipped with
additional temperature sensors during the first redeployment, allowing a better
description of the temperature evolution throughout the water column. Further-
more, an extensive CTD-survey was possible during PS111, due to good sea ice
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conditions, which includes data along the Ronne as well as Filchner ice shelf front,
next to other valuable hydrographic data in the Filchner trough. Data from the
under-shelf ice moorings is being transmitted via satellite and more than one year
of data has been collected by now. Bringing this large set of observations to-
gether will be a challenging but exciting task and will provide new insight into
the complex circulation on the southern Weddell Sea continental shelf.
Along with the data analysis, further development of FESOM simulations
will be important. This thesis set a cornerstone for future modelling work in
the Weddell Sea by highlighting deficiencies in the model regarding the ocean
circulation, on which one can build on in future studies. One long-term goal
should be to improve the representation of the Weddell Gyre, with focus on the
ASF properties. The next step, however, is to apply the seasonal restoring, with
the now available full data set, which will include the seasonal variability in the
upper-layer hydrography over the continental slope. Many idealized modelling
studies have suggested that a resolution in the order of 1 km is needed to fully
resolve the dynamics of the ASF. Recently developed FESOM configurations in the
Artic use such a high resolution regionally, however, this still requires exceptional
computational effort. With exponentially increasing computer power, these high-
resolution simulations might be more feasible in the near future.
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A. Complementary Figures
Figure A.1: Modelled annual mean SSH (top) and vertically integrated west-
ward transports (bottom) along the prime meridian in HIGH. The comparison
illustrated that the SSH field captures the structural changes of the Weddell Gyre
throughout the model simulation.
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APPENDIX A. COMPLEMENTARY FIGURES
Figure A.2: Modelled potential temperature field at 350m depth over the Wed-
dell Gyre in 10-year intervals starting in 1979 (top) until 2010 (bottom) in run
HIGH (left) and LOW (right). Black isolines represent isotherms in 1◦C inter-
vals. The temperature field illustrates the structural changes of the Weddell Gyre
throughout the simulation.
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Figure A.3: Modelled temperature and salinity sections across the Eastern Shelf
in HIGH average from 2000 to 2005 (left) and from 2006 to 2010 (right). The
sections highlight the density differences on the continental shelf between both
time periods.
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APPENDIX A. COMPLEMENTARY FIGURES
Figure A.4: Modelled potential temperature in HIGH, averaged over summer
and autumn (Dec-May) between 2000-2005 (top) and 2006-2010 (bottom) along
section InflowNS. White isolines represent temperature in 0.2◦C intervals and
black isolines represent potential density referenced to the surface in 0.05 kgm−3
intervals.
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